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Natural Magnetic Physician,
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This cut of Glove is entirely new and different
iro g all others, the buttons being scarcely perceptible when the arm is raised, while the peculiar and
perfect fit adds to the natural beauty and symmetry
of the arm. It renders the Glove easier to put ou,
and is more agreeable to the baud and arm.
These Gloves come in all the

Delicate Liglit Shades for Parties, Balls
and Deceptions.
Also

a

iii

Also

a
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Boots and Shoes.
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see me
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GREEN,

Congress St.,
DORR

FROM

my 12

Federal street,

and after ilie Omt c!ar of Mar.
A. MMH-HOW.
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Vaults Cleaned

and

Asltes Re-

moved.
OKI IK.US promptly
or addressing

All
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attended to by railing at
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CASCO.

We have just returned lrom New York,
and most elegant stock of Ncckw'ear

with the
ever

shown in Portland.

New, Stylish and Nobby Spring Goods.
Hill & Phinney,

R. ullibUNt

24J

688 U>DSt88S StrMl

mal)

Middle

street.
eodGm

PORTLAND.

COAL

Public Buildings will receive
sealed proposals until WEDNESDAY, tbe 23d
inst., at noon, for six hundred and fifty (650) tons
Broken Coal, 2240 pounds to tbe ton, ot the best
quality ol “Honev-Brook” Lehigh Coal; three hundred (300) tons to be delivered, put in and trimmed,
at tbe City Building, and three hundred tons at such
schoolliouses of the city as may be designated by the
Committee, both on or before August 15, 1877, and
tbe remaining fifty tons at such tiuiSs during the municipal year, and place*, as may be designated by
the Committee, the coal to be of the best quality of
the name and in the best order and well screened,
aud weighed by such weigher as the city may approve.
The Committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids that may not be for tbe interest ot the
city.
Address all proposals to
M. M. BUTLER,
on

we

will be
at

CORSETS

on

my!5
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Our stock ol

DEALERS.

\ s unrivalled.
In these Goods we
j* lave
always kept the Best and
1 argest variety, and at the prices

shall sell them now will war1 ■ant all in
purchasing their year’s
^

*

we

apply-

We offer

t

Public Buildings.
did

price of

rwenty-Five Cents.
Our stock ol

The

—

SILK FRINGES

Stock

Largest

»

OF

<

FURNITURE,
offered in Portland,

cumpieie

anu were

purchased

:arly and at the lowest market
prices, so that selling them at cost
ivill be rare Bargains.

This sale will he continued unfll we have sold our entire stock.
We invite all to visit our store
ind secure some of the Bargains
we shall oiler in

may be Icranil at

g i ran k as,
46

Exchange St.,

Hosiery, Gloves,
Neck Rnfflings,
Buttons, Fans,

a

perfect line

ol

LADIES’, MISSES’ & CHILDREN S

10
15
20

Prices for Families and Offices.
lbs. daily, from June 1 to October 1.$6.00
1.

300 Marble
AND

dozen Tomato PlanHi at
35 eta per dozen.
best Verbenas; at
Sin cts.
■<
50 cts.
Eng. Pansies, at
Thousands of Bedding Plants, at 35 cts.
Evergreens for Hedges very low.
Gardens fitted up iu the best manner, at prices to

save

money by calling

Monthly Prices.
Monthly rates apply to all not taking Ice the whole

season, or four months.
10 lbs. daily, per month.§2.00
2.50
15.
"
«
3.00
20

suit the times.
All of our Plants

No. 46 Exchange
my9

street.
(12

for

mechanical deor
other

DRAIN PIPE

s

*

Manufacture by Btcnm Power

CEMENT

g

CO.,3

J. W.STOCKWELL. PROPRIETOR,

^HYDRALIC
M

«

W

—

PIPE>

(and Machines for making tho same)
For Drains, Sewers, C'ulverts, Wells A
Cliimuey*; also, Btoue Edging
A Flower Vases.
?
q
^Factory at Junction, JDanforth St., and W.©
v
Promenade,
W
Office nt No. I Portland Pier,

3

35

CZ*

Medal & Diploma,
mch13

Portland, Ik*

}
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Vaults Cleaned,
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f. kicked,
l.ibbv'H Comer, Dreriug.
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These shirts

are

.

OO !

first class in every respect

quality and workmanship, and

50 different styles of bosoms
novelties ot the season.

over

241

as to
made to order in
embracin'* all the

are

&T1II1INEY,

MIDDLE

STREET

__eodCm

Maine Blackwood.
Mares not proving in foal may be returned
tire tillowing season, or the money will bo refunded
Maine Blackwood is 5 years old. dark
brown, stands
lu73’ He foiled as ai
™araMdS’
old in -.36}, and drew a
year
wagon in
-ini. He
t0 Bluckwood Jr* r*»rd as
a 5 yea
22}
For lurthcr particulars address

ml &ii8Sn ,aSout

•*

ohh5

>'•

RFIWERY.

^o. 47 St. John street, Portland.

-i^u

___d&wtf

For Sale ata Bargain

milE Stock and Fixtures of a Ketail Provision
Grocery Store. Apply before the 19th lust,
at 5i0 Congress Street, or to
FliED. N. DOW
Attomey-at-Law, 199} Middle Street, Portland,

_niylj

_

d4t

Ashos Hauled.
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F. KICK ■: 1C,

Idkbj's Corarr, Uerring.
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SOMETHING

NEW!

THE

ELECTRIC

THERMOSTATIC

FIRE

JlLARM.

is truly one of the most useful iuventions of
this inventive age. Where this Alarm is
placed
it is utterly impossible for a Fire to pass its
incipient

This

stage and get beyond control.
It is

Automatic in its working,
better than the most faithful watchman, never fails
to give the alarm.
Its simplicity and cheapness

make it available by all owners of property Heal and
Personal. A Burglar Alarm can also be attached,
which is greatly efficient and certain in giving timely
notice of an attempt to enter by burglars. The Fire
Alarm can be
to Vessels, also, and will he
found very efficient in detecting Fire at Sea, long before those on board have any other intimations of it.

HOTEL

^obtained

w

vices, medical,

oaipounds,

designs,

ornamental
trade-marks, and

Caveats,

Assign|

ments, Interferences, etc.
nventions that have been
by tbe Patent Office may
still, in most cases, be
secured by us.
Being
opposite the Patent Office, we can make closer
searches, ami secure Pat-

tents moro promptly and wijh broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

INVFNTOR^s
Lli 1V ll
liu

Made lo Order lor

455 Congress Street.

applied

1"

fine

IIIL.I2

Any customer leaving town, by giving notice at
the office, will be entitled to a proper deduction.
We particularly request our customers to report
any neglect of our drivers in leaving the Ice ; complaints for carelessness or any other cause, if made
at the office, will be attended to promptly,
dtf
my 15

on

us.

8.00

THE POfitTEAND CEMENT

Top

—

ot our own manufacture, anil the cheapest suit we
sell upholstered, one-lialf pare Hair. Best suits all
pare Hair.
All our Furniture put in the best order and delivered freo ot charge.
Our facilities are such for manufacturing and
buying that wo shall not be undersold. Barlles about

purchasing will certainly

season,

DAVIS & CO.,

500
300
300

1.10.00
and later
k
month

&

particularly adapted to the

TEN PIECES EACH.

ANNUNCIATORS,
—

This most
valuably invention is now offered to the
public by the Subscribers who are General Agents

tor this state.
They will be happy to show the Fire and Burglar
Alarm at their office, 88 Exchange St.
All orders
executed with despatch and warranted to give satis-

Oxnard

&

Robinson.

Portland, May 7, 1877.

the

my7d2w

Household
will

SILVER

Silver.

verware.
It quickly reall tarnish, giving
to Silver an Exquisite
Polish equal to new
Try one box and you will,
never be without it.
Used by the principal

jewelers and silversmiths.
Sold by
Jowelers ami
Druggists, and by

NOTICK

or

Retail,

Portsmouth Hop Beer !
A healthy, invigorating apd non-intoxicating bev
Barrels, manufactured by

erage, in Barrels and Half

Portsmouth Brewing Company.

CHARLES MELLIN, Agent,
No*. 63 Ac 07 Fore Street, Portland, Me,
J
ti2 tv*
lnyll

WHITE

moves

Notice ot Foreclosure.]
is hereby given that on the 10th day of
August, A. D., 1871, Frank H. Fogg, of Gor-

ham, in tbe county of Cumberland and state of
Maiue, conveyed in mortgage to Edward Jordan, of
Gorham, in the county of Cumberland and state of
Maine, seven acres ot land with the buildings thereon, situated in said Gorham, bounded on the Southwest by the road leading from Alvah Libby’s to Daniel Murcb’s, Southeast by George H. Cook’s, Northeast by Daniel Davis and others.
Northwest
by Peter Hodgdon’s, foi the security of the sum
of three hundred dollars, payable in two years from
date, with interest at eight perct., payable annually,
which mortgage is duly recorded lu Cumberland
county Registry of Deeds, in Book 385, Page 288.
Whereas tbe conditions of said moragage are broken
I. the subscriber, claim a foreclosure of the same,
and give this notice lor that purpose.
Dated this 4th day of May, A. D., 1877.
EDWARD JORDAN.
my5d3w*

find

To be the best article they
have ever used for cleaning and polishiug their Sil-

t)IIAKU£ UNLESS PATENT IS
SECURED.
We reier to officials in the Patent Office, and to
inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite Patent Office, Washington, 1). C.
no2f
dtf
NO

Sale, Wholesale

—

LADIES

tentability. All correspondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND

for

ALSO

Electric Call Bells lor Dwellings a Specialty.

Polish

DENNISON & CO1, 19 Milk St., Boston.
jan29

dlim li,tii

For

^lale!

Lease and Good Will of one of the most desirable boarding houses in this city. Located
within two minutes walk of the
City Hall and Post
Office. This is a first class place, and a rare opportunity for one who has experience in the business.
House newly furnished throughout. Ouly a small
capital required. Address
myldtf
j, C. PKOCTOIt.

THE

Card to Horse Owners.
fl^HK undersigned this day give notice to parties
Jl wishing their services in Horse Shoeing,
that they have lowered their prices to $1,50; lhat
ift, you cau have your horsen shod new, for
$1,50 and reset for 75 eta. at 10S Eedeial
St., between Market and Pearl sts.
LENNON & CAREY.

niy7utf
American Soft Capsule Co>s Metallic Boxed
Goods now ready. Address Victor E. Mauger, New

York,

We do not read anonymous letters and communi
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all ca?es indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve communications that are not used.
Every regular attache of the f*REss is furnished
a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
with

iny&d3m

___

The Policy of Contraction.
The statement made by ex-Secretary McCulloch at the Chamber of Commerce dinner in New York that the
resumption of
specie payments cannot [be effected so long
as there are $700,000,000 of
paper money in
circulation, is a self-evident proposition. It
is quite as certaiu that the gold necessary to
redeem this vast amount of notes cannot be
accumulated in the Treasury by the first of
January, 1879. But it does not follow from
this, nor does the ex-Secretary assume, that
resumption at the date fixed is impossible or
extremely difficult. We have nearly two
years in which to withdraw the greenbacks,
and the baabs have that time in which to
prepare for the redemption of their notes.
But work must be entered upon at once if

resumption is to be effected at the date set
by law. Contraction of the redundant paper
currency is the only method by which a return to specie payments can be accomplished;
and contraction should begin at once, for the
time given is none too long. Tho action already takeD by the Secretary of the Treasury
in exchanging bonds tor gold and redeeming
greenbacks with the gold thus obtained is a
step in the right direction. If this policy be
vigorously prosecuted the desired result may
be considered as assured.
The resumption of specie payments and
the consequent return to a specie standard
of value cannot be effected without much
labor and some distress, though we have
passed its most difficult stages. Having
made progress so far it would be folly to atrest our steps and thus lose ground already
gained. The contraction of the currency
must be continued, not with unnecessary
rapidity, but judiciously and with deliberation. The idea that resumption can be accomplished in a day and without preparation
scouted by all who have.’given attention to
the subject. The frequently quoted saying
of Horace Greeley that “the way to resume is
to resume” looks like an epigram, but it
either means nothing or is a gross absurdity.
No government can say “Go to, we will resume,” and find itself at once upon a specie
basis. Gold must be accumulated, notes
must be called In, trade must gain strength,
before the Treasury can post the notice over
its doors “Three hundred millions of greenbacks redeemed here on demand.” The
policy of contraction, vigorously and judiciously pursued will enable the government
by 1879 to undertake the redemption of its
outstanding demand notes. But no other
policy can safely be undertaken, if that end is
kept in view.
A cokkespondekt of the London Standard paints Bucharest as a Capua where the
hardiest soldiers will soon lapse into effeminacy. Life in the Roumanian capital is like a
dream of Anacreon; the people are children,
the gentlest, kindest, most sweet-tempered
that can be, but as ignorant of real life and
unconscious of moral duties as the best children must be. The fair have an irresistible
leaning toward the brave, and pitying dark
eyes bent upon the wearied soldier, soft lips
cooing dulcet Latin over his hard fate will do
more mischief to discipline than long marches
or rough fare.
These rose-leaf dreamers ask
nothing but [to be left in peace to their eterna
love making until the deluge comes and the

Jews have eaten them up.

It Is but

emoll

fsi.

rvfrtrtrift

D

a
a

very
«t««

unity, or a royal crown. They dislike, perhaps, the hard and masterful Russian even
more than the Turk, hut what can they do ?
They are now between the Russian hammer
and the Turkish anvil. But life goes on just
the

Linen Collat s and Cuffs,
Worsted and Worsted Goods.
We have

at Prices that will astonish every
one.

labels,

»

Dressing

TO

Committee

WM. MORTON Si SON.
l§f“:5tore closed every Saturday.
mylDdtf
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Fine Neck

purchase,

to

CO"T I
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CITY OF

100 Parlor Suits,

and Trees are grown at our Green
Houses and Nursery at Allen’s Corner, Beerine
HTORtat IVo. 123 Federal Nr., under i*
S. Hotel.

1877.

1877.
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largest

on
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Brown’s Stable,

AND

Ice will be delivered earlier than 1st June
than 1st October at the same rate per
0^r*as during tho

Office hours

be

Maine.

Street,

Benson

MADAME

Me., can

IJ. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.

mkl5

BOUGHT FOR CASH, and WILL
BE SOLD LOWER than can
be bought in this
market I

NO. 17 MARKET ST.

in

lortunity

Library Tables,

O

2.50

GREAT BARGAINS

AT COST

LICENSES ; nean Business, and all
>old without reserve and

—

Shim fins.

2,00

“

customer

Day.

CLAIRVOYANT.

of Portland,
found at

FANCY WOODS,

FRED. CILDERWOOD GREEN D. W. CLARK & CO.,

_

owned by John A. Tompson

DOG

Bloch, Portland.

MUMBLE

still continues to oiler

HOLLIS,

Thurston,

TREES OF ALL KINDS.

month,

Our assortment of Goods being
rery large, and having such a vaI •iety of articles that we cannot
( (numerate
Goods or prices; but
will until all are sold sell every
I irticle in our store

ind many Goods far below, as we
I nust and will dispose ol the pres< ent stock.
To our Country customers and
5 ill dealers this will be a
good op-

CITY OF PORTLAND.

mylO_

FLUENT BLOCK. ^

VICTOR

Samuel

rates.

office, will be entitled to proper reduction,
CS^Cumplaints against the drivers for neglect,
carelessness or any other cause, left at the office, will
receive prompt attention.
Yearlv customers solicited,
Norris G. Curtis.
Arthur II. Soule.
dtf

IV. M, MADDOX,the celebrated
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. c an
now located at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
be consulted by all wbo wish to make her a call
Madame M. has had largo experience in telling fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
known to be at fault.
treasures, &c., and was never
of consulting the greatDo not miss this opportunity
us entering intoany
Per
est fortuneteller of the age.
the con ucting of which
new business or profession,
find
it to the.r advanwill
they do not understand,
can foretell the destiny
tage to pay her a visit. She
and describe them
of friends in any part of the world
all manner of disease
perfectly. She also describes medicine
for the same.
that flesh is heir to, and gives
to all w ho have
Sue has given universal satisfaction
since
she was
consulted her in her constant travels

by the Gallon.

or

Portland.
mh‘Zi

the

M. A. BOSWORTH,

seven years old.
Good testimonials given if desired.
Terms, Gents $ 1.00; Ladies 50 cents.
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P.

at the

*•

Any

Fancy Goods !
apl4

daily,

15
20

—

New Goods received every

1st,

If not taken the full season,
scale of prices will be

m

IYIILLIrlE.ni

^Bottles,

POLISH,

8.00
10.00

Ieo will be delivered earlier than June 1st, and
later than Oct.

Square,

$6.00

•«

FOR THE PRESENT AT COST.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

—

has juft received a new and
full line of

Scale of Prices for the Season:

20

Liams.

TERMS U1.00 PER DAY.
A. S. ALLEN, Propiietor,
Formerly Clerk at tbe “St. Julian” and “Falmouth.”
apr25
dtt

lw

.lAVi: THE BEST

Market

AND

261 1-2

|

at an

\>aiililacs

Piano

TAILOR,

•«

this well

Foot Power Scroll Saws, Designs,
Latlies, Tools &c.

DAVIS & GO.

Nutter Bros. & Co.

29

CLOTHS,

€SiesSey,

lbs, daily, from June 1st to Oct. 1st,

ENTIRE STOCK

am

rt.ipinv

JyfijOlnished

Charles B. Thurston & Co.,
3 FREE STREET BLOCK,

hand the largest and most comin the
plete slock of choice MlLLlNliKY GOODS
city, allot which will be ottered at the lowest cash
iuaiycocI3ni
prices.

10

I

Send for descriptive Price List.

on

is free from
in tlic market.
Odor, and is NOX-EXPEOSIVE.
Call and examine.

Scotch

3 Free St.

perfect astortmeut of tbe celebrated

my!2

It

decided change
in our business, we oiler our

FURNITURE" THROUGHOUT,

pleased to announce that, since leasknown Hotel, I have re.furit throughout with NEW FURNIIHBT:»TURE- CARPEL'S and BEDDING, and
1‘ — *■. a shall hope by strict attention to the comfort
and pleasure of my guests to merit a share of public
patronage.
One of the beat location, in tbe city, near
Bank., Post Office anil principal Wholesale House..
Electric Bells, Pleasant
Rooms, Comfortable Bed. and excellent
Table.
2.

ever

Leavitt’s

all the

Our lady customers who have tried these Gloves
find them by lar the

Departure!

at the low

all at the Lowest Prices*

FURNITURE

Choice Shades and Slack.

A

Contemplating a

Styles.

PIANO STOOLS, PIANO

Seamless Kid Gloves

26 Sniuiiisr and 92 Hawley Sts.. Boston
constantly

ME,

FORTl^AJSTD,

ally.

—

dly

AND—

New

HOUSE,

TEMPLE STREET,

Musical Merchandise gener-

perfect assortment ot tlie celebrated

STRAW GOODS,
Have

and

HARRIS

Silks, Velvets, Millinery,
—

AND

I

SHEET MUSIC !

CUT.

SIDE

Mechanical Ea>

1877.

Square.

of
construction,
the finest musical qualities
are here combined.

and

180 H1IDDLE STREET.

RIBBONS,

MAY 17lk.
dim

Chairman Committee

stnd

in all

Rest Glove Iflstde i

anil

EXTRAORDINARY!

will ops I for the season

Thoroughness

PREVOST !

A. KEITH.

Announcement

MAINE,

ORGANS.

Assisiance given to inventors in developing their
inventions. Drawiugs and models properly prepared for the Patent Ollice. Correspondence solic-

IMPORTERS A5D JOBBERS OB'

Upright

(PATENT)

ftiueer.

Fisk & Co.,

PIANOS.

Harris^

"UV T. CARTER,

Solicitor of Pmcni* and

assortment ol first class instruments in the State.

in

Chronometer Markers* Tools;
Mathematical' Optical and Philosophical finafrumeats, Mchool
Apparatus* &c.s

General AgenH for Maine.

THE LARGEST

—

GLOVES I

Watch and

W. H. F UK BUSH & SOtf,

ix

BABCOCR.

MAKER

MODEL

Plimpton,

.it.

A good assortment of Cornices and Center Pieces.
Particular attention paid to Whitening and Tinting
any shade. Also, Whitewashing and Repairing done
in the neatest manner. Jobbing promptly attended
to.
apld‘2m

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIANOS,
action
nuritv of tone, perfection
beauty, are not surpassed, me

MAINE.

PLASTERERS7

PIANOS & ORGANS.

which, for

Street,

—

on hand.
my9d3m

HOOPER.
dtf

of

Entirely
New and Elegant

Plaster, Mortar, &c., constantly
Cement,
Orders from out of town solicited.

and immense

Furniture made to order and repaired
cheap, promptly and well.
D. M.

my 15

1111E

Street

A. J. NICHOLS, Proprietor.

NOTICE

ONE PRICE AND POLITE ATTENTION TO ALL.

Whitening, Whitewashing, Coloring and Cementing done to order. Jobbing of all kinds in my lino
will receive prompt and personal attention.
All
work neatly done at low prices, ami satisfaction
guaranteed. I have on hand a new design of undercut Center Pieces and Brackets, which cannot be
found elsewhere east of New York. These will be
sold at prices to correspond with the times.
Lime,

PRICES A S10 WAS TilE LOWEST

lurid-die Street.

Something

J. A. MERRILL.

Clerk’s Office, March 15,1877.
The Law in relation o

Clothing Co.,

Exkind*

FRIDAY MORNING, MAY 18, 1877.

journal.

Will be Strictly Enforced.

Boston & Portland

all

I. A. MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle S

This Hotel, entirely remodelled and re-

BOYS’ AND CHILDREN S CLOTHING !

189

of

Watches, Jewelry and Silrer Ware,

City

New and Original

Cpholatering

Beal Estate Agents.

HOTELS.

furnished,

St.

order.

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange
Street.

(ltt

ELIZABETH,

A. WHITNEV, No. SB

Plumbers.
LAMES MILLER,No. 91 Federal

COLCORD,

jan-4_

NEW

2

A very large and handsome stock to select from.
Styles. Prices extremely low to suit the times.

done to

143 Pearl Street.

Overcoats 2

TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit of clothes made from nice heavy
Scotch Goods, in different figures, all new and very pretty. It is unnecessary to say that these goods give great satisfaction in wear,
TWELVE DOLLARS—Will buy you a suit of clothes fit for almost any
inau to wear, and suitable for any occasion. After looking at these
goods you will naturally ask the question "How is it Done.”

d3m

PORTLAND,

great variety.

invited to examine

b 29

201 Federal

TRIMMINGS

arc

W.

J.

ADAMS

suItS

FEENEY,
PLAIN & ORNAMENTAL PLASTERER,

^

large new factory

Spring Clothing

EIGHT DOLLARS—Will buy you a very handsome Oxford Mixed Mel*
ton Overcoat, which certainly would be cheap at Twelve.
TEN DOLLARS—Will buy you a handsome and very stylish looking
Overcoat, the goods are strong and durable and arc thoroughly
well made. Don’t fail to look them over.

P.

manner.

The public

change

THURSDAY,

Boston & Portland Clothing Store.

kJvUUlllUvUvl j

Orders le/t

done to order in tlie most tasteful and satisfactory

wareroouis,

Ml

dim

Instruction in English and Classical Stndies

AT THE

T

n

villirj.

Drapery and Decorative Work

in

Bargains

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
GEORGE

OCEAV HOUSE,

ME,dti

augll_VABiTlOUTH,

Retail

FURNITURE.

AMD

my 11

VEST!

in New

Carpenters and Builders.

References.—Rt. Rev. Bishop
Rev. Dr,
1
Neely,
J
Thomas Hill.

During these hard times when business is dull, employment hard to
get, wages extremely low, and money very scarce, we are certainly doing a public good by calling attention to the very

Remarkable

Street.

land.

CAPE

Opposite the Grand Trunk Depot,

Dealers In

—

HITCHCOCK,

UNDERTAKER,
Coffins and CasMs Always on Hand.

Robes,

Walter Corey & Co.,

UPHOLSTERY

(gald Wliniek,^

WHITNEY A: NEANSj Pearl Street* opposite the Park.

Successor to the late George Tlnrsiou,

dtf

and

Beautiful

a

DUCK

WHITE

will give instruction in Vocal Mnaic, and will
continue to receive New Classes for her “Tallin npon Inc great painters and their work*.
Address Mrs, Fames at the Falmouth Hotel, Port-

IV E X T !

HAT

ONE DOLLAR for

Only

Mrs. E. ](. Eamcs

Book Binders.
WM. A. tlCINCV, Room II, Printer*’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SMACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

given to piivate pupils by the subscriber.
codtf

~^r

No. 37 Plum Street,

And the
RETl'BNED VOll’NTEEBJ

Manufacturers, Wholesale

mid

§<A, Jvh

MIRIAMS CRIME.
BILES.MK. FRANK CURTIS.

my 14

BERRY,

STEPHEN

Mr, Frank Curtis !

*■

Kid Gloves-

EIGHT DOLLARS-Will buy for you a whole Suit, COAT, PANTS
and VEST. Not cheap trash, made to sell and disappoint the buyer
but GOOD HONEST goods, stylish looking and Fashionably cut.

MABSH.

to-night

—

style.

Nobby Caps, New Canes Trunks, Bags, &c., Gents’ Seamless

Spring

Square, Por+’and, Me,

mli5

style.

w,‘ 110,1 all our Make Free of charge.
This cut represents the Ppring ami tfiuuraer

kinds of Jobbing promptly attended to.

All

that
W. L. FITCH
ready to receive pupils singly or in classes, at his residence, 58
Brackett St., corner Spring.
aplOdtf

!=juinu,ei

duni.ap

in-

are
is now

1

Cjnrrr A "KrTT QT'TPt1 XT A
oUx 1 iii\ L) »jiir X niiiO,

PAINTING.

Billy Kersauds, Mick Kiltie, Jos. Grace.
*«*Firptappearance here of the celebrated BOB
IlElfill I', the great colored comedian in “Aunty Clausen’s Soiree” and other new features.
the inimitable “Hen
Also BOB MACK in
Caucus.” The “INFANT KEBSANDS,”
SEN KG AM BIBICI.Y KKHSANU’S
AN BETEI, Ac,

Styles

Summer

d!f

B. T.

MINSTRELS!

And

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT&FOGO, No. 91 Middle Street.

READING.
in

SILK HATS,

apl3

WM. H. MOTLEY,

18 & 19,

Company

Fanny Marsh’s
SOleMar^gerte°4a,ld}MI,SS

for

H
Sff'' i'Sgifip1

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

vocal
private instruction
PERSONSMr.desiring
HEADING
respccttully
formed

287 Middle Street.

Service of precepts of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advice given, and services rendered iu the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
IftoiiMt* 410 Cumberland St corner <»reeu.
dtf
janK

CALLENDER’S FAMOUS

GEORGIA
GEORGIA

speci-

Portland,

for

51 1-1 CXOUA1VGG

2tjf”Matinee, Saturday, at 2=®!

Georgia

a

AND

Coroner

MUSIcllALL.

Original

Caw,

HIATT A I>A HIS.

Constable

MURKY, THU HAITI:It.
Just Opened! S'SfcT
$3,50
■

TERMS $8.00 PER

_educational.
MUSIC

NEW COLORS IN SPRING

COLLECTION

Commended by Win. Lloyd Garrison, Clara Louise
Kellogg. P. T. Barnuin and others.

ri0

(Uiu&\v3in

alty. Funds remitted soon as collections are
made. Also collects in England and foreign countries claims of American heirs,
sc p29
d&wlr

ENTERTAINMENTS.

GEORGIA

Portland.

(layt

33 School St., Boston, Massof debts, bankruptcy, &c.,

Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which lias a large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00 per square tor first Insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
POUT LAND PUBLISHING CO.

Saturday, May

dt

tin.I Counsellor at

Attorney

Salks,”

&

oct

J. U. S4NFORD,

Hates op Advp.rtising: One inch of space, the
length ot column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or loss, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of "Amusements” and “Auction
$2.00 per square per week; three insertions

Friday

Law.

and Counsellor at

Attorney

_MISCELLANEOUS._

STROUT,~

FRE1PK S.

PIIBMSHING <IO,,

Exchange St., Portland.

vance.

CARDS.

_BUSINESS

1877.

same

at Bucharest.

The handsome

car-

in mad haste to

get nowhere fill the
streets as usual. Julia or Faustina, dressed
in exquisite robes from Paris, reclines thereriages

in and eyes the crowded pavement with classic languor. The innumerable restaurants
are crammed with idlers.
And gentle love
is still the lord of all In Bucharest. Verily,
the Czar will do wisely to lead his soldier*
across the Danube as soon as possible.

There appear to be three principal points
where the Russians are concentrating in order to effect a passage of the Danube.
The
first is Ismail, just at the head of the Delta ot
the Danube, and nearly opposite to Tultscha
on the Bulgarian side.
As a passage here
would involve the army in bad marshes, and,
besides, would compel it to fight its way
through the whole leBgth of the Dobrudja, it
is probable that the massing of troops and
guns at Ismail is for effect, and to draw away
the Turkish forces from other points.
The
next locality is a bend of the Danube to the
north, inclosing a tongue of land easily fortified, and that almost impregnable. Around
the convexity of the bend, on the Roumanian
side, are Reni, Galatzi, Baibaschi and Braila,
only a few miles apart. At one or all of these
places attempts are likely to be made, and a
crossing will be almost certainly effected. An
occupation of the Bulgarian shore at this
point will necessitate the evacuation of the
Dobrudja by the Turks, who will then have
to fall back to Sistova, Varna and Shumla.
The crossing will be far more difficult for the
Russians at this bend of the river, but, once
effected, its results will be correspondingly
great. The next point at which the Russians
are concentrating is opposite Silistria; but, as
there is no railroad on tbe Roumanian side,
no extensive operations can be carried on
by
the Russians.
General Viele, in a recent lecture in
New York, spoke ot the Central Park of that
It has too few trees
city as a malarial bed.
and too much
The shrubshrubbery.
bery, he said, prevented the currents
of air through that vast pleasure-ground
which were necessary to keep It in a
healthful condition, and by confining the foul
atmosphere which arose from the ponds of
stagnant water in the Park, made it a bed of
disease. Qe advocated a change in this matter and also favored the botanical garden as
an element of health as well as of beauty and
interest.
Trees, he thought, ought to be
planted on every vacant lot and on all the
streets in the metropolis, and every attention
ought to be given to the increase of vegetation in the neighborhood of New York.
In
obedience to the suggestions of the Sanitary

Board,

trees are

planted

on

all the

principal

streets and squares of Paris.
As absorbents
of malaria and miasma they are indispensa-

ble to the health of great cities.
The Titusville Herald says the attention
of the entire petroleum trade is fixed upon
the new Bullion Run district. The
average
production of petroleum last year did Dot
exceed 25,000 barrels a day. The demand
for oil Is constantly increasing, and at present Bullion Run, which yields
2,300 barrels
a day, is the
only hope of the trade that the
supply will keep up with the demand. It appears also that the new district is the only
spot in the entire oil region where flowing
100-barrel wells are found, and the interest
among oil men is intense. What the resources of Bullion Run are is involved in
some uncertainty. None of the old-fashioned
1,200 and 1,500 barrel gushers are found, but
there is no telling what may be developed

yet.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Fred Douglass in his reply to the attacks made upon him shows that the assaults
are the results
largely of a Democratic con-

spiracy

to remove him from his

office.

A

large proportion of the persons active in opposition belong to the ex-rebel slaveholding

element of the district who were and are noted as the bitterest of their class.
Douglass
says he did not neglect his business, and was
absent only two days and only four hours’
ride from the city. The report of the
lecture,
lie claims, was prejudiced and
and

garbled,
anly a small portion was printed. The entire
meaning of the speech was, he asserts, perverted. The lecture as a whole was a
eulogy
an the National
Capital, but all eulogistic
references were omitted, while isolated sentences from the darker side were
presented as
showing the true spirit of the speech.
By this time next month citizens who desire to write money orders at
post offices will
lie told there are no blanks.
Congress was
isked to make an
appropriation to supply
ilanks, but refused to do so, and every man
who voted for a Democratic
Representative in
he House may take to himself a share of the
)lame for the shameful confusion of
public
msiness that will ensue from the lack of
noney-order blanks and similar conveniences
n the post offices.
Ix now transpires that
Eph Holland, one of
the Cincinnati ballot-box
stuffers, plead
guilty the other day when arraigned, for the
purpose of saving the reputations of

leading
Democratic politicians in the conspiracy to

iteal the Ohio election last October.
It is
lot probable that Holland did this because of
he reverence he has for the leaders’
repntai ions, but because of
the money they paid
] lim, which stands more to him than does his
( haracter.

Blacque Bey, former Turkish Minister

at

iVashinglou

for many years, is said to be the
] >erson near the Sultan who dictates what
1 avors shall be extended
Americans In coni nection with the
army. He has a pretty
I borough
knowledge of American newspapers,
i is he suffered at the hands of
some of them,
1
rhere is little doubt that the action of the
I Sultan in refusing to admit American
corres>ondents to the Turkish army is the result of

Blacque Bey’s advice.
Professor BascomoI Williams epitomizes
Sew England weather in a way that will be
tppreciated by the natives. He says, “Some
>eople think New England weather very fine,
is there really are some beautiful
days. But
srhen one does happen along, yon don’t have
;ime to open your mouth and
say ‘God bless
tr before up comes an east wind and blows
.he words right back down your throat. ”
The Conciliated States.
The Washinton correspondent of the Boston
Advertiser, writing nnder date of Wednesday,
nas this to say in regard to affairs in the
loath:
The first election held in South Carolina
lince Hampton became governor occurred on
Monday in Fairfield county, a Republican
stronghold. The Democrats carried the county
»nd elected two members of the legislature by
aver twelve hundred majority.
The colored
voters kept rway from the polls. The county
last fall elected two Republicans to represent
them in the legislature, and they were members of the Mackey house. When the two
legislatures came together the Democrat* refused to admit these two Republicans unless
they would apologize openly and beg pardon
for acting with the Mackey legislature. Refusing to do this they were denied admission, and
a new election was ordered to fill their teats,
rhe result is, two Democrat* have been returned.
Senator Patterson, daring an interview with
your correspondent to-day, said that a few
weeks ago President Hayes said to him that in
making appointments in the southern states he
should not confine himself to
Republicans, bat
also
some Democrats where it would
appoint bis
and
tend
strengthen
to obliterate
policy
party lines. The news from the West and
Northwest, indicating considerable dissatisfaction among Republicans at the President’*
Sonthern policy, has had the effect, Patterson
thinks, to cause the President to change his
mind in this respect. In a conversation three
or four days ago with Mr. Patterson the
President said he would appoint Republicans to
office, but would be careful iu making his seleouuu
m get
iub very cbsi meu in tne
Kepublican ranks for these offices.
Secretary Sherman
also informed Senator Patterson that so far as
tho appointments under the control of his department are concerned, he will appoint only
out-and-out Republicans who have stood by the
party in the past, and not give good positions
to men who have become Republicans since the
present administration came into power. Senator Patterson says that Associate Justice
Wright of South Carolina will certainly be removed from office. The Republicans, excepting a very few, headed by ex-Attorney General
Robert B. Elliott, are in favor of displacing
Wright, and are willing to see'an outspoken
Democrat substituted. Mr. Patterson predicts
that a majority of the Republican members of
the legislature will vote with the Democrats iu
favor of driving Wright off the bench.
When Ku-Klux outrages were very common
in South Carolina the legislature, which was

Republican, passed

an

act

levying

a

special

tax in certain counties for the benefit of widows
and orphans of persons killed by the Ku-Klux
on account of their political opinions.
Information bas been received here to-day that the
Hampton legislature has repealed this law, and
Hampton bas signed the bill.
During tbe recent visit of ex-Governor Warmoth here he had an interview with the
President in relation, it was said, to a reorganization of the Republican party in Louisiana.
It is now denied that the President ts disposed
to entrust this mission to the bauds of a man
like Warmoth, who changes his politics
every
few months according to his
personal interests.
Ex-Senator West, who stands well with the
admioistration.saysif the Republican party iato
be built up iu Louisiana that new bands most
do it, aud that tbe old leaders aDd party backs
must keep aloof or else failure will be tbe result, He intends, be says, to practice a little
self denial this way himself, and it will be to
the interest of the party if other men who have
been prominent actors in tbe political history
of the State for the past five or six year* will
do the same thing. Mr. West does not believe
the President will disturb Postmaster Parker
at New Orleans, although Warmoth ia endeavoring to obtain the office in the interest of another person. It is believed that the President
has conveyed privately to Marshal Pitkin of
Louisiana an intimation that his resignation
would be acceptable. It is understood that it
is desired for tbe purpose of giving the place to
Colonel Jack Wharton. Remonstrances have
come here against the appointment of Wharton from both white and blajk Republicans.
It is charged that Wharton was connected with
the Bossier massacre in 1888, in which two
hundred colored people were killed.
The Evening Star, which has supported the
President’s Southern policy,in discussing editoassassination of the
Chisholm
rially the
family in Mississippi by a Democratic mob,
says: “One thing, however, is as oertain as the
decree of fate itself, and that is that if similar
butcheries continue to occur in tbe South, and
the murderers are allowed to go unwhipped
of justice, as they quite invariably are, a universal protest will be raised in the North
against the persecution of meu in the South
for opinion’s sake. The honor of the South
and of tbe whole nation demands the punishment of political assassins.
Senators Gordon
and Lamar have something at stake, if officials
of the Governor Stone stamp have not, in
ing that the President’s Southern policy is not
made odious throughout
tbe North aDd,
West by the failure to punish the guilty persons in these partisan murders’’.

The

Magazine Notices.
Library Table now appears ^weekly,

a

change in ^manner of publication which will
greatly please book buyers and all people interested in book gossip and criticism; for with
them this periodical has been a favorite from
the start.
The first number of the new series
contains, in addition to the valuable index of
current literature and some
unusually good editorials, reviews of Wallace’s Russia, S. V.
Blakeslee’s Archology.’and a biographical and
critical notice of the late Joseph Autran,French
From its list of notes
poet and academician.
and news the following is selected:
There is a little matter connected with the
odd coincidence of two authors selecting the
same title, that of Kismet, for their books,
which seems to have escaped the sharp eyes of
Miss Braddon really has the first
the critics.
right of all to the title, as in her novel of Hostages to Fortune her hero writes a successful
play to which he gives the name of Kismet. It
has been stated that there were three Kismets
m the field, but that is a mistake, there
being
The first published was Mrs N
only two.
Sears’ work, issued late in
in LonFebruary,
don, and still bearing that title.
The seoond
which, when recently republished in England,
dropped Kismet to distinguish it from the other, appearing as A Nile Novel, by George Fleming, is the very charming volume of the No
Name Series, George Fleming being the pseudonym of the supposed author, Miss Julia
Fletcher.
A sketch of Tourguenetf and an essay on his
U. H. Boyesep, will appear in
lowed in
Scribner's for June, whid^
July by a long story of ToUrguene^TCranslated
with
the
by Mr. Boyescn, which,
accompany-

genius, by

log illustrations by George lanes?, Jr., will
twenty-six pages of the magazine.

™ver some

aJj£P^ s^ot to the religious war over
creeds is The Problem of
Problems; or Atheism, Darwinism, and
Theism, hy Mr. Clark
iiraden, just sent forth from a Cincinnati pub-

Scopes,

in

London.

Arehmologists will be pleased
Buhler is going to publish a

Dr.
msi

to learn that
full account of

discoveries in the remote and comparatively
unknown regions of Rajpntana and Kashmir.
Very ancient tablets, unique of their kind, with
inscriptions or sasanams, and other curious Indian remains are described in the
work, of
which the title haB not yet transpired.
The Library Tabic is published by Henry L.
Hinton & Co., 47 Lafayette Place, New York.

The last number of the superb edition of
Knight’s Shakspeare, a work which has been
in course of publication for some months
by
Virtue & Yorston, has been issued from the
press. Of the merits of this edition, the rare
artistic worth of its illuetrationB after pictures
of famous artists, the value of its critical and
descriptive notes, the perfection of its letterpress, we have often had occasion to speak,
and there is no need to repeat words of
praise.
The edition is in all respects the most desirable
to be secured.

The publishers announce that they have, at
considerable expense, had sets of ornamented
stamps executed from designs by an eminent
London artist, tj be used in binding the volumes. These designs can only he used through
their agency, and their authorized agents! will
grant printed leceipts in their Dame, Specimens of the binding will be shown
by the deliverers, or can he seen at the office of Virtue
o: xorstoD, db Winter
Street, Boston.
[N.Y. Times.]
Victims to Southern Hate.
Miss Chisolm has died of the wounds received while defending her father agaiost the
attack of the Democratic raflians of Kemper
County, Miss. The brutality of the attack
made upon her is sufficiently indicated m a
letter, written in her behalf to a lady in Washington, which we publish to-day. Over the
grave of the last of the victims of one of the
most infamous episodes in the bloody
history
of Mississippi outrages, Northern Democrats
may cant and snivel like the World about “the
wild justice of revenge,” and “the not unnatural sequence of a series of crimes against individuals and society.” But over the body of
this heroic girl—blackened and scarred by the
hands and weapons of “chivalrous” Southern
“gentlemen”—there ought to be pronounced
such a discourse as would shame every true
man and woman in
Mississippi into a unanimous cry for vengeance against the
cowardly
assassins who have added the crowning infamy
of warring upon women and children to a
record of rapioe and murder which Louisiana
itself can hardly excel. It is safe to infer that
the “nigger” will rale Kemper County no longer, now that the family whose bead stood np so
stardily for that “black crowd,” has been ex-

terminated,
[Special Despatch to the New York Times.]
Washington, May 15.—Immediately following
the published reports of the cowardly and murderous attack
by white Democrats upon Judge Chisolm
and his family, while they were confined in
jail at
Do Kalb County, Miss., a lady of Washington wrote
a letter or condolence to Miss Nellie
the
Chisolm,
brave girl who was severely wounded while heroically assisting to defend her father. Miss Chisolm
caused the following reply to be made to this letter
which was received here to-day. It will be observed

that in addition to the gunshot wounds received by
Miss Chisolm she was struck iu the lace
by one of
the cowardly ruffians who murdered her father and

brother.
Judge Chisolm died since the following
letter was written:
De Kalb. Miss., Map 12,1877.
Madam: At the request oi Miss Nellie Chisolm,
whose wounds render it impossible for her to write,
1 serve as her amenuensis. She takes
great pleasure
in acknowledging the receipt of
your kind letters
which have come to hand since the De Kalb horror
took place, and let me assure you that
your kindness
Is appreciated.
I have had the pleasure of opening
your letters and reading them to her, and lrom your
writing judge that you do not know that the brave
and devoteu little daughter was
shot, beaten and
mangled equally with the father. Her right arm

shot through and through while
endeavoring to
shield her father. A whole charge of
buckshot, which
first struck the flat iron bars of a
cell, struck her full
in the face, filling it with
chips of lead and burnt
powder. She was struck in the face by some brutal
nand which has blackened and disfigured it in a fearful manner. She was also shot in the
leg below the
was

_

knee, and is now lying prostrate and helpless as an
Infant, and nothing but the tenderest care and best
surgical aid can save her arm and precious life. Her
father is still alive but suffering intensely,
yet we
nave some hope of his final
The house is
recovery.
being guarded by a few faithful friends and relatives,
but we do not know at what hour tbe
savage barbarians may renew the attack.
You can do us all no
more good at present than to
lay the enormities of
the massacre before the people of Washington and
especially the President.
To the above was added the
following postscript in
the handwriting of Mrs. Chisolm:
“Our son, this
heroic little Johnnie, was shot to death because he
persisted in getting before his father for his defense.”
I Despatch to the Associated Press.]
Meridian, May 35.—Miss Cornelia Chisolm, who
was wounded in the Kemper
affray, died to-day of
gangrene of the arm resulting from lack of prompt
■urgical attention.
Gen. Grant’s Departure.

Philadelphia, May 17;—Gen. Grant breakfasted with Gov. Hartranft, Senator
Cameron,
Gen. Sherman and ex-Secretary Fish.
Afterwards be

wait3d on by the Mayor and a
committee and escorted to the steamer Twilight, on which the party made an excursion
up the river, being saluted|by Russian vessels
and convoyed by a number of tugs and steamers.
Enthusiastic crowds cheered at all points.
Returning, Gen. Grant went on board the
steamer Indiana at New Castle, on which he
sails to Europe.
was

Newcastle, Del., May 17.—The tugs Brown,
Lawrence, Churchman, Yorke, Stella, Cynthia,
Disstow, Stockly and United Stat3s revenue
tug, yachts Meteor, Delaware and Mystic came
into the harbor to await the steamship Indiana.

The U. S. Revenue cutter Hamilton with Mrs.
Grant and friends on board, the ferry-boat
Dauntless with a party from Philadelphia and
Camden and steamboat Twilight with Gen.
Grant and friends came down with the Indiana.
Mrs. Grant was transferred from the Hamilton off Deep Water point, and the ex-president
with his party were taken on board from the
Twilight off here at 3.30 p. m. Everything in
port was decorat 3d with bunting. The Indiana passed amid the firing of cannon and blowing of whistles by tags.
Wharves and houseA large number of people
tops were crowded.
were in from the rural
districts, besides a train
load from Wilmington.
The Methodist Conference.
17.—The delegates of the
Methodist and the Methodist Protestant conventions met in joint session this morning and
Rev. L. W. Bates, pastor of the Light Street
Methodist church of Baltimore was elected permanent President.
Eleven o’clock to-morrow is appointed as the
time when the convention will receive eclesiastioal bodies.
At the afternoonjsession a paper
askiDg the
appointment of a committee of eight for the
purpose of revising the constitution and the
discipline of the united church, was adopted.
The convention adopted a resolution to
appoint
a
legation of five members to bear greetings
of the united church to President
Hayes.
Standing committees were announced.

Baltimore, May

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
wife murderer, was

Quigley, the Philadelphia
hung yesterday.

The last vessel of the Rassian fleet has sailed
from New York.

California will be represented by a t3am at
the inter-state match at Creedmoor.
The order of the Caucasians is to be
exposed
by an expelled member.
The motion for a receiver for the New York
& Southern steamship line has been denied.
Ex-Judge John Vanderbilt of Kings county,
N. Y., died Wednesday night.
General Presbyterian Assembly met at Chicago yesterday.
IlaiDs have extinguished the brush fires
around Montreal.
_

left

$25,000

Prof. Larned of New Haven,

to Yale

College.
The General Assembly of

the Presbyterian
church of the South assembled at New Orleans

yesterday.

Two companies have been sent to the Staked
Plains region to prevent further Indian ma-

raudings.

The sale of the Illinois extension of the Indianapolis, Bloomington & Western railroad
uuuci

i*jreujusure

uas oeen ordered.

A gang of straw bondsmen who
practiced
about the Tombs has been broken
up and one
is on trial for
subornation of

perjury.

thB

has been
T?n? ®reelr* Nebraska,
13 UD<ler

flooded and
water for a

quarter of a mde
South Carolina Democrats have nominated
IV6S l° 8ucceed| Aaaociate Justice

WillardM

ZThe Baltimore Post of the Grand Army has
defeated resolutions that floral memorials be
placed over the graves of Confederate soldiers,
by a vote of 12 to GO.
Deputy Collector Joslyn. Deputy Marshal

Austin and three others have been shot in Lee
county, Va., while discharging their duty,
-they are mortally wounded.
■The redemption of National bank notes was
greater last month than for any
corresponding
period since the organization of the
agency,

being nearly $24,500,000.

Midi and

Awi,i™e.tb°ro'
nated into

°nt>

railroad,

was

th?Brive"0Wly

five

miles

burned

yesterday,
69Caped bei"" '^cip-

..y.®,’“ton* member of Congress from the
4th California district, has served notice of a
contest on ex-Gov. Panchero,
Congiessman

elect from that district,claimiog that the latter
did not receive a majority of the votes cast.
At Arlington, Ky., yesterday, Kli Pyle attempted rape upon the wife of his white employer, and not succeeding beat her until ho
supposed dead and then threw her into a cistern, where she remained five hours before rescue. She will recover.

Turco-Iiussian

The

War.

■

IMPENDING BATTLE

AN

[Special to Picss.l

ON

THE DANUBE.

Launched.

Rockland, May 17.—Samuel Walts

& Co.
launched from their yard at Thomaston to-day
a ship of 2005 tons called the Alfred D. Slow.
Capt. E. A. Robinsou of Ihomastou will command her.

A.

Heavy Cannonading at Rustclwk.
_

C.Benicc,

The C.

PREPARING

RUSSIANS

[To the Associated Press.]
17.—The Norwegian batk
from Baltimore April 4th, arrived here
today. She lauded five of the tescued crew of
the American brig C. C. Bearce, from Charleston for Boston, before reported totally wrecked.

!

London, May 17 —Renter's Paris telegrams
ays the new cabinet is constituted as follows:
juc de Brogbe, President of the Council
aud
dimeter of Justice; M. I) Toruton, Minister of
M.
Caillany,
Minister
of FtEugene
uterior;
ntuce; M. Auguste Paris, Minister of Public
iVorks; Viaeouut de Maux, Minister of Agrilultnre; M. Brunet, Minister of Public Instrucion.
The resignations of Iierthout and Due Delazes as Minister of War aud Foreigu Affairs
espectively, have not been accepted. Provisional arrangements will bo made relative to
;he ministry of marine.
| Note— Fourtou is suspected of strong Bonaaartist tendencies aud is also credited with a
,alout for managing elections in the imperial

TO

Gyllcr,

The

Gyller reports that Capt. Blackwell

and

yiatcliin Set

Augusta, May 17.—The Governor has appointed Albion Little of Portland and George
C. Higgins of Lubec, trustees of the State Reform School. Mr. Higgins is reappointed; Mr.
Little is appointed to fill the vacancy occasioned by the death of Dr. Payne of Bath.
Born Burned.
Watkrville, May 17.—A barn belonging to
north part of Fairfield was burned yesterday afternoon. Loss
Fire caught
about 8300; insurance unknown.

concentrating in great force
evidently intending to force
a passage across the Danube.
Opposite Giurgevo is the Turkish fortress of Rustcliuk, and a
vigorous cannonading is going on hetweeu the

Cur Burned.

Skowhegan, May 17.—As the downward
the Somerset railroad was approaching
this morning a car containing
six or seven tons of excelsior caught fire from
the sparks of the engine and entirely consumed
train

on

Norridgewock
both

car

and excelsior.

Train

was

delayed two

hours.
Death of Dr, J.C, Weston.
J. C. Weston, President of the Handel Musical Association of this
city, and a prominent member of the State
Pomological and Horticultural Society, and a

are

positions. Eor miles the Danube is bright
A great
with the flames of burning villages.
The news from other
battle is imminent.

two

points

is

ityle.]

The Temps says President

comparatively unimportant.
ASIATIC

THE

CAMPAIGN.

yesterday’s

Lewiston Driving Park.
Lewiston, May 17—The first race of the season io
Lewiston Driving Park was won by
Donavan’s Flying Cloud; half mile heats—1.10.
Accident.

Cement

pipe chimney

on a

moving building

fell, hitting Charles Hines on the neck.
was prostrated but not seriously injured.

He

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Forest Fires at North Conway.
North Conway, May 17.—A fire about two
miles east of this village caught from au engine
on the Portland & Ogdensburg railroad to-day
and has spread over a large extent of timber
land and will probably destroy a valuable
growth of pine timber. A large force of men
are fighting the fire to-night.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Beacon Park.

Boston, May 17.—The spring

meeting at
with
to-day,

Beacon

Park
closed
attendance
find
two
fine
large
races.
Race in 2,2<j;class was won by ch,
g. Cassius Prince.
Time—2.29} 2.31}, 2 29},
2.34. Race in 2.38 class was won by ch. g.
Fearnanght, Jr. Time—2.304, 2.2G, 2.30.

NEW YORK.
Munitions of War for European Belligerents.

New

York, May 17.

ivuveriiser

says

—

The

Commercial

loaaea nere
valuable assort-

use ivussiars nave

this spring three barks with,
ments of deadly weapons and explosives. One
is to sail some day this week.
It is hinted
that one of the vessels went out about the same
time with the Russian squadron. The cargoes
of these crafts are similar comprising about
200 tons of brass metal, 3,000,000 to 5,000,000
catridges, and 5,000 pounds of gunpowder, the
value of each lot is supposed to be about $350,
000. The Russians have also increased their
orders for Smith & Wesson’s pistols, so that to
the present time the total amounts to 200.000,
all sent by steamer via England or Belgium.
Manufacturers on Turkish account are doing
usual amount of work until July.
English
advices state that inquiries have been made in
Birmingham as to cost of 25,000,000 cartridges
for the Khedive of Egypt,and similar questions
are asked of manufacturers in the United

States,

WASHIfcGTGN.
of Bonds.
17.—On the 14th, 15th
and 10th of the present month $2,044,000 worth
of 4 1-2 per cent, bonds were taken, and to-day
$1,550,000, making an aggregate of $4,194,000
coin to this amount already been placed in the
Side

Washington, May

treasury.

The President and

Southern

Appoint-

ments.

Senator Patterson of South Carolina claims
that the President told him recently that he
should only appoint Republicans to the office
in the South.
It is understood that at one
time the President had a different intention.
South Carolina Democrats intend to overthrow
the colored control of the State University by
refusing appropriation for it.
Cirant to Hares.
President Hayes returned to Washington
shortly after 4 o’clock this afternoon. On his
arrival the President was handed the following
telegram dated “On board steamer Twilight’’
this morning:
Mrs. Grant joins me in thanks to you and
Mrs. Hayes for your kind message received on
board this steamer after pushing out of the
wharf. We unite in returning our cordial
greetings and in expressing our best wishes for
your health, happiness and success in your
most responsible position. Hoping to return to
my country to find it prosperous in business
and with cordial feelings restored between all
sections, I submit myself truly yours.
U. S. Gkant.
(Signed,)
The Asaaalls oa Revenue OfUcialn.
Mr. Rogers, acting Commissioner of Internal
Revenue, has referred the tolegrams from Collector Rives at Lynchburg, Va., urging the account of the assault upon and the shooting of
U. S. officials in the discharge of their duty, to
the Attorney General who will issue instructions for the prompt prosecution of such offenders.
The outrages create a profound sensation
at the internal revenue office and the subject in
all probability will be considered at the. next
cabinet meeting with a view to the employment of troops to assist the revenue authorities
in the performance of their duties and for their
protection against outlaws.
The Pay of the Army.
The Attirney General in rest anse to a question submitted by the Secretary of War whether it will be lawful for him to instruct
paymasters in the army to endorci upon the back
of officers’ vouchers for pay the words “within
account is believed to be correct and would be
paid by me if I had public funds available for
that purpose”, decides that such an order can
be issued without a violation of the law, and
that paymasters can then transfer their accounts ti Drexel, Morgan & Co.,whohav9
offered to advance money for the settlement of
such accounts.
Variou* matters.
The post-office department will continue the
issue ot official stamps, etc., as heretofore under the recent decision of the attorney general.
Receipts of revenue to-day, $375,000: customs

cessors

$300,000.

The World says that the President next
week will make a large number of foreign appointments, including S. K. Johnson of Louisiana as minister to Venezuela.
It is sf-ted that ex-Prof. Greene of South
Parnlina TTnitmroifn

ia Kainn

1...

Chamberlain for the Haytien mission.
The World says that Messrs. Blaine and
Hale of Maine have had hot words oyer the
endorsement by the latter of the President’s
Southern policy, and that Mr. Morton is to
champion President Hayes against Blaine in
the Senate.
The President and family will in a day or
two leave for the Soldiers Home in the vicinity
of Washington to remain during the heated
term.
The superintendent of the mounted recruiting service has issued orders discontinuing the
recruiting rendezvous at Boston, New York,
Chicago and Indianapolis.
Secretary Sherman’s Financial Policy.
New York, May 17.—It is stated that the
Secretary of the Treasury contemplates publishing within a few days an official explanation of his financial policy so far as it relates to
the execution of the resumption act of Jan. 14,
1875. Ho intends to adopt no aggressive measures, and the Course he will pursue, instead of
crippling the industries of the country or embarrassing its finances, will promote the interests of both. His purpose is simply to execute,
both in its letter and spirit, the act providing
for the redemption of legal tender notes on the
The method adopted is
1st of January, 1879.
In acthat authorized and provided by law.
cordance with the provisions of this act the
the volume of outstanding legal tender notes
is now being gradually reduced simultaneously
with the issue of new national bank notes, but
the amount of greenbacks still outstanding is
SOI,494,404 in excess of $800,000,000. the minimum contemplated by the act to be kept in
circulation until January, 1879.
To prepare for redemption of this $300,000,000
of legal tender notes in coin at the time fixed,
the Secretary now contemplates the sale of
$100,000,000 worth of United States bonds at
par in coin, the proceeds of which he will hold
as a special redemption fund.
The sale of
85,000,000 of 4' per cent, bonds, negotiated by
the Secretary and the syndicate last week, was
the first of a series of sales by which it is proposed to obtain this fund.
HETEOBOhOUICAL.
INDICATIONS

FOB

THE NEXT
HOURS.

TWENTY FODR

Wab Dep’t, Office Chief Signal

)

>
Offices, Washington, D.O.,
May 18, (1 A. M ))
For NewEnslanil,
Blight change of pressure or temperature,
winds variable, mostly from southeast to southwest, paitly cloudy and cloudy weather with

rain areas.

Great Battle Imminent at Giurgevo.

to-

CUBA.

Wm£

6?®soon’AeCniwSoG1’8!9
Ln?cA“"?e,d
—

sides

Advices from Jamaica says that a French
fleet is expected at Hayti to enforce the payment of the debt which the Haytien Congress
repudiated.
The Spanish government is endeavoring to
obtain the expulsion of Don Carlos from Ger-

Whitsuntide.

|

The government of Great Britain is deliberating whether to admit tbe Portuguese claim to
the country in Central Africa around Lake

Nyanza.

MARINE NEWS.
Schoourr Sunk anil Nix Persons
Drowned.
Vineyard Haven, May 17.—Tbe steam collier Harrisburg, Worth, from Boston for Philadelphia, was in collision last night, off Cross
Kip, with the schoener Marietta Tilton, from
Hoboken for BoBtoo, sinking the Tiltou in two
or three minutes.
The captain and his wife,
also the mate, cook and two seamen, were
drowned. Two seamen were saved.
A

ANOTHER BLAZE.
Woodstock) W. B., Burned.

Hack.

JBaae Ball.
At ludiauapolia—Hartford^ 2;

ludiauapolis

one.
__

FINANCIAL ,4WO COPUfflEKCfAL.
Foreign Import*.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Falmouth—4 boxes ot
1
eggs
package merchandise to J F Liscomb.
HUNTSPORT, NS. .Schr J Q Hall—GO cords wood
to A D Whidden.
CLEMENTSPORT, NS. Schr J G Hall—SO cords
wood to A D Whidden.

War Notes.
Russia intends to increase the duty ou tobacco.
Chas. Francis Adams, in reply to the Edinburg Scotsman, expresses regret that the government did not adhere to the Treaty of Paris
and believes America will regard the doctrines
therein the best
for her and
expressed
the rest of the world.
The Governor of Crete telegraphs that the reports about the trouble in Crete are unfounded.
The island is tranquil and the inhabitants are
peaceably pursuing their vocations.
A despatch asserts that Persia has declared
her intention not to join Russia.
Extensive military preparations are making
in Corfu,
Reports are received of the massacre of returned Rayahas at Durbend on a more fearful
scale than any that has yet happened in Bosnia.
The English fleet sails Saturday to the Piraeus, Greece, trom Port Said.
The Czar is reported in constant telegraphic
communication with the Shah of Persia.
The Standard’s Bucharest special says the
Roumanian government has published a note
that it can no longer doubt that it is at
stating
war with Turkey by the fault of Turkey, and
it must take measures accordingly.

Daily Domestic Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 bush corn meal to G
W True & Co.
Roston Stock market.
[Sales at the Brokers* Board, May 17.]
6 Boston & Maine Railroad... 901
7 Eastern Railroad. 3
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R,. G5 @ 75
Eastern Railroad (new bonds).49J@50

York Stock and money market.
New York, May 17—Evening.—Money easy at 14
g 24 per cent, on call. Sterling steady with a small
business at 487 @ 489J for long and short sight.
Gold opened at 107J and closing 107, with all sales
pf the day at these figures. Carrying rates 1,2 @ 1$
per cent.; loans also made flat. The clearances were
512,775,000. The customs receipts to* day were $407.100. The Treasury disbursements were $50,000 tor
nterest and 469,000 for bonds. Specie shipments tolay $60,000 gold coin and $90,000 silver coin, Mexican
ind trade dollars. Aetive demand for Government
jonds and prices advanced | @ } per cent.; inquiry
jhiefly for 6’s and 5*s, although there was more demand the new 4J per cent.
The stock market was
weak towards the close and prices declined 4 to U
per cent, from the highest point.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 150,449 shares, including New York Central 15,430
>hares, Lake Shore 27.400 shares, Northwestern 1500
shares, Rock Island 3030 shares, Si Paul preferred
1200 shares, Delaware, Lackawanna and Western
16,500 shares,Delaware & Hudson Canal 9,570 shares,
Morris & Essex 4000 shares, Michigan Central 3100
ihares, Ohio & Mississippi 3950 shares, Western Unon 27,600 shares.
Wew

FRANCE.

The following were
?rnment securities:
[Jnited States 6s,1881

The Crisis in the Cabinet.

the closing quotations of Gov-

reg.114f

[Jnited States 6s, 1881, coup.115?
Jnited States new 4Js, reg..... 107§
Jnited States new 4Js, coup.,.1083
Jnited States 5-20*8,1865, new...11 if
Jnited States 5-20’s, 1867.114?
Jnited States 5-20’s, 1868.,, .115J
Jnited States new5’Sj.1114
Jnited States 10-40’s, reg.112}
Jnited States 10-40s, coup.,,,113?
Currency 6’s. ..12

INTEMPERATE

LETTER.
Chamber of

The

following

were

the

closing

quotations

of

docks 1
Western Union Telegraph Co, ex.
625
Pacific Mail... 211
few York Central!* Hudson R R, ex.92}

Deputies.

Jrie.’. 6?

Erie preferred....

i iflcbigan Central.

London, May 17.—The

1

*anama....ex.

41}

ex.
( Ihicago * Northwestern...
( Ihicago & Northwestern preferred..
1 lock Island.
1 lew Jersey
* t.

92J

■:

Wayne.
1 ’ort
'hio & Mississippi.....
t" ] 5?
j ielaware &
*'

Lackawanna.

Pacific Telegraph.

"

441
101

Pacific.|
\j
following were the closing quotations of Paciflo
i :ailroad
The

securities:
C mitral Pacific bonds.
rnion Pacific.;.

mm

.,n=f
{
Grants. ..
I
J iand
inking
Funds.•■••...
t
oston, Hartford & Erie 1st,...'. j5
(j
uaranteed...
Chicago Cattle Market.
CmcAGo, May 17.—Cattle—receipts ot 3900 head;

f

Lwean, auu euaue
a,'d Lows at 3 75 @ 4
00; good steers at
good feeders 4 90 @500; good

i' 'J,e£.’ P?,',ve3
5

80^@510,
Hogs-receipta

shipping

10,000head; shipments 2800 head:
market is dull aud heavy and 10
(g 15 lower ;buyand sellers apart; light
packing 4 75 @ 5 05;heavy
4 <5 bid without takers;
light shipping at 5 05 ® 5 50
th°‘Ce heaVy Uostou aud Providence at, 5
t

16
e s

“o

f
®

J550°

a

S5h50 @'6e3%iptS 6ma"; “arket 9uiet but firm inkles
Domestic markets.
New

Yobk. May 17-Evening.-Cotton market ia
q net and steady at 1-16 advance; ordinary uplands
a id Alabama at 9
3-16c; ordinary New Orleans and
T Bxas at 9 5-16c; ordinary stained at8
13-10c; mid14 mg uplands and Alabama at
lOJc; do New Orleans
a id Xoxas at 11c; do stained
10Jc; futures in rnodate business, closing firm at 8 to
points; sales 507
ties; delivered on contract 400 bales. Flour again
u ill and 10 !aj 25 lower,
dull auddecllningclosing
it 0 2 at 5 00 @ 0 25; Superfine western and
State at
7 DO @ 7 25;cominou to good extra Western
and State
7
®
Sood to choice extra Western aud Stain
al 7 55 @ 8 00;
Fancy White Wheat Western extra
8 05 @ 9 50; common to
good extra Ohio at 7 25 ffi
|5; common to choice extra St Louis 7 50 ® n
p itent Minnesota extra
good to prime 8 50® 9 75
cl
Iptce to double extra at 9 80 !& 1175; receipts 8000
b ils; sales 5800 bbls. Southern tiour
heavy and low« ; comou to lair extra at 7 50 ® 8
23; good to choice
1 at 8 30 10
50; sales 1150 bbls. Kyc Hour dull and
wer at 5 25 @ 5 75 for superfine. Oorniueal
is dull
ld unchanged; Western,
Jersey and Pennsylvania
a, 3 40 @,3 50. Wheat is iluil and
in buvnominally
cl s lavor with
very limited export and milling dcu and;
buyers and sellers too tar apart in views of
b isincss; No 2
Chicago nominal at 185; No 2 Milw
Winter Wheat dull aud nouiiual; roipts 800 bush, hyc is dull at 93c w 1 00
lor Wes1
® 10 lur state. Barley scarce anil firm,
™,:
p lrley Malt is active and
firm; 23,0ou bush strirtlv
^ 0 1 Canada at 1 35; No 2 Canada at 1
25. Corn ®
} better, much less doing both on export and lor 4fm
ti
““graded and unmerchantable Mixed
ai 65 C2107c; steamer Mixed at
67J @ OBc; New York

S1

L®9’

S

_

oip

j4'

r„ede!*XerY

ft

and

Boston;

Fancy

1st

Ginghams.

Dress Linens.
Wc also introduce a splendid loi
of Linens for Ladies’ dresses and
dusters; these goods are ol the
CHOICEST STALES and wc shall
sell them very cheap.

White Goods.

Ar at Halifax 14th. sch Geo W Pierce.
Orne, Portland, (and cld for Western Banks).
Ar at St John, NB, 15th
inst, sch Thos H Stewart,
Libby, Machias.
Ar at Musqash NB 15th
inst, Ech Mary Ella, Sta-

Wc offer a lot ol white goods lot
Ladies’ and Children’s dresses cou

Pique, Keusiugtou Bromuslins,
Strip*
French Long Cloths, and Naiu
sooks in plains,plaids and stripes

Cld, sch Sahwa, Mitchell, New York.

Shawls &.
We

Woodbury

Woolens.

Domestic Department.
In this department we invite attention to a lot ot Nottingham Faces for Curtains, Toilet Sets and
Pillow shams. We also continue
to offer a splendid lot of French
Cretonnes, both twilled and plain,
for Eambrequius Ac.

Moulton,

Investment Bankers,
NO. 67 EXCHANGE STREET.
mh2G

We have in

6ntf

auz28

mj

PLAITS!

Everything from our store
warranted as reprcscuted.

IOO Do*. “Excelsior” Verbenas at 75
cents per dozen.
500 dozen good Verbenas nt 30 cents a
dozen.
500 dozen Double Dahlias at 81.30 per
dozen.
And a general collection ot Bedding Plants
frown by first class Florists.
Plants received Fresh every Day.

&

227 MIDDLE

16
17
19
19
19
19
23
23
24
26
26
26
29

ELASTIC

A.

G.

SCHLOTTERBECK,

Vineyard-Haven.
F v 8i,';ame,r,Livi Woodbury, Warren, Eastport.
New York—coal
®.c“ Central
Pettengill,
York,
,■
F

New York.
endtf

[FROM OtJB CORRESPONDENT.]
EASTPORT, May 13—Ar, sch Fanny Pike, Robbins. New York.
May 14—Ar, schs Almeda, Smith, and Bertha J
Fellows, Windsor, NS, for New York.
FROM

MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 16th, barques Bonny Doon. Cole.
Matanzas; Henry Knight, Ames, do; schs MaryB
Harris, Crowley, Arecibo; Palos, Warren, and Anna
W Barker,from Arroyo; Win Connors, Wentworth.
Miragoane; Joon Bird, Smith, Guautanamo; Eben
Fisher, Rejnolds, Matanzas.
Ar at Philadelphia 17th, sch F A Pike, from Calais.
Cld 16th, schs Ethan Allen, Blake, and Alta V Colo
for Portland.
Ar at Cape Vincent A pi il 26th, sch David Torrey,
Ji
Soule, Portland.
Ar at Baltimore 16th, sell Geo K Hatch, Murphy,

Spain Apl 13 gch Beta, from Portland

for St Domingo.
Ar at Point-a-Pitre Apl 9, brig Florence May, from
Portland.
Ar at Liverpool 16th ingt, ship Granger, Doanc,

San Francisco.
Ar at Wilmington lltb, sch John L
vey, Rockport,
Sid fm Valencia Apl 30, ship B P

MeserTracey,
J

Cbeuey.
J
Staikey,

Sch Como, of Chcrryiield, which arrived at Nevvburyport 13th, was libelled by the EaHlern Li K Co,
for damage done to one ot the piers ot their bridge
last season. Capt Bunker, present master, was not
in charge of the Como at that time.

NEW

Morrison, Liverpool.

KJIi,

MM,

Union

, SENTS’

v
a

here he will l>e pleased to welcome his friends and

cquaintances.

CAIF

FANCY GOODS
prices that can not fail to give satisfaction to the
closest buyers, and make glad the Hearts of Families
and Housekeepers. Our stock is large. Our goods
are well bought. We work hard.
Our expenses are
trifling. We are bound to make it lively for OLD
FOGIES this spring.
The property must move,
it has got marching orders, and must be sold.
at

SI. 30 to S3
$6.25

Ladies’ and Gentlemen's Gossamer unup. Gents Balbriggan
Vest and Draws 55 c to $1.00. Gents and
Youths 1-2 Hose, Plain and Striped, from
10 to 50c. Ladies’ Full Regular Hose
18, 20, 25, 31c. up. Balmoral stripes,
best styles in the market, 12 1-2, 15,
17 c. np. Domestic Hose, full length, 7,
8,10 c. up. Ladies' Genuine Balbriggan
Hose, extra long, 38 to 44 c. np. Children’s and Misses silk clocked Balbriggans
In seal Brown, Navy Blue, and Cardinal,
undoubtly the handsomest and best style
in the market, from 62 to 68c. Ladies’
and Misses’ Lisle Thread Gloves at 10,13,
15c. up. Ladies’ Town made Tatfeta silk
Gloves for 87c. worth $1.25. A splendid Corset for 45, 75c. and $1.00 up. Dr.
Warner’s Corsets down to $1.15. Madam
Fay’s 05c. all other in proportion. Hair
Brushes Tip Top 12 1-2, 13, 17c. up.
Tooth Brushes, 6, 8, 10c. np. Lace
Tidies, in choice patterns, front 20c. up.
Neck Ties and Bows all silk, new style,
at prices lower than the lowest, 20c. np.
Towels CHEAP! CHEAP! from 12 l-2c.
up. Linen and Lawn Handkerchiefs from
4c up. Lace Scarfs in Chantille, Spanish and other popular styles front 58c to
$4.50. Bustles, all the new shapes as
soon as Introduced, front 25c to $1.38.
Heavy Emb. Setts Collars and Cuffs, ail
Linen, 25c. New Patterns in Colored
Setts for 20c. New style, the best yet,
Bress Protectors 20c, All other styles
12 l-2c. Pocket Books. Here we pnt
the knife in. A look will convince you of
this fact. A big drive in checked Nainsook
Muslins 28 to 38c per yard.
Black Silk
Fringes, we have them and we propose
to sell them. Trimming Buttons, all

dervests 33 to 55c.

rnlnrs.

_eodtl

‘HAIL GENTLE SPRING”
he Paper Hanger is abroad in the land and
that it is bis

First Class Tin Plate and Sheet Iron
Workers to work in a general job shop,
i ddress, with reference,
WOOD. BISHOP & CO..
Bangor, Me.

CANDID

sars

OPINION

that the newest patterns and lowest prices in

dlwsn

WALL PAPERS

Robber Hose

are

1

Sprinkling Lawns, ] I.
1 cashing
Sidewalks, Win-

J tor

iows, &c. We will sell 50
4
1 ect of Hose with Pipe and
4
all complete,
I Couplings,
4
I dr $5.00 at
t

NO
Window

p

1

HATS.

II.

dlf

ST.,

PKEBLE.

OLD~STOCK

fe27

Shade*

and

O.

Fixture*.

Cord

cic.

BAOLEY,

loPP.

• OB PRINTINO
.3 OMrr.

POST OFFICE.
Utf

orally

meculert

eod3m

HORSE^NOTICR

M^er's'

ni

il.cnril

made on honor, is the best for the money ever sold
in New England. Jot this down in the tablet of your
memory, anil Remember our store, 968 IRIDDJLE ST BEET, near the junction of Middle and
Federal streets.

Your« Very Rpipecifully,

J. H. FITZGERALD.
ap25

iltt

HOSIERY !
We have received this week another

large lot of HOSE, consisting of LADIES’
PENCIL STRIPES, in Four grades.

cts.

KID

GLOVES !

Also a JOB LOT OF 2-BUTTON KIDS,
in SPRING and OPERA SHADES, to be
sold at 50 cents, A great bargain.

A great variety of Silk and Worsted
Fringes, Buttons, Trimmings Ac.

Under

Army

503

and

CONGRESS

Navy Hall.
STREET,

Nelson &* Gould,
dtf

A. A.

NICKERSON,

Merchant Tailor,
4S0 1-2

Congress Street,

PORTLAND.
FOREIGN AND DO.RES.
TIC WOOLENS constantly on hand.
MOTTO— Ntylinh Garments, Good Work,
and Low Prices.
Special attention given to Cutting Garments to be
made out of the shop. Ladies’ Cloaks a Specialty, ltemember the place.

180 l-!i COXGKES8 STREET,
mh21WF&M6m

INHERE can be tour more horses accomodated at
L the New Boarding Stable on Clark street, bereen Oanfourth and Spring St’s. This is the most
easant Stable in the city, each horse having a
oil window to get good air and light.
Also the
st of care at prices to suit the times.
Rear entra nce on Brackett St. bead of Gray St.
Please call.
»P*tf
JOHN RVAN.

?['

||

Opp. Preble llouse

Ladies'

Kid

Boots.

We have on hand a large assortment of Lndie»’
Rid If niton aud Side Lace American Rid
boots.
Also, J. C. Bennett
Barnard’s celebrated FRENCH KID BOOTS.
New Jeriey Hand
ConitreMM Gaiter* tor

and double
wear.
are

have

soles.

a

Newtd
Bullou
Geum wear, in

and

single

Also Strap Mlioe* for Summer

full line of Boots aud Shoes which

glad to show

wo

customers.

DAVIS &

CARTLAND,
Stroot,

NEW .STORE, Under Faluionth Hotel.
Repairing oi all kinds done at store. fe9FM&W6ni
I have not retired from business
but liave taken the new store

No,
!

J 82 Congress St., opp. the Preble.

lull 11

tl

TIIE

Tn**el*, «tc.,

UADEIt FALMOUTH HOTEL.

g

lw»*t

Saper.

810 Mlddlo

EAGLET’S,

CONGRESS

OPP.

Store,

to be found at

0.

482

1

SILK

f'nttnn.

Corset Clasps 4c up. Oueen Bess Collarette, new, 17c. English Stuck Needles 4c
Dress Braid,
best, 6c piece.
lottoes 1 to 5c. Imported Turkey Red
Handkerchiefs 10c, last colors. Hamburg Edges in variety. Ladles Silk Pocket Handkerchiefs from 25c up.
Space will not admit of further quotations. We
simply add that our S7c. MUIBT, all finished,

We

my 10

Knnnl

Spool Silk full lOOyards, 8c. Ball Cotton 4c. Colored 5c. Pins 17c package.
Ruches 13c dozen up, Bereges and Tissues, all colors. Back Combs very cheap.

Gents’ French Ties, Hand sewed.

Thrcr good, arc uol SHOOltr. but
* ICSTOm .HADE and WAKKANTEU.

WAITED.

] lull's Rubber

OPENING^AND OFFERING,

NOW

FRENCH TIES

FROM

—

my5d2wgn

my 17

FULL AND UOAPLETE
STOCK OF

A tine line of

Square Hotel,

Union Square, New York City,

A

my4

found after May 1st at the

213 tons.

DOMESTIC 1*0 RTS.
ORLEANS—Ar lltb, ship James A Wright,

XU1LOUJU

formerly of tbo ASTOR HOUSE may be

MEMORANDA.
Brig Abby Watson, (of Sedgwick) Doriity, from
New Haven Apl 9 for Brunswick, Ga, is supposed to
have foundered at sea, as a stere board was seen Apl
15th with the name Abby Watson on it: two davs before a brigatine was seen, with sails clewed up, and
apparently nearly full of water, and a few hours after disappeared entirely. The A VV was built in 1851

registered

fllitsiiKT U.

to

RR.
Sch Nettie, (Br) Britt, Boston, to load tor St John.
■Sell Odeon. Thurston, Boston.
H H Harvey,
Blake, Boston for Sullivan.
Sch Mariett, Davis, Round Pond.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Dunton,
Boothbay.
CLEARED.
Sch W H Mailer, Patterson, St John, NB—Chase,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch Flora.Grindle, Stanley, Bangor—S W Tbaxter.
Scb Reaper, Teel, St George—D Choate.
Maine

■

091

Ladies’ French Kid, Side Lace.
‘‘
2-50
Fine Kid, Button Opera Toe.
“
“
•«
•*
2.00
*•
150
Kid Fox, Button.
“
1.00
Serge, Button, Double Sole.
“
1.50
Kid Fox Lace Boots.
•'
“
<•
•*
«>
1.25
“
“
«*
1.15
Serge
“
1.00
Hand Sewed Lace Boots.

INSTRUMENTS,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
i Sole Agent for Geo. Tiemann A Co.

Thursday, May 17.
ARRIVED.

MTTYnT TP

£3.75

Dealer in and Manufacturer of

n°23

Merrill,

offers tLe following bargains:

SURGICAL

POBT OF PORTLAND.

and

U J.X

band and made to order.

for sale and to let by

MARIISTEi

Delaware Breakwater.

9/11

electricHbatteries

immature Almanac.. .*.May 18.
8un rises.4.29 I High water. 2.45 PM
8nn sets.7.23 | Moon sets.12.13 AM

Matanzas.
Ar at Port

E. T.

STOCKINGS,

Shoulder Braces,
Supporters, Club Foot Shoes, &c.,
on

cllw

Have you Head This j

Bandages and Supporters, Trusses,
| Spiual

HIM

the Junction of Middle and
Federal Streets,

AVI Fit

is

ST.

myl5

my8dlwteod2wsn

Surgical Instruments,

DATE

Steamer Falmouth,
Colby, Halifax, NS—passengers and mdse to J B Coyle.
Steamer City of Portland, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
U S steamer Myrtle, Foster,

Lo.mylldiJw

Ralbriggan Hose in variety, and CHILDREN’S Hose in almost any style and
price.

DEPARTURE OP STEAMSHIPS.

Dakota....New York. .Liverpool_May

:

13, 30, 38 and 63

HIIITNEY.

Portland, May 8, 1877.

May
May

Notice.
The business of the late firm will be continued ns
under the stjlo of GEORGE C. FOBES

formerly,

stock

a large asDamasks, both
White and Colored, and Napkins,
Tray Cloths, Towels in every description, and a great variety ot
housekeeping goods, which we
shall dispose of at the very lowest
prices.
our

sortment of Table

ED. B. ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber Piano, and
other makers, at extremely low
prices.
Orders for Tuning attended to at
usual.

KENDALL

lufants’ wear, at

We display tlie FINEST assortment oi Woolens for men’s anti
Boys’ wear, that was ever shown
in Portland; we have the mosi
of these goods DIRECT from tin
and
therefore
manufacturers,
we sell them lor much less tliau \vt
otherwise could.

FOK SALE BY

UST’The funeral services of the late Wm. H.
place at 1 o’clock, this afternoon, at

Polynesian...,.Quebec.Liverpool... .May

and

Children’s and

Registered,

&

a
an

greatly reduced prices.

6 Per Cent Bonds
or

Cloakings.

large variety 01
elegant lot of mat
telassc Cloakings,
for
Ladies’,

Shawls,

City of Portland

Webber will take

Germanic.New York.. Liverpool
California.New York. .Glasgow

offer

SPECIAL NOTICES.

In this city. May 17, Eleanor A. Coe,
daughter of
Eleanor P. and the late John Coe.
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.l
In Cumberland Center, Andrew R. Boston, aged
8
57 years.

......

Swiss

srunun.

May 11, lat 30, Ion 73 26, brig Jennie Morton, from
Martinique for Baltimore, abort cf provisions.
May 13, lat 37 32, Ion 72 45, brig Mary E Pennell,
from Sagua for Boston.
May 4, in Straits of Florida, scb T A Keene, lrom
Pensacola for New Haven.
May 8, off Castle Island, sell Wm Connors, from
Port au Prince for New York.

DIED.

Utopia.New York. London
May
City of Richmond -New York. .Liverpool... .May
Pereire.New York.. Havre
May
Algeria.New York. .Liverpool
May
Pommorania.New York. .Hamburg... .May

of

sisting
cades,

ples, Portsmouth.

this city, May 16, bv Rev. W. E. Gibbs, FreeMeserve aad Miss Sarah E. Moulton, both of
Scarboro.
In Hiram, May 15, by Rev. I. ,J.
Mead, Eugene
Wadsworth and Miss Jennie A. Plummer, both of
Hiram.
In Paris, April 29, ffm. F.
Bonney and Miss Clara
M. Russell, both of Sumner.

May
May
Peruvian.-...Quebec.LiverooplJ... .May
Anchoria.New York. .Glasgow.*.... May

Dress Goods.

Fancy Silks in plain and stripes.
Raw Silk Pongess,
5-4 Foutle
Cloths, mixed Cashmeres in all
widths, mattelasses in all the next
shades, Brocade goods in various
colors. Black and White Strip*
mohairs. Black and White Check*
for Children’s dresses, French and
American Foulard Cambrics in
every stjle and color, and some
very handsome Plaids in madra*

Sldtm Clementport, NS 8th inst, sch Col Eddy.

In
dom

4<j

tU,ke?n5!t,1 9?’
?? J

Domingo

—

Eighth,—Black Alpacas.

Denning, Marblehead.

steady;

..

CHARLES FOBES.
GEORGE C. FOBES.
LAMARTINE J. FOBES.

SPRING 1877

First,—Black Silks.
Second,—
Black Cashmeres. Third.—Black
mattelasses. Fourth,—Black Tautises.
Black
Henrietta
Fifth,
Cloths. Sixth,—Black Bombazines.
Black
Seventh,
Brilliautines.

at 03 9-16

FOR

the
name and style
subscribers,
of Cuitts, Fobes & Co., was dissolved
by mutual
consent on the first day ot May, 1877,
by the retirement of John B. Curtis. All the business of the firm
will bo settled by the
remaining copartners, who assume all liabilities.
John b. cuktis.

Black Dress Goods.

Ar at Port Mulgrave Mill, sch Kate
McCiintock,
from Bootbbay, (put in for bait.)
Passed North 12th, sch Black Wartior, of Ellsworth.

MARRIED.

FROM

Dissolution of Copartnership.
1IE copartnership heretofore existing between
f|i
A the
under
firm

near

Annapolis, NS. 9th inst. sch Thos W Holder,
Rideout, Portland, (to load at Digby lor Barbadoes.)

money and account.
London, May 17—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Illinois 542 > New York Central 90.
London, May 17-1.30 P. M.—Consol at 933 for
money and account.
Liverpool, May 17.—12.30 PM.—Cotton marke
steadier; Middling uplands at5 13-16d; do Orlean
at 6d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 hales ior
spec
nlation and export; receipts of cotton to-day wer
26,500 bales, including 20,700 American.

NAME

ment of furniture which, for cash, is sold lower Ilian
at any other place in the state.
C. M. HUNT.
Portland April 8 1877.
ap30d3w

.

Wc offer this day to the general
public, GREAT BARGAINS ill all
the following articles,viz:

at

Ar

Coupon

Russia.New York. .Liverpool
Frisia..New York..Hamburg

Notice.
1 he undersigned having
bright out the entire interest of Mr. «J. I. Darling, will continue the biifd*
ness under the name and st>le «,r
CHARLES M,
HUNT & CO., fur the manufacture ot Chamber
Furniture, at store formerly occupied by During &
Hunt, where may be found the usual good assort-

(Succosora *o J. It. COREV & CO.)

Sagua.

European markets.

85}
20|

45?

for St

Copartnership.

Dissolution ol‘

rilllE copartnership heretofore known ns DAKA LING & HUNT, lms this day dissolved by
mutual consent. The bills due the late firm w ill fo?
collected, and time partnership liabilities pain by
M. Hunt, at ihe stole lieretotore occupied by
(jlias.
the late firm.
j. j> OAKLING.
CHARLES M. HUNT.

IN

inst. Clara Leavitt, Lombard, Baltimore.
Sid 1st inst, brigs Eugenia, Larrabee, Sagua: S P
Smith, Warren, do.
Ar at Kingston, J, April 22d, barque Ocean Pearl,
Henley, New York; 27th, sch J G Drew, French, do;
6th, sch Seguin, Hall. Mobile.
Ar at Matanzas 11th inst. schs Etta & Josie, Banker, Fernandina; brig Carrie E Pickering, Torrev.
St John. NB.
Ar at Cardenas 0th, sch H T Townsend, Wilder.

95

Central.' »
Paul.184

i itlantic *
1 [issouri

shall, Newport. E,

Bio Janeiro ColTre Umbel.
Rio Janeiro, May 16.—Cottee raarset auict and
pr.lc^l*a‘tied; Ri > goods fir.-ts at 73 00 @ 74 50
reis t> io kilos.
Santos. May 16.—Cofiee very animated and advancing; superior Sautes at 76 00 @ 72 reis per 10
kilos.

lor

Notice.
business of the late tirm w ill be continued as
formerly by
FRANK LANAUAN.
myl7tW
The

FITZGERALD
Chamberlin
New Store
& Little.
268 Middle St.,

FOREIGN PORTS.
Newcastle, NSW, March 10, barque JoseManila.
Stahl,
phine,
Ar at Cadiz 10th inat, sch Kocheko, Harraden,
New York.
At Rio Janeiro Apl 8, ship Oakland, Puiington, fm
Cardiff.
At Port Spain Apl 21, schs L P Mallory. Stetson,
for Boston 4 days; Beta, Guptill. lor St Domingo 4
(lays; S L Davis, Cottrell, for St John, NB in 5 days;
Alice T BoardmaD, Boyd, for New York 8 days; Luuet, Hinds, for Philadelphia 8 days.
Arat Naguabo, PK, 14th inst, sch Nellie Shaw,
Cates, New York.
At Arroyo PR Apl 30, sch Annie Tibbetts, Mitcheil
lor New York, Mg.
Ar at St Thomas Apl 21. sch Seth W Smith, Mar-

Orleans, May 17.- Cotton steady ; Middiin
uplands at 102c.

London, May 17—12.30 P. M.—Consols

fl’HK partnership heretofore existing between the
l subscribers, under the style of F. LANAUAN
& CO. is Ibis day dissolved by mutual content. All
outstanding liabilities ot the tirm will lie settled by
Win. Melaugh, to whom all debts due and owing to
the tirm are to be paid.
FRANK I.ANAGAN,
WM. MELAUGH.
Fortlau I, May 16lhl877.

Millett,

New

Jnion Pacific Stock,....671
jake Shore.
514
llinois Central.. \.571

J
j ’ittsburgR.,

and

Bill

Sid lm

quiet; Middling

quiet

I

—

102c.

is

/1AAlk£)

---++

Dissolution.

nilNCpU TISII,

low, Portland for New Haven.
Sid, schs Jos Fish, Oregon, Clio Chillcott, Bath II
Baker, and May Munroe.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs William Flint, Pendleton,
Port Johnson; Wm Stevens, Elwell. do; Lyndon,
Clark, Calais; Mariel, Bryant, and Pemanuid,
El
1
liott, Bristol.
Cld 10th, barque Nicola, Harper, Pembroke; brig
Ellen H Munroe. Knowles, Cardenas; sobs Orient,
Staples. Saybrook; Koret, Babbage, Belfast; Pallas,
Packard, Kockland; E A Staples. Crockett, Bangor.
Ar 17th, brig Uzabel, Hooper, Philadelphia; schs
Laura & Marion, Atwood, fm Bristol; Delia Hinds,
Wells. Calais.
Cld I7th, barqne Palestine, Ford, Calais.
LYNN—Ar 16th, sch B L Sherman, Alley, Port
Johnson; A Sawyer, Frothingham, lm do; Jachin,
Getcbell. Philadelphia.
DANVERS—Ar 15th, sch Rosins, Kelley, Port
Morris.
SALEM-Ar 15tb, schs Wave, Frye. South Amboy;
Bangor, Jordan; Centurion, Blodgett; Jas Warren,
Leighton, and Wm Flint, Pendleton, Port Johnson;
Fannie F Hall, Tapley, do.
Ar 16th, Bch Catharine. Jordan, fm Port Johnson;
California, Kaler, Waldoboro.

10Jc.

H—Cotton
*.,iVJuUBTAl
Middling uplands at 10c.

ecus

Biewster, and others,
Ar 16th, schs May Munroe, Hall, Perth
Amboy tor
Portland; Wm Penn, Halt, Virginia for Bath; E G
Buxton, Johnson, Saco for New York; Odell, Wins-

Savannah, May 17.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 10|c.
Mobile,May 17,—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
lOJe.
Lodisville, May 17.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 103 @ 102c.
Norfolk, May 17,-Coiton is dull; Middling8 up8
at
is

Itnif

NS, for New York.
Passed by, sch Norman, Hodgdon, Bath for Philadelphia.
Sid, schs M B Mahoney, Gen Hall, Iowa, Lizzie

Cleveland, May 17.—The Petroleum market is
steady and unchanged at 122 for standard White.
New York, May 17.—Cotton is quiet and steady;
Middling uplands at 10Jc.
Wilmington, May 17—Cotton dull and nominal;
Midoiiug uplands at 102c.
Charleston, May 17.—Cotton is firmer; Middling uplands at 102c.
Memphis,May 17.—Cotton is quiet; Middling up-

uplands at 10J.

It is stated a reconnoiterine expedition of 500
Russian infantry crossed the Danube in boats
a little below Reni.
The Turks allowed them
to come well within range when they opened
such a fire that they were compelled to retreat
to the boats with heavy loss.
The Russians have crossed the Aluta and
entered Little Wallachia, which it was expected hitherto to be occupied solely by the Roumanians.
It is reported that the Turks have altogether
captured 200 Russian vessels iu the Danube
containing over 130,000 heelolitives of wheat.

from

~

1

Gilchrist.Chickakomioy for Freeport; Kuth H Baser
Collins, Gardiner fordo; Alineda, Smith, Windsor,

626 basil oats.

Galveston, May 17.—Cotton

Winner, Leighton,

sch

Jc»lU,

ments 685 head.

lands

15th,

Baltimore.

Cincinnati, May 17.-Pork dull at 14 25 bid. 14 50
asked. Lard nominal; steam rendered at 9 25
bid;
kettle at 9 87^ @ 10 00. Hulk Meats are easier
;shoulders;at 42; clear ribs 7 122 @ 15 00 cash: 7 15 buyer
May; 7 40 buyer June clear sides at 7J. Bacon nominal ; shoulders at 5J ;clear ribs at 8; clear sides at 82.
Whiskey is steady and in good demandat 1 06.
Live Hogs are dull and lower; common at 4 40
@
4 75; fair to good light at 4 80 @ 5 10;
packing 4 00 @
5 15; butchers 5 20 @ 5 30; receipts 2335 head; ship-

lands at

Woodstock, May 17.—Fire broke out here
at about 2 o’clock this morning and spread
rapidly,until nearly tbe whole town was inflames.
It burned fiercely for live bours.destroying over
GO buildings, covering about the same ground
as the big tire which occurred in
1860, and including dry goods stores, two hotels, &c.
It
caught in a harness store.

emarara.

BRISTOL—Ar

Milwaukee, May 17.—Flour is dull. Wheat is
unsettled; opened lower and closed steady; No 1
Milwaukee at 1 80; No 2 Milwaukee at 1 721; seller
June at 1 74g; seller July at 1 75J; No 3 Milwaukee
at 154. Corn demoralized; No 2 at 50c. Oats
weak;
No 2 at 40c. Rye panicky and lower; No 1 at 854 g
86c. Barley inaetive;No 2 Spring at 80c; No 3 Spring
at 45 g 46c.
Freights—Wheat to Buftalo at 3J g 4.
Receipts—6,500 bbls flour, 21,000 post, wheat.
Shipments—14.000 bbls flour, 24,000 bm.li wheat.
Detroit, May 17.—Flour—nothing doing anti
prices lower and weak. Wheat depressed and holders anxious to realize; extraj White
Michigan at 203;
milliug at 2 00; No 1 White Michigan at 1 98 on the
spot; seller May at 1 99. Corn dull and easy; High
Mixed 55c asked; No 1 Mixed at 5ic. Oats dull and
nominal; White at 53c bid; Mixed at 4 c bid.
Receipts—450 bbls flour, 1,492 bush wheat, 8,119
bush corn, 3,665 bush oats.
Shipments—510 bbls Hour, ifinc hi. o,
in oni
corn

COPARTNERSHIP.

«. freshman &CHIOS

li.

Philadelphia.
WARREN—Sid ICth, ech Richmond, Thompson.
F

8J.

butib

!

AGENCIES.
:

Sid 15th, brig Lizzie H Kimball, Stover, Kingston,
ADVERTISING AGENTS,
J a; Ech A H Waite, Drisko, Demarara
ALEXANDRIA—Sid 11th, ech Marion Draper,
■ Stt
ff\ Fourth Mirrrl, Vincincali, «».
f, ir Hallowell.
j
Passed up. sch Sarah F Bird.
are authorized to contract for advert Ulng in this
PORTRESS MONROE-Paesed in 15tb, sch Louisa j
Eutiuiatca furnished free.
paper.
r liss, Strong, from Cardenas lor Baltimore.
Semi
for a Circular.
BALTIMORE—Ar 15th, schs Mary D Haskell,Car- j
t. r, Cardenas; Statesman, Cole, Snulee, NS.
Cld loth, sens Hattie E King, Crowlej, tor PortsC. J. WHEELEK,
n mouth; July Fourth, Wood, Bangor.
(tr.H8l'41*ER iOt ER’l'lSINU ACSENT
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 15th, schs Congress, Wil1; mrd, Bath; Veto, Krell, Pensacola via Key West.
rVo. 5 Washington Buildin<j,
Cid 15th, schs L B McNichols, Fanning, for Round
I onrl; W H Thorndike, Cushman, do; May
i'HOVIUENCK, h. I.
Morn,
I dams, and Milwaukee, Strout, Boston,
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 10th, sch Etna, Saw
ESTABLISHED IN 1849.
J\ er, (from Trinidad) tor New York.
NEW YORK—Ar 115th, ship Andrew
Johnson,
$%. ?i. I'KITMOII.L <fc CO.’S
S peed, Callao 102 days; brig Davi l Bugbce, Staples,
c aibarien 12 days; Edward H WiMliams, Mountfort,
iiiVfiimNMo AiiKniri
( ardenasll days; sebs Oli\e Crosby. Hutchinson,
( iuantanamo 19 days ; Grace Andrews, Andrews,
10
J
Jo
Stale.SU,
Boston, an;l 37 Park liow, New Yoik
j latanzas 10 days; Sabao, Palmar, St George; Mark
Estimates furnished gratis tor Advertising in al
’endleton, Pendleton, and Mary Langdon, Mullen,
in
the
J
Uniied States and British Prevj langor; George & Blbert, Stevens, do via Rye Beach
Jewspapers
/ vhtre she was
1 iews.
Phebe, El well,
ashore); Susan
] lllsworth; Douglas Haynes, Adams, New Bedford;
<
andy Point, Grant, Newport.
cseokue »\ HOWLI C a t;o.,
Also ar 15th, sebs Sarah, Palmer, St George; Vict tor, Freeman, Deer Isle;
Allegbania. Banks, Rocki 4> v E SIT 1* tx& a a ft i> I *
I ed; Geo W Hawley, Raw
ley, Providence; John
j Jird, Smith, Guantanamo.
Ar 17th, sebs Etna, Sawver, Trinidad; Charles E
ifOh ALL THE L RADI EG EE WS PAPERS*
'ears, Turner, Cardenas: Eveline. Wilder,
Tampico;
Vtn Connors, Wentworth, Miragoane.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Cld 15th, brig O C Clary. Scott, tor Barbadoes; sch
Fype, Presses, etc.
las W Brown. Kane. St Kitts
Office No. 11 Park Row, New York.
Cld 17th, ship Anahuac, Matthews, for Anjier; ech
iammy Ford, Allen, Saco.
T. C.EVANS,
Passed through Hell Gate 15tli, ech L B Sargent,
largent.Port Johnson for Portland; Olive Elizabeth,
ackncy a print.
Port
Johnson
for
jinasey,
Boston; Magnet, FletchI er, New Vorkfordo; Acara, Chandler. Weehawken
ewm’ wakenouse,
or Newburj'port; H Curtis, Haskell, Port Johnson
or Boston; E & G W Hinds,
Hill, do for do; Alfred
lto WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
? Howe, Ellis, do for Fall River.
BRIDGEPORT—Ar I4tb. sch Joshua Grindle.HasDealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
ceil Pensacola.
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements! userted in anj
PROVIDENCE—Ar 16tb,schs Gen Hall, Simmons,
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
Portland; M B Mahoney. Sheppard, Ellsworth.
owest prices. Send for estimates.
Sid 10th, schs John E Dailey, Bong, and Redondo,
foung. New York.

1 96; No 2 Red Winter on>pot 1 92 ;seller Mav at 1
91;
No 3 Red 170. Corn is Arm, demand active; High
Mixed at 55c; seller May 55c; seller Juno 55Jc; No 2
on spot at 54c; seller May 5 44c; seller J une 54
j; July
57c; August 591c; No 2 White 59c; iejected at 56c.
Oats are dull; No 2 at 45Jc.
Receipts—200 bbls flour. 1900 bush wheat, 72,000
bush Corn, 2,400 bush Oats, 00 Barley.
Shipments—U00 bbls flour,2,200 buBh Wheat, 35.000
bush Corn, 0000 bush Oats.

Foreign Notes.

many.
The amount of propeity destroyed at Iqniqne
by the earthquake was considerable.
The House of Commons will adjourn over

r

Receipts—1,400 bids flour, 4,000 bush wheat 26,hush corn, 7,000 bush oats, 0,000 bush barley,
0,000 bash rye, 0000 head hogs, 00:j head cattle.
Toledo,May 17.—Flour is dull. Wheat is dull;
No 1 White Michigan at 1.99; extra White Michigan
at 2 03; Amber Michigan on spot and seller June at

go-between.

a

Below 12tb, barque Bristol, Fossett, from NYork.
CHARLESTON—Cld 15th, barque Orchilla, Deve- |
(from Cienfuegos) for Boston, having repaired. !
NORFOLK—Cld 15tb, brig Liberty, Devereux, for

r :ux,

000

The army is operating in that vieiuity in detachments.
Insurgents still appear occasionally in Ciuco Villas.
The mysterious movements of the American
Catholic Priest, Dr. Pops,have attracted attention. Pope while on his way hence to Hayti
had an interview with the Captain General
and other authorities.
Pope had tried to gain
the confidence of the Cuban leaders but was
suspected. It is supposed he intended to act aS

unfounded. There have been
no engagements between the Russians and
Turks in Europe, except on tbe line of batteries between Ibrail and Ismail.
A Turkish manifesto.
London, May 17.—The commanders of the
Turkish fortresses along the Danube have published manifestos urging the inhabitants to
withdraw further inland to the Balkans.
Enormous enasses of Turkish cavalry are said
to be visible opposite Galatz, and there is talk
of crossing the Danube.
The Russian AdvanceGen. Skohebeff’s division of Circassian Cossacks intended to head the advance of the Russian invasiou, is passing through Bucharest to
The crossing of
day en route for the Danube.
the river is believed not to be immediately
imminent.
It seems as though the Russians
have quietly and dexterously placed tbe Roumanian troops where they could be blended
with their own.
Russian Floating Batteries.
The news that the Russians have some float-'
ing batteries on the Danube is confirmed.
They are described as small bnt ingeniously
made, consisting of three pontoons joined toThe
gether. Each battery carries one gun.
pontoons were floated down the Pruth and
a
marine
detachment.
Besides
the
joined by
Russians have some larger steamers which
have been armed.
The Turkish gunboats are still refuged at
Matehin whence they do not attempt to come
down the Danube.
The Russian firing from
Ibrail to Matehin yesterday was an experiment
with extra heavy guns as to the possibility of
destroying these gunboat3.
Russian Rrconnoiterinjc Parly Driven

Times correspondent
at Paris says MacMahon’s letter to Jules Simon, which caused the latter to resign, is one
of the most serious events since the fall of
Thiers. It is couched in offensive terms and
divulges what passed in the council in a fashion which will excite the censure of the whole
world. The authorship of the letter is attribnt id to Broglie and M. Fourton.
At to-morrow’s sitting a manifesto of the Marshal will
read explaining that it seemed to him dangerous to let the administration of the country remain auy longer in the hands of the present
cabinet. At the same time availing himself
of the constitution, which gives him the right,
the Marshal will have a decree read proroguing
the Deputies for a month. The Chember will
reply by a vote of want of confidence or by
some other extreme measure, for it is impossible to foresee to what length the Chamber, after this example of violence and deceDtion.
might proceed, but in any case tbe Chamber
will be prorogued and will reassemble only to
be dissolved, for the struggle is henceforth absolutely inevitable unless tbe Marshal is enlightened on the fatal act into which he has
been seduced and takes the cabinet again from
the Left, which is improbable. This has produced an impression of bewilderment.
Most
of the diplomatists have not hesitated to style
the act a coup d’etat.
Negotiations, however,
are still going on and the greatest efforts are
being made to appease the anger of tho Lelt,
and to allay the excitement manifest in the
artisan quarters. There is every reason to hope
these efforts may succeed.
Before the adoption of the above resolution
Gambetta said he believed it his duty to express
from the tribune tbe emotion which reigned in
the public mind.
There wras no conflict in
Parliament, no vote had passs d placing the
At a moment when
ministry in a minority.
France was engaged in the observance of patriotic neutrality and needed tbe enjoyment of a
prolonged security the nation was suddenly
apprised that the President of the Republic had
written a htter necessitating the Premier’s
resignation. The nation in its anxiety asked
whether there does not exist at the side of the
head of stite|i preponderating influence with
which no ministry could cope.
The Chamber
only asked what President MacMahon today
“A
pacific
namely,
promised,
policy and the
repression of Ultramontane intrigut.”
a
Gambetta cited
Marshal
saying of
McMahon made in the presence of the vile
of
disorder
who
and
fomeDtors
are
intriguers
“Don’t attempt
to-day raising their heads,
this adventme, tbe cbassepets would go off
themselves.” Gambetta added: It is time to
turn to the constitutional truth.
It is not
true as suggested by a well known councillor
that the President of the republic bears a
responsibility over and above that of the
ministry. The authors of such a suggestion
are
tho
President’s
enemies.
They are
downfall.
Marshal
leading him to his
McMahon
during his
military career

No 2 at 63c; New York No 1 in store at
C8c; Yellow
Western G9*c; Yellow Southern on track
69c; White
Southern 70® 71c; old Western Mixed afloat 70; recetpts of 52,300 bush; sales 51.000 bush; also 30 000
bush steamer Mixed for May at 61c;
25,000 bush No 2
seller May at 66c; 15,000 busli steamer Mixed seller
bush No 2 seller June at
iaS?saA61t®S^;5?-09°
64® 64*c ; 10 000 bush do seller July at 62c; 20,000
bash No 2 seller July at 65 @ 63c.
Oats f® 2 better
a?d JS'Tjy ii9ti're: thixod Western and State at 42 ®
OScjWlute Western aud State at 48 ® 70e; New York
No 3 at 47* @ 48c; New York No 3 White at 48c -New
No 2 White 51 @ 52Jc; New York No 2
at 53JC; white Western ar, 48 @ 53c; White State at
bUsb; sales
bush;
also 5000 bush No 2 seller June at 52c. *>5,090
Coilee—Rio
201 SOU for cargoes;
?rT®
,at.165 ®
164 @ W old tor job lots.
Sugar is quiet, sternly
bhd8 Muscovado,various grades
2?^U.1,',Citan?-ed:,,0U°.
refined quiet at lljc for standard A;
Si®,1"*;
12*
@ 1-s for granulated; 12|c for crushed and powdered.
Molasses firm with moderate demand.
Rice is quiet
without material cliange in price.
Peroleum is quiet
and steady; crude 81c; refined at 141c; 3.GOO bbls
of
united 2 15 regular: 5U00 bbls buyers
option first six
2
AaMow is easier; 425,000 lbs prime at
@ 8t* Naval Stores—Rosin is dull and unchanged
\ 90 @ 9® strained. Turpentine closed firmer
at 311 @ 35 ior bpints. Pork lower,
spot lots more
active; futures quiet; 1100 bbls new mess at 14 93@
15 00; 3000 bbls seller July 14 90 @ 15
00; seller dune
quoted 14 90. Beef is dull. Cut. Meats quiet; middies easier ; city long clear 7$; Western long clear ai
7-i; short clear 8J. Lard lower, closing firmer; 1274
steam at 9 4° @ 9 50,
!tei«ce8„pr,IVe
closing at latter;
l.*00 seller dune at 9 40 @ 9 42.V,
closing at 9 474; 4750
tes seller July 9 47* @ 9 55,
9 57. Whiskey is
closing
shade firmer at 110 bid and 111 asked.
Freigljtsto Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton
per sail *d; Wheat per steam at 5* !a> 6d.
Chicago, May 17.—Flour quiet and steady; Western extra at 7 60 @ 9 00; do Minnesota S 50
® 10 00;
Patent Minnesota 8 37* @ 11 O0;Winter extract
10 00
@ 11 00. Wheat is unsettled and generally, closing
firmer; Iso 2 Chicago Spring at 1 GO
1 614 seller
cash;
d ulie; 1 62} seller for duly; sales at 1 604
1*64 lor
seller duly. Corn unsettled and generally@
higher at
493c cash; 50| @ 50ic seller lor dune; 531c hid seller
duly; rejected at 45c. Outs *ir« irrnfrnla** of II,-* nneli
4ljc seller dune. Rye dull and lower at 80c. Barley
dull and unchanged. Pork is
unsettled,closing firmer at 14 00 cash and June; 14 10
@ 14 124 seller for
sales at 13 90 @ 14 12£ seller
July;
July. Lard is unsettled and closed firm at 9 174 cash; y 20 Ca) 9 224 for
June; 9 30 @ 9 32} seller for July. Bulk Meals dull
and weak; shoulders at 5; short rib middles
74;short
clear do ig. Whiskey steady 107,
Receipts-8,500 opts Hour, 10,000 bush wheat, 94,000 hash corn, 41,000 bosh oats, 4,800 bush barley.
730 bush of rye.
Shipments—4,800 bbls floor, 9,500 bush wheat, tGG,000 hush corn. 48,000 bush oats, 20,000 bush barley,
27,000 bush rye.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat was
higher at 1 63 seller June: t 64 seller July. Corn is
firm at 501c for June; 53|c lor
Julp. Pork firm and
higher at 14 10 seller June; 1122J @ 14 25 seller lor
July. Lard higher at 9 27J g 9 30 June.
St. Louis, May 17.—Flour is
steady and very little doing. Wheat is flat and
scarcely anything doing; No 2 Red Fall 210 asked, 2 00 bi(l;No 3 Red Fall
at f 81 bid cash or May. Corn less active and
lower;
No 2 Mixed 49g g 49gc bid cash; 49 g 50e seller for
J one; 50J g 511c seller July; 531c do August. Oats
dull and lower to sell at 42c bid cash or June. Rye
dull and lower to sell at 803c bid. Whiskey steady
at 107. Pork active and lowerat 14 25 bid cash; sales
14 30 @ 14 40 seller June; 14 45 seller July. Lard is
nominal. Bulk Meats dull and lower to sell; clear
rib sides 73 asked, 7 bid cash and May; 7 05 bid for
June. Bacon dull shoulders at 5J; clear rib 8; clear

Havanna, May l(i, via Key West.—The
Captain General continues at Puerto Principe.

are

tlie

appointed.

are

the
Chamber only placed confidence in a cabi net
free and resolved to govern in accordance with
Republican principles which alone can secure
order and prosperity, was adopted by 355

Bucharest, May 17.—Tbe Constantinople
telegrams which reported fighting going on in

Proceedings of

President

tempted.
Versailles, May 17.—In the Deputies
day a resolution of the Left declaring

New York, May 17.—The Times despatch
from Giurgevo says a great battle is impending.
Already heavy cannonading is in progress.
For several days the Russians have been concentrating a large force at this point, preparing
The army is
to force a passage of the Dauube.
in fine condition and good spirits. Opposite, in
Turks
in
the
are
force.
strong
Rustcbuk,
They
will certainly resist the advance. To-morrow or
day after may witness a bloody struggle. The
Turkish monitors are hurrying toward this
spot, and taking positions near the point where
the Russians hope to lay pontoon bridges.
To-night the scene on the Danube is magnificent. Shells are bursting in the air, and distant camp fires and signal rockets tell the story
of advancing forces.
The cannonade grows
heavier and it will not take long to destroy
that
Rustcbuk,
place being the weakest in the
quadrangle of Turkish fortresses. Further
down the river the sky is reddened by the
flames of burning Turtukai, the town fired by
the Russian guns in Oltenitza.
It would be
comparatively easy for the Russians to cross at
that point.
The headquarters of the left wing are still at
Ibrail, News has just reached Guirgevo that
Matchin, some five miles distant from Turtukai, has been set on fire by Russian artillery.
No Fighting in the Dobrudscha.

MACMAHON’S

conframed

Republican newspapers express grave apprehensions for the future.
President MacMahon has received several
prominent persons to all of whom he expressed
a determination to maintain
a
pacific policy
with ail powers and to firmly repress any ultramontane demonstrations should they be at-

ON THU DANUBE.

Dobrudscha,

meeting

McMahon in the resolution he has taken.
Paris, May 17.—There is great excitement
here over a defeat of M Gambetta,
Republican
leader in the Chamber of Deputies, which was
very heavy, the government party being sustained.
The official journal annonnees that the cabinet ministers will retain office until their suc-

Bangor, May 17.—Dr.

highly respected citizen, died today aged GO, of
blood poisoning.

letwas

concerted combi-

nation.
The meeting of the Right passed a resolution
leclaring that President MacMahon only exercised his constitutional right.
The newspapers of the Right declares that
the Left’s irritated and impatient attitude at

The Capture of Sukgiim-Kaieh.
London, May 18.—A Constantinople despatch says the capture of Sakgnm-Kaleh and
the rising of the Circassians who massacred the
garrison and burned the town is officially anThe iron-clad has left Sukgumnounced.
Kaieh for Bateum to obtain arms for the Circassians.
The I.eft Wing Advancing on Erzeroom.
London, May 17.—A despatch from Erzerourn dated Monday, says the Russians have
The
advanced to Kalassur in great force.
Turks will confront them at Toprak Kaleh.
Both armies are preparing for a pitched battle.

A

MacMahon’s
character, but

:er is of a gravely unusual
aot the result of a previously

■

Mrs. Jane Atwood in the

from the chimney.

Eire by Artillery.

The Russians are

atGiurgevo and

died on board the Bearce.
Trustees of the Reform School

one seaman

on

uiuot

5

FORCE A CROSSING.

Dublin, May

bavo

studied
trathr.
(01 t'cal
must recdll him to the exact
the constitution aud direct him
:om perfidious counsels.
The country alone is
It desires a wise and definitive re* jvereign.
wishes
to
be
rid
of the night-mare
ublic and
reaction who come and show
t f these men of
btir livid faces at all moments of uncertainty.
,et it be stated whether the intention is to
overn with republicaos possessing confidence
f the country or with meu whose unpopulariIf dissolution bapI y has been demonstrated.
eus the majority bus no fear, but the country
to
the
precludes
war-criminal are
nay see in it
hose who would provoke that
(Immeufe
( heering and excitement in the house.)

c

Chamber
I J lie
: o bservance of

.

MAINE.

lishing house.
^e88r®. Harper &
1

Bros, are about to issue, in
8vo Prof. Scliall’s important
i0
■work, Bibliotheca Symbolica Ecclesice Universalis; the Creeds of Christendom, with a History and Critical Notes; Prof. Winchell’s Reconciliation of Science and Religion, and Mar’s
White Witch, a novel hy 6. Douglas.
An Open Verdict will be the title of Miss
She is
Braddon’s Dext novel—so it is said.
writing it for publication in the journals of a
confederation of English provincial newspaper
proprietors, who have bad the newspaper rights
of her last three works.
It was to have been
lbegun in May and finished in October.
An
American edition of this novel will be published
hy the Harpers.
The first volume of Prof. B. Ten Briuk’s
History of English Literature, will soon appear

F OREIGN.

BY telemlap:

1*7

where, wiili

Union
new

at.,

tools, new slock,

iuitl my old workmen I shall continue to curry on Hie business ol
8teain, Gas. and Water Pi|»iiiK in
all Us branches. Particular attention paid to veiitilsiliou and sanitary drainage. I snail be clad to
see till my old ciistouers and lots ol
new

ones,

W. II.

PENNELL,Utf

_

COAL l’AKD FOR SALK.
the whole of
Coal Yard
ONE half,
doing good business. Address
or

now

Cortland Me.

a

a

which is
Box «TC,

inylldt
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PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros., Marquis, Brunei <Xr Co., Anarews,
Wentworth. Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeiord, of Phillsbury,
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon ami H, B. Kendrick.
THE

At
At
At

Waterville,

of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,

and

StevtnsjxXo^

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS
MISCELLANEOUS

TO-DAY

NOTICES.

L. I). Strout—4.
Italian Silver Filigree Jewelry—C. H. Lamson.
The Windsor Hotel.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
For Sale or Lea^e—John C. Proctor.

Enclosure—Ralph Kelley.

Come into my
New Goods—Owen.

Moore & Bailey.
Mechanics* Hall—George A. Harmon.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.
Corsets—E, S. Merrill.
Gas Notice.
Ship Carpeuters Wanted-B. C. Jordan.
Coal and Wood—Green, Son & Lynch.
House to Let—F. G. Patterson.
House for Sale or to Let—F. G. Patterson.
To Let—C. C. Tolman.
Frank Lanagan—Steam, Gas and Water Fitter.
Heuse to Let—Containing 17 Rooms.
To a Generous Public—C. D. B. Fisk & Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
2 Houses on Washington St—F. O. Bailey & Co.
Furniture—F. O. Bailey & Co.

PORTLAND POST

OFFICE.

Office Hours.
From 7.30 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
Irom 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, Me., May 9, 1877.

Arrival and Departure of iVIaila.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12. 2
p. m. and 12.30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a in, and 2.30
and 9.00 d. m.
■Boston amt the

west. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 p m. Close at

Intermediate

Railway.

or

8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p ra
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta amt connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. K. Arrive at 8.10
a m.
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 2.00 and 9.00
а. m., 3.00 p m.
Close at 6.30 a. m, 11.30 a. m. and
5.00 and 9.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
It. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.00
a m and 2.20 p m.
By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive at 3 p m. Close at
б. 50 am.
S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Castine, Deer Isle,
Desert, Jonespert, Machias, Machiasrort, East Maand Bar Harbor, via each steamchias,
er.
Anive at 6 a. m. Close at 9p.m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Friday at 1 p. m.
Foreign Mails, via New York, day previoueco Bailing ol steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a in.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T* R. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p in.
St Pierre and Miquelon,
Close alternate Saturdays, at 4.30 p. in.
ArNova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island.
rives Thursdays at 6 a. m. Closes Saturdays at 4.39
m.
p.

Sedgwick,

Millhridge

Brier Joltings.
The union meeting last evening at

church

Plymouth

largely attended.
The Kefotm Club held a very interesting
meeting last evening.
The Superior Court adjourned
yesterday
until the 29th inst.
Mr. George Allen of the Ottawa House is at
the Preble. He will open for summer travel in
was

June.
Messrs. Burhatn and Curtis have gone into
the ice business and a reduction in prices is

reported.
The pocket

book stolen from Mr. Jewell was
returned yesterday by a man from the Cape.
Hearty all the money was safe.
The Itev. Mr. Stone of Fryeburg, will preach
in Union Hall, Ferry Village, next Sunday
afternoon at 2 o’clock, May 20ib.

mortgage bondholders of the
Ogdensburg held a meeting yesterday afterThe first

hood, and

adjourned

until next week without

transacting any business.
The batk Grace Deering was launched from
the yatd of J. F. Randall & Co., yesterday.
She is to be commanded by Capt, Horace
Davip,
The store of Timathy Twigg,
corner ef
Danforth and York streets, was broken into
Wednesday night,and about $50 iu money and a
dozen pnmp faucets stolen.
Children’s Missionary Circle will hold a fair
at High Street Vestry this afternoon and evening. Refreshments and fancy articles for
sale.
Two

[striking paintings by Harry Brown,

framed in uprights, and entitled “Capri” and
“Mirror Lake,” attract much attention in

Schumacher’s window.
the Second Parish
religious meetings at
the vestry every Friday evening, for boys and
girls at 61 o’clock, and for all young people,
The young people of
church sustained social

one

honr later.

Memorial Day.—The committee of Bosworth Post have arranged thoir programme for
Memorial day, hut have not reported it to the
Post as yet. Ou the Sunday afternoon prior to
Memorial Day it is expected that religious exercises at City Hall will be conducted by Rev.
F, E. Clark of Williston chapel. On the morning of Memorial Day tbe squads of comrades
will decorate the graves in the various cemeThe Montgomery
teries except Evergreen.
Guards will furnish the escort to Calvary cem-

etery.
In the afternoon, Evergreen will be visited.
The military companies of this city—Blues,
InfaDtry and Montgomery Guards—have accepted invitations and will take part iu the
procession, aud Major G. H. Abbott will act as
Chief Marshal. Chandler’s Baud will head
the procession. The exercises at the cemetery
will be conducted by Rev. Mr. Wright.
In the evening Rev. Mr. Wright will officiate
at the exercises at the hall; a select quaitstte
will sing, and John O. Winship, E-q will deliver the oration.
“Enterprise. ’—Consider! n g
that yesterday’s Argus contained items, one
of which appeared in the Press Tuesday,
one Monday, and four last week; that Tues-

Concerning

day’s Argus had six items copied from the
Press of the day before; that Monday’s Argus
was partia ly made up from Saturday’s Press;
and that the Argus has been liberally sprinkled
during the -pring with itsms, such as the Cape
Elizabeth lufanticide, the appointment of tbe
Portland & Rochester receiver, the Methodist
Conference appointments, the veto message on
the Memorial Day appropriation, and other
important pieces of news gleaned from the
columns of the Press and secured in advance
of the Argus by the industry of our reporters,
our neighbor’s claim to “enterprise” is very
amusing. AiieHinuoi enterprise wutuu cuusists in a resort to the methods of the cracks"
man is not appreciated by the public.
A Testimonial.—It was mentioned a short
time ago that the British government had forwarded toCapt. Hall of the brig A. G. Pettentestimonial for services rendered an EngThe box was opened and and was
lish vessel.
found to contain an elegant silver salver, bear-

gill,

a

ing the following inscription:
Presented
By the British Government

in jail at Lewiston. He was brought back and
in three days got up a conspiracy to go over the
fence and I put the shackles on him,
He was
sent to States Prison and now writes as follows:
Thom Aston, May r>, 1877.
Master Wentworth—Dear Sir,—I write to let
know
that
1
you
am well, and hope
these few
lines will find you the same.
1 hope you will
come down here this summer some time for I
should like to see you very much. I should
like to speak to you. If I had been a good boy
while in your school I should be free now. If
1 had taken your advice and gone home when
you met me at Haverhill 1 should not have
been here today.
You don’t know how many
times I have regretted it.
You do not know
how glad I was to get a letter from you for you
I did not once
always give me good advice.
*
*
*
*
see the goodness of it as I now do.
Do not forget to answer this letter.
From your humble servant,
Llewellyn Bubier.
lr regard to Winship, the fourth boy, l put
the haudculfs on him wheu he had dangerous
Have detected him in preparing to
Weapons.
I h^ve received several
attack the officers.
letters from him and neither of them indicate
that he was used hard as Mr. Hilimau says.
The last one received is as follows:

EABIT) ENDED.

T11E

THE PRESS.

The Niulrwcn'* of Rev. Jlr. Hillman nud
Tim

Kennedy
Disproved—Siiipcriutrndeut IVeutwjrtli E.illy Exanoral.nl
—

Several New Ends About ilie Accusers.

Vesterday

afternoon

the

investigation

into

the affair of the Reform School was closed and
the trustees decided that the charges were

entirely disproved,
entirely exonerated

■

in
closing they
Mr. Wentworth and his
The result will be hailed with
management.
pleasure by all who have the good of the
school at heart.
The investigation has been
long and thorough, aud the whole world has
been invited to come forward and te l what
and

they know of the alleged cruel treatment at
the school. Those who came forward have told
very crooked stories and all of them hive b en
refuted.
The hearing yesterday was held in this city
in the directors’ room of the First. National

Thomaston, April 7lh.
Dear Friend—Mr. Wentworth, 1 have wished
more than once thatl
was back in ilie school
aud uuder the influence of my dear old teacher.
I used to think it was bard to study roy lessons
and have a teacher watching me, but tlieto is
nothing I would not giro to have the oppor
tunity now. 1 wish 1 could bj among the boys
once more and I would know how to give
them good advice.
My advice would be Iparu
al 1 you can and obey your teacher. * * * *
down
in my gang are all
who
came
The boys
well * * * * * Good by,
Thomas E. Winsiiip.
I never recommended to the trustees that
The school has
Mr. Hillman be discharged.
The
been much improved since 1 came heie
food is better and the boys are bt tier clothed
The internal arrangements
than formerly.
are much better and the sickness has not been
as
much this year as others by 25 per cent.
There is but one shackle in the school and that
has not been used since last June
Mr. Hillman
never visited but one sick boy in the
and
till
asked
to.
The
case rethen not
school,
ferred to was where a boy was given up to die
aud I asked him to talk with him, and he did
so for a few moments. Was not his practice to
He simply held one
visit the sick room at all.
service on Sunday and never assisted in devoNow we have clergymen
tional exercises.
from the city to hold service. Among tho number who have been here t think of Messrs.
Hill, Gibbs. McWhiunie, Hincks and Burrage.
We have from an hour and a half to two hours
spent in Bible exercise now each Sabbatb, and

The lirac witness cilled was LeviS
Fennell, who was formerly an overseer in the
school, and a man who Mr. Hillman named
as knowing all about the matter,
fie said :
Bank.

Was in the Reform School eighteen months,
and bad charge of the brick yard where the
largest and worst boys were employed. 1 never
saw Mr. Wentworth or aDy other officer abuse
a boy.
Never saw a boy punished in a severe
manner. Have seen boys shackled.
The case I
think of now is that of two boys one named
Winsliip, who were overheard talking about
Mr. Wentworth heard of it
tunning away.
aDd determined they should not
Accordingly
the shackles were put on them and they sawed
wood. Kennedy told mo that he went to the
Argns office with the articles accompanied
Hillman was hostile
by Gilhulie and Hyde.
to the improvements made by Mr Wentwoitb.
No new facts were brought out ou cross
examination.
Mr. Babbidge was recalled and pnswsred
Mr. Hillman in tho following straightforward

testimony:
TIia ffrnSinff

nf the

hnvs

is flf-t.nal And

not

The third
nominal as Mr. llillman stated.
class boys have v, ry little to do with the first
and second classes.
They have other schools
and other play yards.
The boys who are
handcuffed are not safe without handcuffs on
as in the case of the boys after the Christmas
revolt. Handcuffs are always used for restraint
In the matter of
and never for punishment.
Eyan the irons were used to keep him in the
school. He was a large boy and weighed more
York was also a
than several of the officers.
bard character and it was impossible to keep
him without irons. After he was captured he
was desperate
and threatened
the
officers
several times. 1 knew of no better method of
In regard to
usiDg him than he was used.
sticking a fork into Biggins as was stated by
X
remember
about
it. If 1
Kennedy
nothing
did so tt was accidental, and it must have been
I
very slight injury as X never heard of it.
once heard that a boy was slightly injured by
a fork but never heard who the boy was.
The
handcuffs and shackles never were so tight
as to cause the limbs to swell in the least.
The
punishment is now much less* than it was
when Mr. Wentworth took the school. Three
years ago when the buildings weto being
repaired it was Decessary to be much mote
severe for a part of the time there was little
to keep the boys ftom tunuing away.
Mr.
Wentworth has striven to reduce the punishand
now
there
is
ment constantly
no more than
is necessary to carry out the purposes of the
school. There is much less than under the
fotmer administration.
Oat of fifteen boys
who have run away the past year six have
returned of their own accord, Knight, Guptill,
Carlin, AdditoD, Bisbee and one other. Never
kuew Mr. Weutwoith to administer corporal
a
to
boy
punishment
sec/etly, and
such
a
never
beard
thing spoken of.
Never knew him to attempt to cover any of
bis acts towards the toys. The temperature iu
the dormitory is always comfortable. If notit
is the watchman’s fault.
The next witness called was Charles L. Y'otk,
formerly a policeman, and a man who knows a

rmnn

lfnew William P. Barry and arrested him
when he was sent to the scliocd.
When he
escaped from the school 1 visited his mother’s
house and asked for him, hut she said she
I saw the boy frequently
had not seen him.
during the summer when he tended his father’s
cows on the Promenade.
He was in the habit
of lying on the ground io wet weather, aud at
Npvpr

heard

that,

he

rnn

traded aDy disease at school.
I knew Hugh
McGowan. Heard of him when he ran away
from school. After he was discharged from
the school he went to Mr. Chamberlain’s at the
Cape.^but had trouble aud returned to the city.
That was L.st summer. Since that time do not
think he has done a day’s woik.
He is a comKnew Hjuiel Hyde.
mon loafer.
I arrested
him for stealing salt from a team passing np
Centre street. Since he was discharged from
the school he has be.en loafing on Centre street
constantly. Last fall I arrested him for stealing a bat from the Hollar store, and a coat
from the Portland & Boston Clothing store on
Middle street. He was sentenced to sixty days
in jail. It was intended to charge him with
being a common thief, but by some mistake he
was simply charged
with larceny.
He is a
notorious sneak thief.
On cross examination Mr. |Gould called
for

a

little

light

on

Tim

]
|

Kennedy’s
reply stated

character.
Mr.
York in
that he knew Tim as a notorious liar and
a sneak thief for years.
Has been a loafer
ever since he was discharged from the school.
He also stated that be knew Ryan and went to
Lewiston after him after he escaped. Ho said
that he had often heard boys speak of the
difference in treatment when Mr. Hutchinson
and Mr. Wentworth had the school.
The next witness called was Thomas F.

Collins, formerly an inmate of the school. He
is now employed in the store of A. Little &
Co., and is a fine appearing, straight forward
lad. Ho was discharged last May, and has
since been emp’oyed where he is now. He
testified:
Have been in the school four years. I never
saw any crnel or savage punishment.
No boy
ever complained that he was ill used.
Never
saw any
cruel or savage punishment on the
The punishment for
part of any officer.
escaping before Mr. Wentworth camo was
greeuhiding, putting in the tower and standing
on the line for two or three weeks.
It has now
diminished and since Mr. Wentworth took
charge the change has been very material.
Formerly any officer would whip a pupil for
But since the present Superinany offence.
tendent has been there matters have been
different. He said that no officer should whip a
nupil. This order was generally known. My
place in the school was confidential clerk for
Mr. Wentworth,and I also waited on the trhle,
and had liberty to go where I pleased.
I
remember York and saw him when he was
He was not safe to have around
returned.
unless he was handcuffed. At the time when
Ryan was returned ho was very desperate all
the time.

City

Bridges
Kennedy,

Marshal

that he knew
little of him for the

know him

called and testified
but have known but
past two years. Used to
was

thief,

and never would believe
him. He was a very bad boy. He also knew
He has been arrested for larceny
Hyde.
several times. McGowan has beeu arrested for
Both beys were considered had
larceny.
as a

characters.
one of the uudet; officers,
and testified:
When Y'ork was returned ha was desperate
and we considered it necessary to put on the
handcuffs. While at work in the corn shop
saw him leave his place aud whisper to another
boy. He said ’’you get a sharp knife and it
will take hut a few moments.”
I heard him
say these words.
Ryan was threatening
when
be
was
loudly
returned, and said he
Could whin any officer in the school.
He
threatened to fight once in the shop,
It was
noticed that he was making trouble
and

recalled,

ilpmftrtilirincr

tha

reuf

rtf
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report?d him to the Assiataut Superintendent,
who put him In the tower. lie wag firet put
into the library, aud did not do well aud wag
taken to the tower. Here he ripped up the
flooring, and soon after escaped. 1 reported
the case to the Superintendent. The shackles

found beneath the floor, but the handcuffs were carried off.
He was locked up for
to
safety, aud to prevent him from injuring the
Captain Hall,
officers. I never knew a shackle or handcuff
Master of the American Brig A. G. Peltengill,
to injure a limb at all.
Harry and Dyer were
In acknowledgment of his humanity
handcuffed
for attempting to escape from the
of
the
crew
kindness
and
of the Barque
yard with four other boys while two officers
were in charge of the yard.
Nancy Brysson of Loudon,
The discipline is
which
not as severe as formerly. The punishment is
was wrecked at sea on the
No
other
matter
growing lighter.
lias so much
30th December, 1876.
attention as the matter of reducing the punishment und still retain perfect order.
Mr.
The Cuhtis Benefit.—This evening
Mr. Wentworth was sworn aud mado the folFrank Cuitis takes a benefit, on which occalowing statement in regard to the charges of
sion “Miriam’s Crime” and “The Ileturned
Parson Hillman and Tim:
Volunteer” will be preseuted. There should
In regard to the story of tho boy without a
an
acto
no
need
for
so
meritorious
be
bespeak
hat on a cold windy day, as stated by Mr. Hilltor as Mr. Curtis in a city where he is so demac, the facts ate that it was in August and
the boy he refers to was Charles Tierny. He
servedly popular, glad and hearty recognition.
was at work in tho brick yard and had stolen a
Theatre-goers, to whose pleasure he has so
coat and hat aud was intending to ran away. I
much contributed, would do a graceful act by
caught him and he owned up what he had
showing this evening their appreciation of his
done. He had left his hat at the brick yard
and I told him to go and get it.
While on his
efforts to please the public. That he will he
way there Mr. Hillman saw him.
[Dr. Higwelcomed by a full house ought not to he a
of
the
trustees,
said
one
that
he was at
gins,
the school and remembered the circumstance.]
question. __
I never saw the hand-caffs which Kyan took
The Pension Agency.—Senator Blaine lia:
away with him and consequently could not
strongly urged upoc the Interior Department have shown them to Mr. Hillman as he stated.
1 have reason to believe that Mr. Hillman went
that Portland should be made the paying cen
to the State Prison (or the express purpose of
tre of the new pension district, composed oi
talking with the bovs aud getting up someMaine, New Hampshire and Vermont. Ht
thing against me. In regard to the treatment
has pointed out the fact that Maine has a:
those boys received 1 will state that Uamsdcll
never was punished at all.
Uarriman was at
maDy if not more names on the pension roll
one time brought to me for personal abuse to
than New Hampshire and Vermont together
an officer, and 1 gave him his choice to take a
and that it is really farther from Poitland t<
feruling or have the hand-cuffs. He chose the
Huthe eastern side cf the consolidated distric
latter, but they were removed next day.
bier came hack to the school on .Sunday when
As compared witl
than to the western side.
out on leave and got with some other hoys and
Concoid, Portland is at leaft one full day neare
four of them ran away w ith him.
They went
f the consoli
to Saco and were arrested and I got them back.
ou an average to the pensioneis
ran
In
he
away, and in a
August following
dated district.
year 1 found him ia the jail at Haverhill, N,
H., where the jailor said he was the worst boy
Music Hall.—This evening Calletdei’s cel
he ever saw. 1 gave him his choice to go to his
ebrated minstrel troupe appears at Music Hal 1
home in Massachusetts or return with mo to
the schoel.
in one of their choice programmes. A crowdei
He promised to behave aud start| ed for home. In just two weeks he was in jail
(
bouse may he expected.
were
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Vinton spoke of, was as stated.
He then said-:
I asked Mr. Fitch to come here to-day and
tell the truth in regard to the whole matter, independent of what he had formerly stated. He
was invited by a note aud verbally but did not
promise either way. I told bim that it was his
duty to appear for the public good and assist in
settling the matter. 1 have invited all whom
I thought knew of the affair to appear aud
tell what they knew.
The trustees were of the unanimous opinion
that the eharges were disproved and they entirely exonerated Mr. Wentworth, an 1 so the
fizzle ended,
Argus Reporting,—The Argus followed up
ttssiu of omission in leaving out the decision of
the trustees in its case against the Superinten-

dent of the Reform School by one of commission in "cooking” testimony.
Incensed because the Press of Wednesday mentioned the
name of the counsel for the prosecution in the
Kennedy case who happened also to be a reporter of the Argus, it proceeded to charge the
Press reporter with falsifying, aud justly
thinking that it needed backing, and finding
none, deliberately resolved to manufacture it.
The Argus knew perfectly well against whom

charge of misrepresentation was directed an! knew that it was not
the Press repoiter, and it needs only a comparison of the following extract from that gentleman’s testimony as "cooked” iu its office
with the stenographer’s report of tbo same testimony to show its utter unscrupulousness:
(Argus Report.)
Hillman then asked permission to correct an impression in regard to the statement
that he was the prosecutor in this examination,
as falsely stated by E. P. Mayo of tho Press.
Mr.

(Stenographer’s Report.)
With your consent I should like very much
to correct an impression which has been conveyed to the public, and it is that 1 am the
prosecutor in this case. When 1 read it in the
Press today I thought of what was recorded in
regard to a certain miu’s talk, anciently. Not
a word of truth in it, to put it in its verv mildest form. Aud that I was to conduct the case
this afternooD, I think that came from the
same source—spir'ts that do not tell the tiuth.
Suspicious Death.—Last Monday Coroner
Adams was notified that an illegitimate child of
Maggie Dillon had died at the Alms House under suspicious circumstances. Mr. Merrill said
that he bad left the house with his wife last
Sunday and on rttaming at night the child was
dead. Early the next m irning an undertaker
called at the house with tbe lather of the child
Al.\ Merrill refused to
and wished to bury it
have the body buried aud the coroner was
He deemed the c.se worthy of investigation aud Drs. Gerrish aud Brooks made a
post-mortem examination. They did not, howTile mother said
ever, find anything wrong.
that the child died of hysterics and the coroner
being unable to find testimony to the contrary,
the case was dropped.
The Texas Colons:.—Mr.
icucncu a

ucojjukvu

George

jccieiuuj

A

uiuiuui"

Merry
uuui

Palestine, Texas, 6igneil Joseph H. Evans, Secretary, stating that Mr. Stimon has combis arrangements
for the Maine
and is on his way to Portland with the
Palestine is the headquarters of the
papers.
International and Great Northern railway, 151
miles from Houston a ad 81 miles from Lung-

pleted

colony,

view on the Texas Pacific railway. Mr. Evans
would appear to he the secretary of the railway
company, although there was nothing to show
ir.

Lecture.—Iiev. Frank E. Clark delivered a
lecture in Willistou chapel last evening before
the Young People’s Society.
Subject—“Away
down East.” It was a vivid account of a summer visit to Prince Edward’s Island, Cape

Breton, Sidney, &e, au account of the customs of the people, coal mines, trout flshiDg,
tea parties, &c.,The kclure was replete
with description, instruction and hnmor. The
chapel was well filled.
Hon. Israel Washburn repeats his lecture on
the “Scotch Poets” at the same place nex1
Thursday evening.
A Turkish Lecture.—It is in contempla
tion
to
invite Mr,
S* A. Gurdjian to
deliver in this city his lecture entitled “The

Itusso-Turkish War, its causes and aims.”
Mr, Gurdjian is a native of Armenia, a subject
of the Ottoman empire, who came to this
country not long since, and was graduated at
Bovvdoin College. His lecture is a a thoughtful review of the Eastern Question, from the
Turkish standpoint, and will ha a valuable aid
to the popular knowledge of the subject. It is
to be hoped that arrangement for its early

ddievery in

this

city

can

be made.

The Troublesome Wall.—TLe committeo
streets held a meeting yesterday afternoon
to consider the matter of the Foro street wall,
They were unable to come to an agreement atd
will report at a meeting of the city cooucil this
evening. Mr. Goodwin has prepared a report

on

upon the best mode of rebuilding and will submit it at the mect'og this evening.

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

AUCTION SALES-.

MISCELLANEOUS

F. O. BAILEY ft CO.,

MARRETT,

Auctioneers and Commission
Nalc.rooui*

BAILEY

Private Theatricals.—Last evening Music
Hall coutaiued a select and appreciative auaieuce to witness the plays of “A Happy 1‘air”
aud “Meg's Diversion.”
The act'ng was very

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTV.

New Spring Style

An extensive fire is prevailing in the woods
just west of West Aoliuru and 'S eausiug much

damage.

Mr. Albert Holbrook’s folks in West Auburn
found a suspicious looking package iu their cellar recently, and thought it might he poison.
They put it iuto the stove to burn up. It proved
to ho gunpowder and exploded, breaking an
eartbern teapot—a fragment hiltiug Mrs. H.
aud throwing covers, ashes, etc., about in a
lively manner. No one was seriously injured.
AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

The amouut of damage awarded by the couit
libel
suit
the famous Powers-Oary
($5508together with costs and interest,amountin
the
to
been
ing
$8,392 99,has
paid,
aggregate
Id addition to
the last portion of it May 7th.
this Mr. Powers received another bill of costs
amounting to $150.
in

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

CARPETS
ROUSING

Fine

COUNTY.

In Otis aud Mariaville some 1500 acres of
land have been already burned over and several
dwelling houses seriously endangered.
Smith, the Bucksport murderer, was perfectly cool throughout his trial aud betrayed do
emotion when the verdict was rendered.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

There are only thirty-eight persons in the
Penobscot county jail, the smallest number for
three years.
A heavy fire is raging in the woods at Burn-

SUMMER

TAPESTRV BRUSSELS, ol both
Foreign and Domestic Productions.
We call special sttention to our
assortment ol

BUSINESS !
fully prepared

Brussels Carpets

Ready-Made Clothing

Uinloubtly

THE LARGEST AND MOST ATTRACTIVE

In our stock oi Ingrain Carpets,
Two and Tlirce-ply, in the various
grades, may be found the choicest
patterns. Also a complete stock

As the Wednesday afternoon train from
Blanchard for Bangor was about a mile south
of South Lagrange station, the engineer discovered some object across the track and
whistled down brakes. Being on an up grade
the train was quickly stopped, when the object
was found to be a large railroad tie across both
rails, placed there by some miscreant probably
to wreck the train.
Daniel Dearborn of Lowell was thrown from
a carriage Monday and it is feared
fatally in-

assortment ol seasonable wear in NEW ENGLAND.

Our Assortment is beyond all question Second to

STRAW AND COIR MATTINGS,
OIL CLOTHS, ETC.

It has been our aim the present season to place on our counters such
varied assortment of NEW STYLE, ELEGANT DEa large and
SIGNED, ARTISTIC MADE Garments as would not onfly please but
charm the most fastidious ol buyers,

We make special prices in furBeach Houses,
Churches, Halls or other public

jured.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Eirnest W. Getchell and Carrie Mansell, out
at
sailing
Greenville, were upset and but for
prompt assistance of two Indians who saw the
accident from the shore, would have been
drowned.
WALDO COUNTY.

Mr. Thomas Lothrop, for many years a resident of Belfast, died very suddenly of apopplexy last Thursday morning.
Last Friday night Jesse Deane, a lad seven
years old, was carried over the dam at the Belfast paper mill and drowned.

MERCHANT, THE MECHANIC,THE FARMER, THE LABORER

correspondent at GramptOD, Beaver county, Utah, writes that a man named James
Dyer, a miner, died there some months since

widowed mother and other relatives
living in this state. Deceased was a man about
5 feet 4 inches in height and weighed about 110
pounds. He was about 40 years old and had
been in the mining districts some threo or four
years.
Lucy Mank, who was tried for the murder of
Dr. Baker in Warren, is to be tried at Lowell,
Mass., the 28th inst. for the murder of Charles
Kicker of Lowell, last August.
a

\

to the front.
Two lots
heavy black gros grain silk for §1 a yard, and a
nice lustre silk for 70 cents, 75 cents, and S5
Hobatio Staples.
cents, 180 Middle St.

12J

comes

a pair for mens’ heavy hose in
mixed; also iu red, blue and brown
stripes—a great bargain.
Hobatio Staples.
Nick White 1’ique 10 cents a yard.
Hobatio Staples.
Plaid Dbess Goods 10 cents and 12i cents.
Hobatio Staples.
cents

brown

TIIE

Italian Silver Filigree Jewelry,—These

exquisitely wrought goods are quite the style
in New York, and previous to returning
my
stock to that city I would offer the public one
more opportunity to buy them at about first
cost (for five days).
C. H.

may!8

Lamson,

AN

A

mjl8d3t

L. D. Strout’s.

Watches.—Second-hand watches cheap, at
Geo. A. Harmon’s, jeweler, lower storo Meehan
ic

building, 517 Congress

street.

myl7-lw

Men's heavy brown mixed hose and unbleached for 121-2 cts, at
L. D. Strout’s.

OUR

Carpetings

id ay 18

uiauo^ciucut,

ueiug

mu

owner

of the building, of which the hotel pioprietors
have a lease. Mr. Dalyli,.i boen heralded far
and wide as a proprietor of the hotel, and it is
only just to the actual proprietors that the
above statement should be made.— Boston

The great popular remedy of the
day for
coughs, coids, asthma and all lung difficulties,
is Adamson’s Botanic Balsam.
Inexpensive

reliable, pleasant

to

take,

cures

as

by

Under

unequalled

Tar,

Tar Solution,
Catarrh, Consumption.

Forest
Forest Tar Troches,
Forest Tar Salve,
Forest Tar Soap,
or

or

or

Inhalation for
Bronchitis, and Asthma.

Sore Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Bums,
and for Piles.

°r

Itheum, 8kln

467

Congress Street,

DEERING

Forest
or

Asthma.

Vor Sals by all Druggists.

BLOCK.
S.T&Tlitf

myl9

Goal and Wood.
have iormed
the lirm name of

undersigned,

the

WE,ship under

a

Copartner-

GREEN, SON & LYNCH,
where

we

AUCTION.

Bailey

Co.,

&

Glove

d.4t

Valuable Real Estate
AT AUCTION.
shall sell on TUESDAY, May 22d, at 3
o’clock P. M., the valuable Keal Estate situated on tbe northwesterly corner of Atlantic and Monument Streets. The property consists of a lot of
land on the corner of above streets and a two story
House No. 5 Monument Street, arranged for four
tenements, with ample closets, good cellar, plenty of
water, &c.
This property is worthy the attention of tbe public,
within one minute’s walk of the horse cars, in good
neighborhood, and will be sold without reserve, as
the owner is out of health aud is about leaving tbe
State. Sale positive.

F. O. Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.
d5t

my!7

3 Houses

on

Washington Street by

May 23d, at 12J o’clock P. M.
ON WEDNESDAY,
shall sell the property
Washington street
we

on

nearly opposite the store of Thos. Starkey, consisting
of a j story House, arranged for 6 tenements, hullt
new since the tire.
Lot about
same time the 2j story House

32 x 125 leet. Also at
adjoining, arranged for
4 families. Lot about 32 x 80 feet. This is a valua*
ble property for investment. Can be let to pay 20 or
35 per cent, on the Investment. Terms very easy,
r. o. BAILEE at CO., Auctioneer*.

TUESDAY, June 5th, at 10 a. m., at Burnham's Wharf, will be sold to the highest bidder, the Steamer Ida Augusta, 54 tons, with sails,
rigging, compasses, lanterns. &c. Has nearly new

ON

boiler and in short tftne can he fitted for towing or
the porgy fishing business, in which she has been engaged for the past two years. Terms at sale.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*.
dtd
my!5

Live Oak Collar.
dim

me.

Wholesale and Retail Coal and
Business,

-

-

Boys’ School Caps

GREEN, SON
GREEN.

&

J. W. GREEN.

LYNCH,
F.

F, LYNCH

myl8

tllw

Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.

Portland,

AimviTAT.

hereby given, that

the Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the Portland, Saco
& Portsmouth Railroad Company will be held on
MONDAY, the 4th day of June next, 1877, at the
Company’s hall, near the station in Kittery, at eleven o’clock A. M., for the choice ot seven Directors
for the ensuing year, and tor the transaction of such
other business, as may be legally presented.

NOTICE

is

FOB SALE AT

For Sale

or

jLcasc,

-in-

Randall
60

TWO story, with French roof, containing 12
finished rooms besides hall, closets, bath room.
good stable, ana about five acres ot land. Will be
sold low and on liberal terms, or leased to responsible parties with or without the furniture. For further particulars inquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
915 Exchange street
myl8d3w

A

Gas Notice!
The gas will be shut off from all
the street mains today, from 8 A.
ra. 10 a i*. m.
dlt
my!8
Came into My Enclosure,
lltb, two Sheep and one Lamb; the owner
can have the same
by calling on RALPH
KELLEY, East Dcciing, proving property and paying charges,
iuyl8d3t*

MAY

Mechanics’ Hall.
rilWO HALES ill Mechanics’ Building,
JL TO JLET; enquire of
KEORGE A. HABMON, Jeweler,
under Ibe Hull.
niyl7U6iu

COMMERCIAL

We thought last year

no

0. JORDAN.
Bar Hills.

ap!8dtf

given immediately. Enquire
No. 1 Parris St., between the hours of 9 a. m. and
5p. m.my!8d3t

at

G. D.

House For Sale or To Let.
2$ story house, 12 rooni9, gas, Sebago, cement
A ceUar, furnace, good drainage, very sonny, arranged for two families. Terms $250 cash, balance
in monthly installments.
F. G. PATTERSON,
Dealer in Real Estate, 3<9$ Congress St
myl8d2w

SUCCESSOR TO C. B, SAUNDERS,

NO. 619

FINE QUALITY.
—

Gimpurc and Blonde Scarls,
Alexander & Palais Royal Gloves,

BLACK

CRAPE

ALL WIDTHS AND PRICES.

Froncli

S. A.

FLOOD,

FREE STREET.

dtt
my3_
Pure mills for Family Use.

1

1 SPECIALTY ran HOODS
Sharp’s Preserved Smoked Halibut aud Haddles,
pionie parties, ami
For sale by Grocers generally.
w m.

snarp,

30‘i Commercial Si reef, Portland, Ule.
dtt
ju2

PORTLAND SAVINGS BANK.
annual meeting of corporators of the Port
THEland
Saviugs Bank will bo held at the Banking
the 23d

FRIENDS
YEARLY MEETING.
The yearly meeting ot Friends tor New England
holden at

will be

CITY HALL, PORTLAND
June Slh. and
about one week.

Commencing

continninn

There will undoubtedly be about one thousand perin attendance, who must be provided tor.
Some of them will find homes at the hotels, but a
large number must be furnished elsewhere. All persons who are willing to entertain free, also boarding
houses and private families who can entertain for a

sons

compensation, and persons who will rent rooms with
beds, will please report how many they can accom-

modate and terms, to a committee who will he in
waiting at Friends meeting house, Oak street, from
to 5 o’clock each day from May 8th to
12tb,
inclusive, or by letter or otherwise to A. F. COX, 37
Union street, or to GEO. DOUGLASS, 26 Smith
street, untit June 2d.
Per order of the Committee.
my5d2w

May

STREET,

|

Public and Private Dinners, Suppers,
Collations, etc., gotten up in the best of style.
French and American Cooks furnished.
Wedding Cake of a quality and finish equal to
any in the country, and sent per order safely to any
distance,
C^’Puhlic patronage respectfully solicited.
d3m

my!6_
^

ft

fmutiffja ;
in

all styles and shades, full line

Moss Headings,
Silk Fringes,
Galloon Trimmings, Breton
Embroideries, Buttons

&c«,

Improved Dry

Air

Refrigerators

all styles and for all purposes.
Tlic largest and best assortment in Maine
iii

Prices as Low as the Lowest,
ami warranted to give satisfaction. Manufactured
and for sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

J. F.

MERRILL,

No, 60 Cross Street, Portland, Me.
N. B.—Refrigerators made to order of any size or
form. Orders by mail or otherwise promptly attended to.mayl4dtjyl

Vickery & Leighton
431 & 433 CONGRESS ST.,
Farrington Block,
fine collection ol
Dress Goods, Ready Made Linen
Foullard
and
Suits, lor Ladies.
arc

WORSTED-FRINGES

a

Refrigerators!

opening

a

Fringes,
Buttons,
Parasols,
Gloves, Hosiery, Fans, Kuchings,
Collars and Cutis, and other goods

too numerous to mention at

very nice article for family use,
on board vessels at sea.

a

CONGRESS

ness.

Corsots!

All the Late Novelties just received.

Exchange St.
dtr

takes pleasure to inform the public that he has returned to Portland and is prepared to furnish families and parties with all articles in his line ol busi-

—»

TORCHEN LACES

ROBINSON,

CATERER,

A

LOWER

No. 53

2

House To Let.
2$ story bouse, 8 rooms, in the western part of
ihe city, at $200 per year, or will sell on monthly
installments. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer
in Real Estate, 379$ Congress St.
myl8d2w.
To Let.

HALL L. DAVIS,

our

M. G. Palmer.

lor

STOCK,

Just received, bought expressly
for the Retail Trade, and will he
sold at prices that cannot fail to

End

boots were perfect, but
this year our excelent manufacturers have surpassed themselves, and surprised ns with still better
boots, and we are able to satisfy all our customers.
In addition to the above named stock, we have an
excellent line of medium priced boots, for common
service, which are also all warranted to give satisfaction.

House to Let.

IN

NEW

distf

dlw*

—ALSO

ilUiiba

ROOM PAPERS

ST.

TO IMPROVEMENTS.

Cnrpen*

WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons
and citizens in general who contemplate a change
ill their supply of milk, that t am prepared to furnish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
PORTLAND, ME.
rates; all orders lett at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
Steamboats, Public and Private Buildings, heated where the flattering testimonials
of some now
by steam in the most approved maimer. Water Pip- |
taking will be shown to those who wish to investiing and all Jobbing in our line promptly attended to
gate. 1 shall employ no boys tint deliver tbe milk in
and satisfaction guaranteed.
myl8d2w#
CYKUS LOWELL, Agent.
Poison.
dec25
dlw*tf

221 FORE STREET, CORNER OF UNION,

McAllister,

There is

two fami*
arranged
J lies, gas, Seoago; abundance of closets, yard with
CCONTAINING
fruit trees. Possession

OF

OU.UUU

ap6

Bailey.
my!8dtf

FRANK LANAGAN,

Gas and Water Fitter,

&

—

86 p€

Owen, Moore &

CAFE ELIZABETH,
Within Two Mile* of City Hall

A

BY

—

We make a constant effort to keep our stock up to
the requirements of our rapidly increasing business,
and think all will acknowledge that we sell reliable
goods at reasonable prices.

CHAS. E. BARRETT, Clerk

IN AT T d

suit.

Lowest market Rates,

Gents’ Summer Underwear, 25 cts. to
$2.00.
New ltonnd Corner Collar, Gents’, 20 cts.
New Style Boys’ Collar,
20 cts.

Portland, Saco & Portsmouth Railroad Co.
Portland, May 16, 1877.
myldeodtd

Steam,

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

$1.00.

half of house 13 Carlton St., contains
seven rooms, gas. Sebago and lurnace.
Enquire
at No. 12 Exchange St.
C. 0. TOLMAN.
dtf
my!8

hTbOSWORTH,

AAA

AA

€0_AL.

Children’s Summer Underwear, 25 cts.

By order of the Directors,
or

G. M. & C.

mblOdtf

$1.50.

nrw.Tiivr!

$3.00 LAMBREQUINS!

$1.00

—

sale of

our

OPP. POST OFFICE.

Goods.

rooms,

lot of

shall continue

We

“

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, lor

Bar Hills, Hay 18th, 1677

new

These Laces makes the largest and most complete
assortment of Curtain Goons to be found In the
market, and will be sold at prices to suit the times.

MAHER’S,

30 pieces Black G»os Grain, tine qual3 1*3, 3 and 3 1-3 inch wide, at 3d cts.
Narrow widths, in all colors,
per yard.
10, 13andl3cts.

17

a

CORNER EREE AND COTTON STS.
ap!8dtt

a

172 Commercial, Cor. ol'Cross St,
W.

-AT

Ship Carpenters Wanted.

the old stand of G. W. Green & Sod, and shall be
pleased to see all of our old customers and the public
generally. Parties wishing to purchase Winter lots
of coal will do well to call on us before puichasing
elsewhere. We guarantee to keep the best coals that
can be bought either in N. Y. or Phila., and any one
buying coal of us will be sure to get the best coal iu
the market, and at the lowest cash j>rice*

50

Umbrellas

ity,

at

G.

Monday Morning, April 16,

Cliiltlren’s Felt Hats 50 cts
65 “
Boys’ Felt Hats
Men’s Felt Hats
75 “

Ribbons.

B.

CURTAINS.

“BARGAINS.”

in

Wood

—

We shall open

3 and 4 buttons.
3 buttons, finished seams.
Trefoils*c Suede, 3 buttons, light shades.

to

LACE

OP

Lace Curtains. Nottingham Laces;
Lace Lambrequins and
Curtain muslins.

Department.

Furnishing

AUGUSTA

IDA

BY AUCTION.

ap21dim

Department.

English Lisle,
French Lisle, in

Auctioneers.

mvl7

SPECIAL SALE
see

Exchange Street, Portland.

German Valenciennes Edge*, French
Cachmere Edges and Insertions, New
Torchorn Hearts and Collars, Lace Bibs,
Collars Ac.

Immediately, Ten Ship
WANTED
ter» to get out
Bark’s frame.

shall continue the

Disease.

Tar Inhalers,
Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption,

FINE,
F. 0.

Bottom Prices.

Ladies’ Summer Underwear, 50 cts. to

E. S. MERRILL,

Advice.

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

BY

On TUESDAY, May 22d, at 10 A. M.,
we shall sell from the Conservatories of
D. I. Taylor of Melrose, Mass., 1500
choice Plants, consisting of Roses, Palargoniums. Fuschias, Dentzeas, Verbenas
Coluins, mixed Baskets, Ferns, Ac. This
will be the largest sale of the season
and the stock is recommended as VERY

ap20

DELATINA,

F.

CLOTHIERS,

Lace

Iu this department I wish to call
the special attention ol my patrons to the decidedly reduced prices ol the majority ol my Corsets.
My assortment is without exception the largest and most complete
in ihe City. In all numbers, While
and Colored, from the smallest to
the largest sizes made, and the
quality and shapes will be found

Now

Forest

CIGARS,

Tobacco and Smokers,’ Articles.

Close buyers are invited to call and

atf

Corsets for Misses,
Corsets for Children.

magic’,

deomly

Choice Plants

PIPES IN ENDLESS VARIETY

House, Portland, Me.

Corsets for Ladies,

dtd

myl6___

STEAMER

EVERY GRADE OF TOBACCO,
Plugs, Twist, Fine Cut, Smoking, &c., Ac

Corsets, Corsets. NEW GOODS

Samples

oct2°

Preble

myW

’rit'-_maylleodlw
tiood

ON

my!8d5t

Imported Cigar, from 88.50 to 89 per IOO
The celebrated ‘Mikado’ 845.00 per lOOO
Clear Havana* (my own manufacture)
800 OO to 875 OO per 1000
“
Uavnnn Filled 850.00 to 855.00
**
Mixed Filled 830.00 to 935.00
Good Cigare 918, 840 and 945

DEPARTMENT

GREAT LOW PRICE

and gives universal satisfaction. A trial is the
best testimonial.
Price 35 cents.

is tlio time of year for
Pneumonia, Lung
Fever, &c. Every family should have a bottle of
Boscuee’s German Svrop. Don’t allow for one
moment that cough to take hold of
your child, your
family or yourself. Consumption, Asthma, I’uuemonia, Croup, Hemorrhages, and other fatal diseases
may set iu. Although it is true German Syrup is
curing thousands of these dreaded diseases, yet it is
much better to have it at hand when three doses
will cure you.
One Bottle will last your whole
family a winter and keep you safe from danger.
If you are consumptive, do not rest until
you have
tri6d this remedy. Sample Bottle 10 cents,
ltegular
size 75 cents. Sold by your Druggist.

May22d7

at 3 P. M., will be ofTUESDAY,
fered for sale, on the premises, the three story
slate roofed Brick House No. Cl Park St., between
Congress and Spring Sts. This house is the lower of
the block of three, nearly opposite Park St. School
house. Is very convenient to both lines of street
cars.
Has ten rooms, attic, cellar, furnace, and gas
lixtures. Is in good repair. Terms easy.
F. O. BAILEY Ac CO., Auctioneer*.

—

LOOK AT THE BARGAINS.

Line

C. D. B. FISK & CO.,

Transcript, May.

Periodicals.—Harper’s
for
Magazine
June
has
been
received
and
is for
sale by the following newsdealers:
Wentworth’s, No. 553 Congress street, corner of
Oak street, at Hall L. Davis,
Exchange
street, at the book and periodical depot of
Messrs. Fessenden Brothers, Lancaster Hall.
Also at the newspaper and periodical
depot of
Geo. H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange
street, and
at the book, periodical and
newspaper establishments ot O. K. Chisholm & Bro„ in the
Eastern and Grand Trunk depots.

Pipes,

84

_

uum

&c., &c.

—

very low at L. D. Stront’s.
3t

The Windsor Hotel, on Fifth avenue, New
York, maintains the high standard of excellence which has marked it from the first. The
table defies criticism, the appointments of the
house cover all that the most exacting can desire, and there is throughout the whole establishment a home-l:ke atmosphere rarely found
in great hotels. We learn with pleasure that
the house is meeting with the success that it so
richly deserves, and that, despite dull times
and trade, the business done is entirely satisfactory to the proprietors, who are unremitting
in their care for the comfort aDd convenience
of the guests. In this connection it is proper
to state that Mr. Daly, whose death is reported
in to-day’s paper, was in uo way connected

OF

FOREIGN & DOMESTIC

will do well to look through our stock before
purchasing elsewhere.
We have eclipsed all our former efforts to please their tastes this
season.

Chadbourne & Kendall will sell you Live
Oak Collars at 25 cents a box.
Wool

—

YOUNG MEN WHO DESIRE TO DRESS GENTEEL

mylG-3t

Knickerbocker dress goods in all styles and
colors at 8 cts. per yard at
L. D. Strout’s.

STOCK

At

Corsets selling at wholesale prices at Kim495 Congress street, just above Preble
_

BOYS’

dim

mmEKSE STOCK,

contains more Goods, better styles and at much LOWER PRICES
than can be found in any store in this city. Our famous IRONCLAD SUITS are now offered at Sl.OO and $1 50. Flannel Suits in
Blue and Grey at S3 00. Fine Dress Suits way down.

ball’s,

House.

ap20

VESTS, ALPACCAS and other Summer Goods
constantly arriving from our WORK. ROOMS,

are

dim

Live Oak Collar.

SALE

Complete

ON

Auction.

ot LINENS, WHITE

d2t

A Greater Black Silk Temptation.—I
will sell an extra heavy “Guinet” black silk
for §1.50 aud warrant it as heavy and soft as
any in town for §1.75. Come and see it. At

Large

CO.,

GREAT SPRING SALE

IMMENSE

and

RAM &

ap23

OF INDIGO FLANNEL AND YACHT CLOTH SUITS in Frocks,
Sacks and Skeleton Sacks are now on our counters AT LOWER
PRICES THAN WE EVER NAMED.

201 Middle St.

_

FOR READF-MADE CLOTHING

UNPRECEDENTED

10 A. M at salesshall sell a large
lot of new ami second hand Furniture, Parlor Sr.ita,
Chambei Sets, Bedsteads, Bureaus, Sinks, Tables
Chairs, Hair and Excelsior Mattresses, 20 Carpets,
Crockery and Glass, Cutlery, Silver Plated Waie,

190 & 192 Middle St.

of our justly celebrated ALL WOOL PANTALOONS FOR $2 00 has
led us to continue the sale lor a short time.

The firm of F. Lanergan & Co. has been
dissolved by the retirement of Mr. Melaugh.
Mr. Lanergan continues the business of steam,

The mineral spring in Otisfied, lateiy analyzed by l’rof. Bartlett, is situated, on the farm
of D. L. & A. E. Mayberry, and '3 to be called
the Forest Spring.

MARRETT,

is but the simple truth. LARGE FAT MEN, SHORT FAT MEN and
TALL LEAN MEN, who have never been able to get a fit ready-made
before, now seek our store and obtain just what they desire.

IN GENEEAL.

A

No Stock in New fork or Roston
More Complete, Nor Prices
Lower.

have each received our special attention. In our PALATIAL STORE
Goods may be lotiud lor- all occasions. FOR DRESS, FOR LEISURE, FOR LABOR. To say that our store is

HEADQUARTERS

AUCTION.

WE

buildings.

ATTENTION HIS BEEN PAID TO THE WANTS OF ALL!
THE

AT

SATURDAY, May 19th, at
room 35 Exchange Street, we

nishing Hotels,

have succeeded, and cordially invite the public to call and
examine our Goods.

we

city.

»1

None in America !

that

tlic most superb stock

ever shown in this

lmm

Now here

CARPETS, Ac.,

iay!8d‘2t

as w® are this season.
Nothing has been left undone that ample capital ana long experience could do in
placing before the public

KNOX COUNTY.

Rockland has a four legged chickeo, the two
fore legs of the Hamburg and the two hind
ones of the Cochin species.
B. Donahue’s dwelling house in Rockland
was burned Thursday of last week.

who had

Furniture,

F. 0. BAILEY & CO., AUCTIONEERS.

ot
Consisting
J1IOQUETTES,
AXI1IINSTERS, W1ETOXS, VELVETS, BODY BRUSSELS, and

take great pleasure in

At no time
during our business life have we been so
to serve the public with

The Franklin County Agricultural Society
will hold its 38lli annual show aud fair Oct.
10th, 11th, and 12th.
HANCOCK

we

0. W. ALLEN.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
oc3dtt
Consignments solicited.

HOUSE BY AUCTION.

TO A GENEROUS PUBLIC I
Alter weeks of uncoiiuiioii preparation
announcing that we are ready lor a

Merchant,,

33 and <17 Exchange

O. BAILEY.

Have just opened at llieir CARPET UOOUs a very large stock ol

NEWS.

STATE

If.

& CO..

fine and the audience testified their apprecia"
by their liberal floral offerings.

tiou of it

the Rev. Mr. Hillman’s

called.

Nathaniel Davis,

waB

m r\n

This closed the testimony, and Mr. VictoD,
one of the trustees, asked to bo sworn as he
had a statement to make. He said:
The first intimation I had of these charges
was last Friday when Mr. Adams spoke to me.
He gave me a list of the names of those who if
called upon would famish information in regard to the matter and gave meja letter written
by Tim Kennedy. Ithen decided to investigate
the charges and gave permission to Mr. Adams
to invite all who knew of the above to come
forward and tell it. On Monday Kennedy and
Hyde called on me and I took down their
statements and told them to notify all whj
knew anything of the matter to appear at the
I have notified all I could get
investigation,
access to to appear and give testimony at this
time. Have not notified by letter aDjone. Mr.
Gould and 1 conferred and agreed that Mr.
Hillman should receive a written notice, and
Mr. G. has also
he wrote it in my presence.
notified others. Mr. Hillman called at my
office and stated
that
was harsh
there
and inhuman treatment and thought it shonld
be investigated. 1 asked him for the names of
persons on whom I should call for facts and he
gave me Ayer, Noyes and Fitch, former employes. He said Fitch would know as ho had
been assistant superintendent, and he wanted
I called on Mr. Gould
me to see Mr. Fitch.
and talked with him about it.
We concluded
to investigate.
We decided to see Mr. Fitch at
A note was
once and find out what he knew.
sent to him and the ntxt day he called,
Mr.
Fitch
and
Mr.
were
closeted for
Gould,
myself
We told him why he was called
some hours.
and that Mr. Hillman had said he would give
all the information wanted in the matter.
He
had several matters of complaint to make but
in regard to cruel treatment he had net seen
any. He said no boy had been punished in a
manner he could condemn.
In fact, he said
that he didn’t think there was any bad treatment.
His complaints were simply ol a personal nature. As he knew of nothing harsh
farther investigation.
we decided to make no
Since then the talk has been revived and hence
this investigation.
We have endeavored to
make it thorough aud complete. We did not
call all of Tim Kennedy’s witnesses from the
fact that no one believed them.
Mr. Gonld, the chairman of the board, stated
that tlie interview with Mr. Fitch, which Mrq

large number of the boys sent to the Eoform
School. He was called to testify in regard to
the character of some of the witnesses and
instigators in this case. He said t

times took cold.

n

not interest the boys and the subordinate
cers listened to him very reluctantly.

Personal.
It is understood that E. E. Small has resigned his captaincy of the Jameson Guards.
Judge Kent is very low and cannot survive
but a short time loDger. The doctors say the
trouble is heait disease.

0\E PRICE.
myl5

_dlf

Military

and

Regalia

Can be

MRS.

HEADQUARTERS.

CLOUGH’S*

J.

S.

STREET.
CONURESM
O’-Please call and examine styles and prices.
dlw
myl7
361

GRASSSEEDS.
Timothy, Red Top,

N. N,

Y„ and

Alsike Clover

Western Clover.
and Orchard Grass.

For sale by

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
Ia30__dtf

SUITS
Keatly-Made

I_SUITS
and Foulard

Liuen

opened

VICKERY

this

A

day cheap

!
Soils

at

LEIGHTON’S,

431 & 433 CONOKESS STREET,
PAKRINGTON BLOCK.

iu,16

d3t

First Class Boarding House For
Sale*
furniture, lease and good will of an old established boarding house, located on Congress St.,
near the City Hall.
Every thing new last summer.
The house is now full of good paying boarders. This
is a rare opportunity for a lady to make $1,500 to
$2,000 a year. Apply at once.

THE

JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange street.

my7dtt

Salt, Salt, Salt!

BASEBALL ANDIF00TBALL

Send for Illustrated
Circulars.
Mole
Room, on WEDNESDAY,
day of May inst., I Manufacturers of the Boston Mhooting Mail.
at 2 o’clock p. m., for the purjioses specified in the
charter and required by tbe statutes of Maine.
FRANK NOYES, Secretary.
k
Portland, May 1G, 1877.
rnyiotd

found at

Liverpool and Trapani
FORin bondCadiz,
duty paid by
sale

Salt in lot*

or

E. G. WILLARD,
14
fei!7

COMMERCIAL

WHARF,'
dii3m

TELE

PRESS.

[From the Maine State Press of May 17, 1877.]

History of Seven Days.
The News (or (he week ending Wednesday

Night, May
NATIONAL

*

1U.

CAPITAL

'The people of Washington aro very indignant at a lecture delivered by Fred. Douglass,
Marshal of the District, iu Baltimore, in which
he told some pretty plain truths about the capital. Mr. Douglass publishes a card, iu which
he says the attacks upon him on account of remarks alleged to have been msde by him in
Baltimore are both malicious and silly. Washington is a great city, not a village or a hamlet,
but the capital of a great nation, and the manand habits of its vatious classes are proper
subjects for presentation and criticisms; and
therefore he very much mistakes if this great
ners

city

can be thrown into a tempest of passion
by any humorous reflections he may take the
liberty to utter. Several thousand citizens, in-

cluding many business men, are said to have
signed a petition askiDg the removal of Mr.
Douglass.
The syndicate have agreed to take §2,500,000
«f 4J per cent, bonds this month and 82,500,000
in June and pay gold for them, with the understanding that no five-twenty 0 per cent,

bonds shall be called in to offset this sale. The
jtohl so received will either be held for the purpose of resumption in 1879, or if sold for legal
tender notes, these notes will be held permanently for the redemption of the fractional
currency.
The reply of the State Department to the
formal notification by Turkey of the existence
of war between that power and Kussia is brief
and to the effect that the United States will

continue fo occupy

strictly neutral position
belligerents. A similar reply will
a

towards the
be furnished Russia which has communicated

likejnformation.
It is thought in official

circles that undue im-

portance is attached to reports of fillibustering expeditions to invade Northern Mexico, as
our government
will enforce the neutrality
laws with regard to Mexico as to any other
power with which we are at peace. Instructions have been sent to our minister at Mexico
who will give particular attention to the subject of raids into Texas for cattle stealing, with
view to their prevention. It has become a
question how far our government shall go for
the protection of our citizens on the border
a

and for the punishment of the offenders. The
feeling of the administration is that our citizens must be protected and and the conduct
of Gen, McKenzie four years ago may become
a precedent for action in the future.
CHIMES AKD CASUALTIES.

Another Vermont murderer—Frank Brassor—was found dead near Brandon, Vt., Saturday. A tramp has been arrested for the murder.

Nearly

the whole western side of the White
Mountains from Lancaster, in Coos county, to
the Crawford and Fabyan Houses, in Carroll
county are on fire. There has not been a drop
of rain for several weeks. Monday the whole
town of Whitefield fought fire to a man all

day to

the village and the large lumber
mill belonging to the Brown Lumber Company.
The loss is confined to lumber, fences, etc.
Sixty miners were poisoned,' at Stridon, 111,,
save

Monday because they refused

to strike.

They

■will all recover.
Steamer Dakota from Liverpool, for New
York, is ashore on the main land, inside of
Engelsey island off North Wales. The crew
and passengers have been safely landed. The
vessel will form a total loss.
Schooner Codseeker of Halifax for Barring-

tan, capsized Monday night
Cape Sable.
The captain and two men landed in a dory at
Barrington. The rest of the crew, thirteen in
number, were drowned.
off

Several persons were killed and a number
injured by the fall of a court house at Bock-

ford, 111., Friday.
The steamer City of Iticbmond reports the
long delayed steamer City of Brussels on Tuesday last about 300 miles this side of Fostnet
light. The Brussels broke her shatt April 23d
and proceeded under sail. All were well. She
will probably arrive at her destination

to-day

or

to-morrow.

Poindexter Edmanson, who was to have been
hanged Tuesday at Bloomfield, Mo., has been
respited till July lota by Governor Phelps.
Edmanson was convicted on circumstantial

evidence, and it is said a dying man has confessed that he committed the murder for which
Edmanson was convicted.
An investigation
will be made.
The Molly Maguire prisoners Hester, Tully
and McHugh have been sentenced to death by
J udge Ells well at Bloomsburg, for the murder
of Alexander Rea, a mine boss, killed near
Mt. Carmel nine years ago.
Ehe jury has found a true bill against Joy
for the murder of Gilman of Rockport, Mass.

The

next

case

goes to the

Supreme

Court at Salem

Friday.

Rev. E. T. Baird, ex-secretary of the Presbyterian commission of publication for the Southern states, recently deposed from the ministry
for embezzling the funds of the commission,
has been indicted for embezzlement. Baird’s
whereabouts are still unknown.

The
robbed

Meriden, Conn., Savings Bank was
Monday forenoon. The secretary was
to the front door by man in a carriage,

called
and two confederates entered by the rear door,
opened the vault and took $400 and $500 in
money and $1000 in Wallingford bonds. The

three supposed burglars went north

on

the

train.

Detectives have arrested a man suspected of
having been engaged in the robbery of Harrison
Prescott’s house at Newton Centre, stealing
$21,000 in bonds.
Thomas A. Lewis, who with Benj. B. Beckwith embezzled between $350,000 and $1,000,000 from B. T. Babbitt, soap manufacturer, has
been committed without bail to the Tombs to
stand trial.
For several days tires have been raging
through the foresis along the Ogdensburg &
Lake Champlain Railroad between Clinton
Mills and Altoria. Monday morning a west
wind drove the fire through the woods and
the narrow clearings to the villages of
Clinton Mills and Ellenburgh Forest. Clinton
Mills was entirely destroyed.
across

THE TCRKO-RUSSIAN

WAR.

The Russo-Turkish campaign has entered upon its fourth week.
Heavy rains and bad
roads have retarded operations on the Danube
and the progress has not come up to general ex-

pectation. The most noticeable event of the
artillery duel between the hostile armies is the
sinking of a Turkish ironclad with three hundred men.
The several attempts of the Russians to cross the river have so far been defeat'
ed, but a movement in force was hourly expected at last advices from the front. This attempt
is likely to bring on a general engagement and
the first pitched battle of tbs war in the EuroThe Russians hold all the
pean campaign.
northern bank of the river from Oltenitza to
the Kilia mouth. Kalafat, opposite Widden, is
4liA DAn

mAn:nnn

fPk„ D_:__

ment southward to secure strategic points on
the Danube has been highly successful.
But
the difficulties in the way of crossing the river
have become more noticeable as the campaign
has progressed; and the Grand Duke Nicholas
evidently realizes the necessity of having all
his available strength concentrated and well in

hand before an aggressive movement in force is
An important battle may be
undertaken.
looked for before many days.
The reported Russian victories in Asia Minor
shrink into unimportant affairs as further details come in.
Kars has not yet fallen and
considerable sluggishness is observable in the
movements of the Russians.
They are doubtless waiting for reinforcements and
preparing
for a concentrated advance upon
Rrzeroum,
their objective point at this stage of the game.
It is possible that the plan is to make a grand
simultaneous movement on the Danube and in

hope—though it may be a
delusive one—of giving Turkey a stunning blow
by a double victory.
On Friday last the first great battle between
the Russian and Turkish armies was fought in
the vicinity of Batoum, and the result was disastrous to the former.
After a desperate contest, lasting for eight hours, iu which the RusArmenia with the

sians had more than 4,000 men killed or wounded, they were compelled to abandon a heroic
attempt to capture the heights defending BaWhile the success of the Turks was
toum.
mainly due to the fact that most of their troops
were entrenched and enabled to concentrate a

deadly fire which could not be effectively re.
turned, a body of Bashi-Bazouks displayed
greot courage and skill in an attack upon the
flank of the Russian column, aud thus rendered the work of slaughter complete.
A correspondent of the London Telegraph at
Batoum, who gets his information from Turk
isli sources,

gives

this

description of tli9 battle

o’clock this moruiug tlio Russian forci s
which had been largely augmented for the purpose, advanced with batteries of field artillery,

About

aud made a furious attack upon the hights defending Batourn on the land side, which were
The Ottoman
occupied by Bashi-Bazouks.

entrenched in the usual effective
upon the slopes and ledges of these
hills, and upon the advauce of the enemy they
opened on his columns a terrible and well-sustained fire of cannon and musketry, which literally mowed the Russians down in swaths.
troops

were

manner

They fell by scores and hundreds on the plain
below the Turkish positions. During their at-

been elected Chief Justice of South Carolina.
-The railway master mechanics are holding
a convention at St. Louis.-Gov. Itico of
Massachusetts h3s vetoed the local option bill.
-Tho statue of Fitz Greene Halleck was un-

with dead aud

A

Pay

compared

insignificant.
Another success was gained by the Turks
Admiral Hassan Pasha
in Asia Monday.
after
bombarding the fortifications of

landed

Sookgoom-Kale
who

soldiers,

by

were

3000 natives.

immediately

A violent

joined

combat ensued.

___UU_1__,1_v!11_1...V

correspondent

of the London News says
army for actual operations now
nine corps.
Only two ate destined
The main body, accordwill cross near

military calculations,

to

Giurgevo and

southeast toward Varna.
The front will be covered by ten regiments of
Cossacks.
move

Gladstone’s resolutions were

rejected

in the

British Commons 351 to 223, and the amendment offered by Sir Henry Wolff to the effect
that the House declines to entertain any resolution which may embarrass the government iu
its maintenance of peace and protection of British interests without indicating any alternative
line of policy was adopted without division.
There is still much excitsment in England,
and the goaernment is prepared to embark
60,000 men at short notice. The radicals are
angry at what they term the mutilation and
emasculation of Mr. Gladstone’s policy. They
say Mr.

Cross’ speech declares a neutrality
benevolent towards Turkey and hostile towards
Russia; that the policy of the liberal leaders is
a policy of regrets and hopes which includes no

appeal to popular sympathy and which must
go to the wall.
The Pall Mall Gazette, In discussing the European situation says: “What so long agitated
the country is no more a question of Turkish

misrule, Bulgarian suffering, Russian sympathy
and British jealousy or good will. England
alone of all Europe has failed to comprehend or
wilfully ignored this view of the case, that we
have to deal with not so much reform of Turkish institutions as a threatened re-distribution
of power throughout the world.”
The insurrection in the Caucasus is far from
being put down. It causes the Russian government much anxiety and inconvenience and
threatens to increase. There is also much uneasiness in Poland, and a rising there is feared.
The Turkish Chamber of Deputies has voted
au

uuulvss

luauamg tae x>rnisu governmeni
to Gortschakoff’s circular. The

lor

the reply
address will be delivered to Mr. Layard.
The Vienna correspondent of the London
News says: I have read a letter from a person
some years in close connection with the Turkish government circles, which says the Grand
Vizier is losing his head, and Safvet Pasha is
at a a loss vrhat to do.
been held, at which

Apply

myl5

a

respectable healthy young
woman, from her first child, a situation as
wet nurse. Good references Irorn Dr. Ordway and
nurse, if required. Address “M. A, R.” at this of-

WANTED

a

mylldlw*

tice._
Wanted.

IOWA

A tew Gentlemen Boarders, at
13 CASCO STREET,

mylOdtf
out

City,

Brewer,
St.,
extraordinary inducements to Agents.
ap28

exchange

for

10 cents per foot.
SIXremain

BOARD.

TWO

Frequent councils have
already hints have been

or

ONE

can find good rooms, furnished
unfurnished, with or without board, at
41G CUMBERLAND STREET.

NICE private stable on Winter St, Also a
large and pleasant front chamber, w ith modern conveniences.
Apply at
1G2 FORE STREET.
myl7dlw*

A

A

especially Hungary

would fight rather than
permit the establishment of a Slavonic kingdom
by the union of Montenegro and Sarvia.
OTHER FOREIGN NEWS.

Gen. Paz Valdc3 has pronounced for exPresident Lerdo of Mexico, and is now in possession of the whole district of the Rio Grande,

except the town of Piedras Negras, which he is

threatening

to attack with 500 or GOO men.
A flood has overflowed the banks of the Tigris and the river has thrown out a new branch
above Bagdad which has completely blockaded
the city and sw*pt away 200 houses in the vil-

lage of Kiamigie.
A slight difficulty has arisen between Franco
and England relative to the Newfoundland
fishery The action of the governor forbidding
the French to fish for herring has been complained of by the ministry of foreign affairs,
but the English government supports the governor, hence the interchange of unsatisfactory
diplomatic notes.
Louis Joseph Ernest Picard, French advocate and statesman, is dead.
Lord Erskine is dead, The Marchioness of
Lothian has also just died.

*”

Apply

or

1st.

R1S, Real Estate Agent,

o,*,,,-

of ,*

--

to WM.

JER-

Hotel to Let.
VAUGHN STREET, Portsmouth,

NO.The House
is
and

I

my8d2w*
N.

H.
im-

with all the modern
connected with the largest Livery

provements

Stable in the state.

new

It is

3

apl9 dtf

197

Newbury street.

To Lease.
of the best, first floor, offices on Exchange
street. Apply to
N. S. GARDINER,
No. 421 Exchange St.
my3dtt

HIGHEST AWARD
TO

SPOOI. COTTON

AT

CMIALEMBITIOi

Retail by all tbe leading Dealcis
throughout the City and State.
d&w3m
mb28

Yours

and nt

Fatent

New

The WOOTON

Tiiily

D. C. SHAW,
Ass’t Man'.ger Western Union Telegraph,
Portland, Me.

Desks,

CABINET,

PAYSON TUCKER, Sup’t.
Portland, April 16, 1877.
apllldtf

Boston & Maine
RAILROAD.

out, sunny and plcasaut, and near the Horse Cars.
B. D. VERItlLL,
Inquire or
aplOdtl205 Middle Street.

To Let.

PLEASANT
mhl4

and

WOOTON

ROTARY.

p.

Lawreuce,) at

6.15,

COOKISCS

AUSTIN.

To Let.
Chamber on the corner of Middle and Cross
streets, recently occupied by W. C. Beckett,
merchant tailor. Apply to HENRY DEERING,
mchl3dtf
37 Exchange St.

THE

HOTEL TO

unrivalled, cnconomize time

alogue.

samuel

LEASE.

England Ilouae, Portland* Hie,
AUG. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

No. 267 Middle St„

and space, allure
to systematic habits, and arc an ornament to any
place. Cali aud see them, or enclose stamp for catare

STOVE,

Thurston, ALLEN K BANGS,
General Agent for Maine,

GENERAL AGENT.
S

Free street,

Block.

to

Portland.

whom all orders should be addressed.

myl?dGt

dtf

mal9

To be Let,

SILVERWARE!

Offices in Third Story Merchants’ National
Bank, now occupied by J. & E. M. Rand; also
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam;
have gas, water and tire proof vaults. Possession
oct27dtf
given Nov. 1st.

corintim

To Let.
fflHE BRICK ROUSE No. 74 Danfortn Street
JL containing all the modern improvements In
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
Jndtf

nil,

THE

PHOTOGRAPHER,

Silver Ware of My Own Plate
Fiuc Goods at Lowest Prices. Call
ami Examine.

Street,

PORTLAND,

GOLD AND SILVER

ME.

H3P’Cireulars giving full description and price sent
on application, All orders
promptly attended to.
mb21
eod&wtf

BAY

PLATING

BUIS

A. H.

Sole flight lor this City

ATWOOD,

The

dlf

27

Plater,

MARKET

SQ.

apt__eodtt
DODD’S

A IS It A M S’
121

PRINCIPAL LOAN OFFICE.

P. S. A large amount of above goods
sale at half value to pay advances.

on

band aud

9 Market Square,
declG

opposite U.

S. Hotel.
dtialteod

Coffee, Spices,

Cr. Tartar,

etc.

WILLIAM

M.

Newspaper

WHITTEN.

eodly

Van its Cleaned
taken out at short notice, from §1 to $G
cord or $3 a load, by addressing
LIBBY. Pori land P, O.

AND

a

luyHdtf_A.

&

CO.,

Receive advertisetnei
for all newspapers in Lite
United States a-1 Canada, at their office,
G37 CHESTNUT ST„ PHILADELPHIA, PA.

&.

LOCKE,

Advcrti««iag

.Agent*,

34 PAu,K HOW, NEW YORK.

|

IVewMpnpcr Ailvcrtiwiug

d&w3m

HATES

230 FORE STREET, Portland,’Maine
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
nolG

advektisiiyu auencv,
WJSJUA’GTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements reeeined for every Paper in I be
United States and Uritish Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully riven
and estimates promptly fuurnisbed.
HORACE DODD.

’MOIlItlSON & WIIITTEN,

COE, WETIIERELE

ap28

St.-Chapin,

BRUNSWICK, HIE.
Dining Rooms, W. K. Field,
Proprietor.

P. A K.

CORNISH.
Cornish House,HI. B* Davis, Proprietor
DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, HI. W. Clark, Proprietor.

Kailroad Vhart every SATUlt■1IAY at 5.30 P. M. for Halilax di’rect, making connections for all
parts of Nova Scotia. Returning, leaving Halilax

on Tuesdays at 8.30.p. in,
For freight or passaeeanJ. IS. COYLE, Ju., Agent,
Ply to
mli27dlfFranklin Wharf.

Norfolk, Baltimore

ELLNWORTB.
City Hotel.—N. II. Higgins A Sons, Prop*
IIAL LOWELL.
Hallowed House. Hallowed, II. i}. Rlalte,

LEWISTON
DeWitt

House, Qninby

A

Hlurch, Pro-

LINCOLN VILLE.

House, Lincoln vide, T. E. Phillip*,
Proprietor.

Beach

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor

lime.

E.

House, D.Danforth. Propvieto

PEAK’S ISLAND.
House—W. T. Jones. Proprietor.

HILL.
ISukimrd Hotel, U. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Harden House, Samuel Farmer, Proprietor.

SKOWHEGAN.
Turner House, W. G. Heselton, Pi ml*
etor.

PORTLAND.
Adams Honse, Temple Sc.

—

in connection with OLU
1COA

prietors.
Preble House, Congress St. Gibson ACo.,
Proprietors.
St. Julian Hotel, Cor. middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
U. S. Hotel, Junction ofCongressand Fed
eral Sis. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEW FI ELD.
West New licit! Ilonsc, R,G. Holmes, Pro
prietor.

received at New and Spacious Tron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RIVER,there
connecting with the Clyde Nipamer*. tailintt
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,

Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington. D. C., Alexandria, Va., Ucorgetowu,
D. C., and all rail and water lines.
Dangers of Navigation around Ca]>e Cud avoided,
Insurant e one-eighth of one per cent.
For Rate3 of Freight, or other information, apply
to
198

Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
janlldtf

JtTOMMTOHi
AHEAD

D. It. Locke, o Locke &
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

J. H. Bates, late ot
S. M.

Petteugill

& Oo.

Portland

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence K. R. Depot dativ, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at
Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance of all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins 37 A. lams’, 22 ExSt.,and W. D. Little.37 Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
change
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President,
ocl
73
dtf

Daily Pres?1

Printing

S, IS. NII.ES,

AGKNT.

9.00 a.
2.00 p.

m
m

City
Richmond... Saturday, June23,2.00p.m
City of Berlin.Saturday, July 27, at 2 p. m.
Passengers will find these steamers tastefully fitted
up, and the staterooms large and perfectly ventilated. The saloons are the entire width ot the
vessel,
and situated where there is least noise and
motion,
greatly lessening the liability to sea sickness. Smoking rooms, Ladies’ Boudoirs, Piano-fortes and
Libraries, Bath rooms, Barber’s shop, Electric Bells,
Spacious Promenade Decks, &c., &c.
Souther ly course during the ice season.
Rates ot passage-§8U and §100, gold, according
accommodation, all having equal saloon privileges.
Round Trip Tickets—§145 and §175, gold.
Steerage—To and from all points at reduced rates.
jouiv g. daij:,
15 Broadway, New Yo*»k.
Or T. I». ilIcGOWAlV, 44i touK
Portland.
kklO
d4m
___

INTERNATIONAL STLARSHIP CO.
n.lpovl,

Calais

and

Si.

John, Ui,b;,

ARRANGEMENT.

tkips~pek

wejek.

aPd

KPttfK

■

..

O 3F" If XiCJ EJB

Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the
days.
Connections made at Eastport for Robbinston. St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby. Anna DC.
lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shcdtac, Am-

same

herst, Pictou, Frederiektowu, and all stations o
the Intercolonial Kailway.
[Sir-Freight received oh day of sailing until
0 clock n. m.
mhtildtf

A.

K. STUBBS. Agent.

POR'fLMD, BlMIflR&IlAllllS
Posters,

Hand Hill

Bill Heads,

STEAMBOAT CO.,

ROCKLAND, BELFAST
THREE

TUB'S

mw

AND BANGOR.

PEI£

WEEK.

Steamer CITY OF RICH
M°ND, Capt. C. Kilby, will leave
The

Port land every tMomiav.u ,.i.
■—aH&miiilaar.diiy nnd Ifriday rrruiDgs, at to o'clock, for Hnuxor. touchinir
at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville

sear.?

Cards, Tags,

Ac.

printed at short

Belfast
port, Sandy Point, Bttoksporr, Winterpo’rt and
”
**"“«««■ about in O'clock
,i. vT
1V",‘r,1
R«t«ru‘"lt. same day, leave Ban« g;
° clo<'b> A. M..
arriving in Portland

j,®

FOR

MT. DESERT AND

MAUI IAS.

ONE TRIP PEK WEEK.
SPRING

SbiHhwesl.

notice

ARRANGEMENT

The Strainer
LEWISTON
will leavo Kail,
road, Wharf, Portland, every
■HHSaKiaHii'I'hurNilnr F veiling ni IO
oVIorii for Rockland, Castine, Deer
Isle, Sedgewick, South West and Bar Harbors (Mr. Desert)
*
gmgmmem

J. C. FURNIYAL, Agt.

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
all cities and towns ot the United States, Caimdaa
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
and British Provinces.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.
l Portland, Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf
AhVE KTISI IS Cl

Berlin.Saturday, June 2,
Chester.Saturday, June 9.

after Monday, March
^2t»lh the Steamers New Brunswick.Capt. 1>. S. Hall, and City
of Portland, Capt. S. It. Piko,
’"ill leave Railroad Wharf, foot of
State Street,every Monday and
Thursday, at 6 00 P.
M., tor Eastport and St. John.

~

to Custom House examina-

of
of

TWO

$nd all points in the

subject

LINE

STEAMERS

QUEENSTOWN

SPRING

To Caniulu, Detroit, C^birttajo, Milwaukee, Clincinuafi, Ml. IjOimm, Omaha,
Mn«ii»nw* Ml. Paul, Malt haler City,
Denver, Man FrnnciNeo,

and not

OTIIEBS,

the Only InsUltt Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

Windsor nnd Halifax.

Tickets sold at Reduced Kates I

Chicago,

OF ALL

This is

..

Passenger Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Portland to the West.
PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 2.00 p. m.
Baggage checked irom Port lam I to Detroit and

LI»£

FOR NEW YORK,

AND LIVERPOOL,
Sailing from New York as follows:
City of Richmond. .Safurday, May 19,10.30 a. m
City of

iston.

West ««<!

I). C. SUNK,
FREIGHT AGENT,

__».
GENERAL

FOR

0n an<1 aiter MONDAY, Oct. 16,1376,
will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7.10 a. ni.
for Auburn and Lewiston at 7.00 a. m.
train at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

NorHmcst

VII,-

B

Fieight

MAIL

ARRANGEMENT

»£P©T AT FOOT OF INDIA ST,

103,0NV
D.

INMAN

Supt.
iaSdtf

A

—

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Tow Kates, Frojueut Dc-

A. N. Allen

ALTIilCATION OF TRAINS,

—

FBOM

BOSTON.

Proprietor.
Perry’s Hotel, 1 IT Federal St. J. G. Perry
Proprietor.

Time Jau. 8, 1897.

Mail train 2.00 p. m. (stopping at all stations to
Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail train
for Quebec, Montreal and the West.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston and
South Paris at 5.15 p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Express train from Gorham at8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 1.45 p.m
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.15 p. m.

K. I.

parlurm.

PARIS

ll 1.50 A. HI. from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. HI. lroui Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON,

WINTER

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,

Philaflelphia & Now England Steamship Lice,

City

Portland, Jan. 8,1877.

—

no2dtfProvidence.

MILLBRIDGE.
House, Gel. A. Hopkins, Pro*

NORTH STRATFORD N. El.
Willard House, C* S. Bailey A Co, P
prietors.

Union

AND

—

E.

NORR1DGEWOCK.
Dnnlortb

UM

week.

.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and moclellan.
From Providence everv WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY.
Fieight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington anil
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake aud Jane
Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St..
1
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Kailroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 213 Wasnington street.
Boston.
Through bills ol lading given by the above earned
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore.
For freight or
passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or otherlntormation apply to

HIACHI AS.

prietor.

Washington

First Class Micaxuakla
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
OEORGE APFOLD.
From Boston direct every Tl'KMIfAV
«n«l SATURDAY.

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. ft*rop.
Atlantic

&

8TBAHSHIP

DEXTER,

South

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax.
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdensburg trains at
!transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exetes ten minutes or refreshments at tirst class dinning rooms.
JAS. T. FORMER, Gen. Supf.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
oc7dt

of

ibo Steamship Fnlmotitli,
Capt. W. A. Culby, will have

merchants’ Exchange Hotel, Dexter, Hie.—
W. G.Hlorrill, Proprietor.

m.

Poiuts

For Halifax Direct.

ctor.

Treuiont Honse, Trcmonl
Gnrney A Co. Proprietors.

Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias,

Express
Express

description done in lirst-claNg
Steel Knives, Forks and Spoons
rep In ted ns smooth and good ns the best,
at a great saving.
Silver tVnre repaired
and Jewelry recolored and polished.

for this beautiful style of Photograph, and fitted up
at great expense, he invites all Lis old patrons aud
the public geueraily to call aud examine specimens.

or

BOSTON.
Parker House. School S«. 12. D. Parke? A
Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Propri

y^j^MjJSJtrains

of every

Having purchased the

robbery.

_

and

Express

Carbon Photographs

Licensed by the City Government.
snms from 25 cents to thousan ds of dollars to loan on Watches, Diamonds, Ladies* and
Gent’s Jewelry, Clothing, iXrc*, Piauos, Sewing Machines. Furniture, Merchandise by the case or otherwise, Bonds, Notes, mortgages and goods of every
description. We have a private oflice and all transactions are strictly confidential. All property left
in our possession is insured against loss by fire or

tor.

1

shape.

Money in

BOLSTER’S MILLS.
Hancock House, M. Hancock, Proprie-

For Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddeford and Henuebunk at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00, 5.30 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kenuebnnk
for Portland at 7.20 a. m.

Through Tickets to all
West at lowest rates.

Portland,every

r

a. m.

Grand Trunk R. K. of Canada,

THE PERMANENT

mn29

9.00

m., 3.00 p.

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf
MONDAY and THURSDAY, at
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River. New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with line accomo
(latioEs lor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route lor travellers between
New York and Maine. Passage,
including Slate
Room. &5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 33
Exchange street.
decl6tf

ilfcd

9,45 A. HI. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
‘4.45 P. HI. for Upper Bartlett and intermediate
stations.
Arrive in Portland:

of Maine,)

113 Middle

portrait,

Ml*

Faisseugtcr Train* leave Portland

Agonts,

to

I9|

Plumxuer, Prsprirs*

C. iff.

Cl_

Line to Sew York.

Semi-Weekly

Ifouvg

I

HKTWIIl&DOW,

Street.

a.

IfDfwx/v LU«rxwx.

BATH.

Hotel,

inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

Through Tickets to New York via the varlotA
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. I*. ( OYI.fi, «jr.. Gen’l Agt,
de30-7Gdtf

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

Aiigumn KIo.'sc, State St
Proprietor.

M

Trice and Style to suit
the Times.

Middle

AIJBTBIV
Bltii IIoiimc, Court. St. W. S. & A

§i.oo.

fare;

Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and
at night.

I’O HI LAN 11 &' OGDENSBUKU lit?.

Superior to Marble or Granite
for Cemetery purposes.

214

9.00

Cant from Parc Zinc.

State

Daily, nt f o'rloek P. M_ niul INDIA
BIIAitl
KOMTON, daily nl r P, M„

(dnndajr excepted.)

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State, at which
the Daily Pbess mav always be found.

Ball*

Leaving

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,

HOTELS.

Rochester and Farmington. N. II., at

Change

(For tbe

lows:

many at lowest rates.
Prepaid and Return Tickets issued at reduced
Apply to J. L. FARMER, General Agent for
New England, No 3. India Street, Portland. Me.
Ggir'Mfftht Nirrliog Check* iHMued in *mu*
to huh, for I £ and upward*.
mylMltf

m.

For
to

The Superior Sea Going Steamers,
CITV AND JiinV HKOOKM
will, until further notice, run aitcrnatlciy as fol-

VtlBEKT

rates.

For Manchester and Concord, N, II., (via
Newmarket Junction,) at 6.15 a. m. 3.00 p. m. (via

Union House.
rooms

First-class Weekly mail steamof this line sail from Qut bi c
moruiug,
every Saturday
i>for Iftiverpool, touching ar
w
Derry.
First class fortnightly mail steamers of this line
sail from Halifax every other Tacnday, for
ijiverpool, touching at qncruNiown.
Passage: First-class—$50. $70 ami $80 gold, or its
equivalent; Intermediate—$35 gold; Third-class at
lowest rates.
The RlaHjgow Cine of steamers sail from
Quebec every Thursday for Glasgow direct. Cabin
passage $60, steerage at lowest rates.
Passengers booked to and from all parts ot England, Ireiand, Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Ger-

Haverhill, North Andover, Lawrence,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3 00

tf

steam-heated Lodging
FURNISHED,
let, at No. 12 Temple street.
ma9tfS. E.

1877.

Train* will leave Portland for
Hosiou at 6.15, 9.00 a. in.,ami 3.00 p. in., arriving at Boston at 10.45,1.40, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. ni„
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,
5 00, 8.10 p. m.
For Wells, North Berwick, Salmon Fall*,
Great Falls, Dover, Newmarket, Exeter,

■mm

convenient Rooms to let. Furnished
unfurnished. In house No. 118 Spring street.

March 5,

.IBBAIMiE.UeiilT.

ers

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green St.
J. K. martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O. m. Shaw A Son, pro-

FiiMcugt r

To Let.

freight for the West by the Penn. K. K.,an<i South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commit ion.
PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B, HA^1P«L\, Agent
j
Jn23-1>
TO l out Wharf. Uomoo

MPKINU

prletor

and Halifax.
Passenger Trains arrive in Portland as
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewistou at 8.45 and
8.50 a. m. The day trains lrom Bangor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. li.,
and all intermediate stations at 2.44 and 2.50 p. m,
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
R. R. at 6.25 p. m. The night Pullman Express
t aiu at 1.55 a. m.

Commencing Monday,

FIRST class Brick house, iu the western part
ol ihe city, 13 rooms, newly repaired through-

*"HKrV

HOHTTjT £fEA:ilEKb.

liiRAm.
Hit. Cutler House,—Hiram Baston, Pro

SPRING ARRANGEMENT.

THE

Address
de28dtf

uentrai

■

Florence Oil

new three story bouse corner of Congress and
Quincy streets, has furnace and is frescoed
throughout, and in perfect order. Rent $500. Apply
to L. TAYlipR, 178 Commercinl St.ap!7 dtf

The New

■

Passenger Trains leave at 12.3op.m. and 5.05
p. m. The train leaving at 12.35 a. m, also has a
i
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for Lewiston and
Auburn. The 12.35 a. m. tram is the Night ExTrain
with Pullman
press
Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Baugor
for all stations on the Bangor & Piscataquis, and
E.
N, A. Railway, and tor llonlton. Woodstock. Si Andrews, St. Stephen, St. John

To Let.

Mr. L. takes pleasure in stating that he is now
fully prepared to execute the last new style of Pho-

in tlie exercises in Brooklyn Memorial Day.William E. Hodge lias withdrawn from the
Union League Club because it is nut a temperance club.-Associate Justice Willard has

and very much better than our range
ever did it.
There is a nure and even bent in the
oven which can be relied on always, aud the admirable manner in which it bakes biscuit, cake, pies,
roasts meats, tish &c., and broils steak, etc., is surely
unsurpassed. 1 consider it indispensible during the
summer months, as it does all the
cooking necessary
tor any family without heating the rooms like a
cook stove. It will ilo its work just as well in a baek
entry or shed as it will in the kitchen,
In cold
weather it warms the rooms and throws out a soft
mellow light, which, in the evening is very restful
to the eyes, and is quite sufficient for all
ordinary requirements. It gives the room a cheerful look and
is quite as cosy of an eveniug as an open tiro
place
It will pop corn splendidly, and l do not doubt there
are very many other things which it will do
that I
have not discovered as yet.. There is not the slightest
odor of kerosene from it, cither in tlio room, in the
oven directly over the llame or h; least taste of oil or
smoke in any ot the victuals which it cooks.
I am pleased to add my testimony as to its excellence in everything you claim for it.

WHICH IS THE

Dcering. Miliiken & Co.. Locke, Twitchell & Co., A. Little & Co., Woodman,
True & Co.,
J. F. Hand,
Sweetser & Merrill’s,

or

s

For Lewiston and Auburn.

quicker

FOB BALE AT WHOLESALE BY

ico.-Prof. Riley of the Entomological commission reports that there is no danger from

-The corner stone of a monument to the
Confederate dead was laid at Chattanooga this
week.-The ex-Confederates will take pait

Portland,
2, 1877,
ALLEN K. BANGS, Gen. Agent,
Dear Sir:—I have given vour Florence Oil Stove a
thorough trial, and find it all you clai m it to he. I
am pleased to say that it has done our
cooking
May

Mr.

Excellence in Color,
Quality and Finish.”

CHANTED

Medal*)
Me

mWO of the most desirable front rooms in this city,
JL looking out into Congress Square. Will be let
reasonable to the right parties.
Recommendations
given and required. Apply at 97 Free St., corner
of High street.
my 5dtf

FINE PHOTOGRAPHY A SPECIALTY

Protestant wings of the Methodist church are
in session at Baltimore considering a basis of
union.-The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, owing to a falling in their coal business, have discharged one thousand workmen.-All Kentucky lottery grants have expired by limitation.
-Senator Woodiu has been exonerated from
all charges of complicity in the venal passage
of the Tweed charter.-The American Bible
Society issued 021,720 Bibles last year.-The
Atlantic Mutual Life Insurance Company has
failed.-The Permanent Exhibition was
opened at Philadelphia last Thursday. President Hayes and ex-l'resident Grant were in attendance.-The Poi Upsilou fraternity held
their Ilth annual convention at Middletown,
Gen. Hawley delivered the
Conn., last^week.
oration and Prof. Boysen of Cornell the poem.

•

12.35 a. m. and 12 40 p. m.
For Skowhegan at 12.35 p. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Augusta, II nllowcll, 4-ardiuer aud
Brunswick at 12.35 a. in., 6.15 a. in., 12.40 p. m.
and5 20 p. m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. li., and for Lewiston via Brunswick at
6 15 a. m. aud 12.40 p. in.
For Bath at 6.15 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth, Wintlivop,
Beadlield, West Waterville and Waterville via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

STOVE.

(Centennial

DIPLOMA for

TO LET.

derbilt for §100,090, principal and interest of
bonds alleged to have been entrusted by her to
the late Commodore.-Goldsmith Maid trotted a mile in 216£ at San Jose Saturday.—
Reports are current of filibustering expeditions
from the United States to capture Sonoro, Mex-

is reported at Iquique, a small seaport town in
South Peru.-The Globe Insurance Coma^ny
It win/pay
of Boston has stopped business.
90 per cent, on the dollar.-P. T. Barnum
has offered §10,000 for the recovery of Charlie
Ross.-The Methodist and the Methodist

HEATING

“

the best location in the

New England State for Hotel and Bar business.
Situated within two minutes walk aud on the main
travelled street to and from the Eastern and Portsmouth & Concord Railroad Stations. Rent reasonable to a responsible party. Apply to
J. S. GRANT, 2 & 4 Bow street.

a

Moo

in Kansas and Texas this year.
-Gen. J. R. Hawley und Mr, Goshorn of the
Centennial Commission have been knighted by
the KiDg of Holland.-A severe earthquake

of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads,
J. M. LITXT, Supt.
dc4dtf
ta m

SOLE

Obtained

day night. —New York is drinking swill milk
again.-Tennie Clatiiu has sued W. H, Van-

grasshoppers

i

“THOMAS RUSSELL,”
AGENT.

Anna Dickinson has been sued by the manager of the Eagle Teatre,Brooklyn,for breach of
contract.
Damages are laid at §2000.-Albert Steinway, youngest member of the piano
firm, is dead.-President Jlayes was received
"Moo. V„,.|, r*l,o

♦Steamboat Express stops only at Springvale, Allred, Saco River, Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains

tfo Wharfage,

Voyage.

Ocean

$Mixed.

!

each port every WedVy & Sat’d’y

From Long Wbart, Boston, 3 p.m
<From Pine Street Wharf, Ptidafnr
4H|
delphia, at 10 a. ns
Insurance one hull * l»*j rate cl

SUMMER SERVICE.

Shortest

Sicainshly I.iiif,

—

ALLAN LINE.

a. m.

a. m.

j

Rent.

Apply

on

12___dUv

prietor.

rooms.

gas.

my

Passenger Trains leave Portland for Ban
gor, Dexter, Belfast and Waterville at

two

A

at 6.00

MONDAY, APRIL 10, J877.

story Brick House, No. 58 Pleasant St.,
THEsecond
above High St. Ten
Sebago and
Possession June
H.

13

York,

5.30 P. M. Mixed Train for Rochester.
O.JO P. M. Local for fSorhaui.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, *11.25 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., *1.20 and
$5.10 p. m.
I Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

RAILROAD.

HOUSE

For Sale

Harrison,

Proprietor.

BRIEF MENTION.

V,,,

Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North

maine

To Let.
No. 24 Gray street. Possession given at
once.
Inquire ot F. S. WATERHOUSE,
Attorney at Law, Centennial Block.
mylldtf
1

in.,

nects at Rochester for Hover and C«reat
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor
Lowell and
Boston, at Aver Junction for Fitchburg and the West via Hoosac Tunnel
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad for New York, at Putnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for

Seper

NO. 91 NEW HIGH ST.

ton, No. Brii I "ton and

anival of the 2.45 p. m. train from Portland.
Return to connect with tra’n which arlives in
Portland at 11.50 a. ni.

AUGUSTA.

at

mylldlw

rf.^VV

follows

West.
11.30 P. HI. Steamboat Express through to
New London without change. Con-

my!4dtr

FIVE
month.

run as

7.30 A. HI. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
Nashua 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. m.,
Boston 1.15 p. in., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m.. connecting with trains South and

llie Store, SO. 4 FREE ST. BLOCK,
lately occupied by Waterhouse & Co.
For fnrther particulars enquire at the
office of II. J. LIBBY & CO., over First
National Bank.
To let.
pleasant rooms, in perfect repair, gas,
bago, and plenty of sunlight. Rent §17

Trains will

"■h-5 Leave Portland at 7.30 a.
““-*“*.30, 5.&0 and6.‘J© p. ni.

dty

Best Six-Cord

PiiilLADELPUiA

j

STEAMER NEBAliO nil!
-ft leave Lake Station for Naples. Bridg-

Proprietors.

‘*«rw'

If.

X IL>

O

&co«

LET.

ONE

The deposition of the Prince Milan of Servia will probably occur soon. Russia is beginning to recognize that his dynasty cannot be
much longer maintained and favors the Prince
of Montenegro as his successor. Servia also
approves of Nicholas while Austria is intriguing in favor of Kisyageorgerich. Austria and

Portland & Rochester R. R.
T--

THE FLORENCE

JOHN CLARK, Jr.

saloon business, for which purpose it has been
occupied for the past eighteen years. For terms or
further particulars apply or address WM. WOODS.
mylbi2w
Newburyport, Mass.

!

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

DECEMBER 3. 187G.

IV.

_

1K77

Kirer New

or

arrangement of freight
K., to take ettect APRIL

A HD

—

Portlaiul ii llarpswell Steamboat tVy.

PAYSON TUCKER, Superintendent

Mar/»h !Met

Cured.

ASM & BOBBINS,
5B8 Fitlion Street, Brooklyn,
mylO

STORE

TO

called to the new
Maine Central R,

Freight for Lewiston, Auburn, Bangor,
ami Belfa*t received at freight house before 5 30
P. M., will be forwarded same day, and w ill be ready
ior early delivery at destination next morning

Address,

dtf

3

To Let.
No. 1 Water street, corner of Ferry wharf
aud Market square.
Said buildiDg contains
eight nowly finished rooms and is situated in the
very center of business. Its close proximity to the
depots and steamboat landing renders it a very desirable place for anyone desirous of entering the hotel

count on Turkish paper money continues to
advance and with it the price of provisions,

acter.”

Hill, Me.

de27

2d. 1877.

free Trial Box.
Wo don’t waut your money until you are perfectly
satisfied of their curative powers.
It your life is
worth saving, don’t delay in giving these Powders
a trial, as they will surly cure you.
Price, for large box, S3 00, sent to any part of the
United States or Canada by mail on receipt of price.

For Sale.
House and lot at No. SI Newbury
St. Apply at house,
it. UI1BY,

To Let.
NICE tenement, 12 St. Lawrence St.
D. H. INGRAHAM,
52 Exchange street.
myl6d3t*

To Let.,
RENTS centrally located, gas, Sebago.
Price
10 to 15 dollars, also 2 on Muujoy Hill, price 8
to 10 dollars. All in good repair. Apply to W.
W.Carr,

a more pronounced
feeling o£
discontent than heretofore prevailed. If aDy
great military disaster should occur, I should
be apprehensive of bread riots of a serious char-

recently occupied by Otis Kaler & Son, for sale.
J. B. THORNTON,

ja9dtf__Oak

rflftine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland

on

All sufferers from this disease that are anxious to l»e
cured should try l>r. K issuer’* Celebrated
These powders are
Consumptive Powder*.
the only preparation known that) will cure ConMiimption and all diseases of the Throat and
liung*—indeed, so strong is our taith in them, and
also to convince you that they are no humbug, we
will forward to every sufferer, by mail, post paid, a

PROPERTY
I

Car attached

ROBBINS,

Positively

ItlKKiHOOb

TO LET.

T1IEis
trains

Consumption

of the most desirable seaside resorts on the
coast. Buildings well arranged to accommodate
100 Guests. For price and terms call ou JOHN C.
fe3dtf
PROCTER, 93 Exchange St.

FEW boarders

fel>8 Uf

Sleeping

Tlirongh Tickets to all Points South and West at
owes! rales. Pullman Car Tickets for Men to and
Berth* nt Ticket Office.
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
A. P. ROCKWELL, President.
oc9dU

—

360 Fulton Street, Brooklyn IV. IT.

For Sale,

Boarders Wanted.

thrown oat as to as to whether it would not be
better to treat with the Russians before they
cross the Danube.
The correspondent of the Pall Mall Gazette
at Constantinople writes May 4th, ‘'The dis-

lhus engendering

ASH &

at

Terms 8100 down, the balance

on

of

cm

and Halifax. Pullmau

Address,

Mortgage two or three years, at seven
per cent. Inquire of L. E. WEYMOUTH, Centennial Block.
ap233m
can

Board.
gentlemen, quiet habits and with good
recommendations, may find board, by leaving
word at No. 8 Brown St.
inyldtf

A

eou2a>

For Sale.
building lots, ou Carter street, West End,

RETIJI< ^IMG,
l.eavc Boston at 7.30, tl i. lO and at 8.00
p. m., connecting with iflaiue Central
auil E. Ar IV. A. Kailway lor 8t. John

will guarantee a permanent cure in
every
case, or refuud yon all money expended.
All sufferers should give these powders an early trial,
and be convinced of their curative powers.
Price, for large box, $3.G0, or 4 boxes for SIO 00,
sent by mail to any part of the United States or
Canada on receipt of price, or by express, C. O. I>.

or

property

apll

d4w

Mondays.)

d&wly

Fermtiuemly Cared—no laurabug-by one
mouth’, u.uge of Ur. «;ou!ur<IN Celebrm.
e<l Infallible Fit Powder*.
To convince sufferers that these powders will do all we claim for them,
we will send them by mail, post
paid, a free
Trial box. As Dr. Goulard is the
only physician
that has ever made this disease a special
study, and
as to our kuowledgc thousands have been
permanently cured by the use of these Powder*, we

LANDS.

Portland or vicinity.
W. II. STEPHENSON.

MASS.

FALLING SICKNESS

Lands in

to The Working
ALL
Church, Room 12, 3G Brumfield St., Boston,
114 E. 14th
J. B.
New York

!

Epilepsy,
—

Harrison and Hancock
Farming
KICII
couniies, Iowa, (near Railroads), for sale
for
in

Wanted.
of employment to write

or

Fits

For Sale.
New modern built Brick House No. 450
New Cumberland Street, between High and
State. Contains nine rooms with ample closet
room, bath room and laundry. Warmed with steam,
gas and Sebago throughout. Has nice cellar * good
drainage and is in good order outside and in. Sold
to close an estate. One half the price can remain on
mortgage at low interest.
Apply to WM. E.
MORRIS, City Building, or to Z. K. HARMON,
Centennial Block.
myl5dlw&wlt

Wet Nurse.
l>y

Parlor Car attached.
Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8.00 a.m.
Viglit Express with 8leepiug Car, for
BomIoii at *<1.13 a, til., every day (except

Pullman
5.40 |». in.

GERRISH, Proprietor,

LOWELL,

IVewburyport,

Port*mouth, If nmptons, IVewburyport,
Wnlcin, l.yuu. fhelsea and KomIou at
3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7.30 p. in., in I
season for New York did Western connection.

Semi lor Circular to

">I14

Portsmouth,

Kittery,

Nalem, Lynn, Cliel*ra and Boston at
6.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1.40 p. in.
8aco, Biddeford. Kennebunk, Kittery,

Portlnncl, Me,

and assist in the

First class help required.
No. 227 Cumberland Street.
dtf

To Let.

the Russian

ing

WOMAN to

A liberal.of children.
at

MBOMMEUIItmCO!

I^OK

mylCJSt*

Wanted.
do plain sewing

For Sale.
Block of lour (1) very desirable lots in EverGo. ami GG, secgreeu Cemetery, Mo’s. G3. 04,
tion I. Apply to CHA$. RAMSEY, Supt.
my 10d2w

THOS. G.

boston'

On ami After May 14, 1877,
PASSENCIEK THAIIV8 leute Portland
for Mcarboro'. Nnco, Kiddcford, Ken*
nrbuuk, Wells North Kerwiek, Month
Kerwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,

Wholesalc Agents,

STEAMEltS
__

NOTICE.

THE—

BLOOD.

House on Bracked Street
sale, with Brick Stable. House contains
;
eleven rooms, convenient for two lamilies, Sebago water, lot 50x80 feet, price only $2000 Terms
easy.
Apply to WM. il. JERR.IS, Real Estate Agent.
mj8d2wlr

Address box

OF

j

SEBAG’O STEAMBOAT ROUTE,

Sebago.
families,
property is ottered at one halt its assessed value, and
will positively be sold to satisfy mortgage. Title
guaranteed. F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real
mylCdtf
Estate, 379J Congress street,

it.

Danube and entered the Dobrudscha.

numbers
for the Dobrudscha.

best ot reference.

—

three
This

A

of

num-te:

a

The Russians were driven out of SookgoomKale Tuesday. Upwards of 10,000 natives joined
the Turkish forces, who hold the fortifications.
The town is in flames. All the surrounding
country Is rising in support of the Turks. Telegraph communication between Constantinople
and Kars via Ezeroum remains intact.
A Constantinople despatch says a Russian

The

A

care

those of tho Russians are

to

1"3

Wanted.
YOUNG man to take charge of office, to answer
questions, and keep the books, must lie good

at length withdrew.
The victory was won

when

family.

myltliilw

penman, and furnish
092 P. O.. City.

The Russians lost many guns. The
only Turkish officer killed was Ivhaliin Bey,
major of irregulars.
Au eye-witness testifies that the Ottoman
soldiers behaved admirably.
They had, however, during a great part of the action, the advantage of entrenchments on high grouud, aud
it is due to this fact, no doubt, that their losses

Sale of Heal Estate.
three story bouse No, 27 Cedar street, corner

STEAMERS.

i
j-,-'—- Tlie MTEAMEIt ■■ ENII11|.
will raenme her ilailv tiiii, .■ ,m. I
aw-rTA
‘J
nitucinf; May 16th, leaving l*ori- I Leave
Innil nl *1 o'clock ft-. HI., and llar|»,tvHI ni
S o’clock A. HI.
mylfidtl

COHSUMPTIOH

IllorlKiiiicc's

the
given.

S>, 1876.

A Sure Cure lor

A2J

To

one a permanent situation
will be
American or Swede preferred. Gall at store,
FEDERAL ST., under U. S. Hotel.

right

But the enemy
quickly brought up reinforcements and the battle was renewed with much determination. For
many hours the efforts of the assailants were
desperately maintained, but toward midday
their artillery fire gradually slackened and they

midnight.

small

Railroad,

OCT.

Cumberland Street
For Sale.

to

woman

RAILROADS._|

lANCASTERp Eastern

first class

street, Hi rooms, arranged tor
ItllEol Lincoln
Lot about 50x112.
with

Wanted.
middle-aged
a

ou

ou

story house, 11 rooms, gas and Sebago, good
drainage, and located between High and Casco
Etreets. F, G. PATTERSON, Dealer in Real Estate.
d3w
ap30

WANTS.

dying Russians.

by the extraordinary
The dead and
courage of the Bashi-Bazouks.
The engagewounded Russians exceed 4000.
ment lasted over eight hours of actual fighting.
The last Russians did not withdraw until near

House

Bertha Von Hilleru has just accomplished the
feat of walking 100 mi'es in 27 hours, 18 minutes and 27 seconds.

GOOD faithful girl, or
to take entire charge in

MEDICAL.

Real Estate
IVf & \ IV17 V
Ivi V/1 v XLt X Security, lu Portland, or vicinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, &c. on Coinmission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379} Congress Street.
noisdtf

Rebel General Wood made §100,000 by the rise
©£ Louisiana bonds and so did Warmotb.-

make way against this fire a body of
Turkish horse and foot, taking advantage of a
thick forest, broke forth upon the flank of the

ESTATE.

to loan

veiled in Central Park by the President Thursday.-Cornelius Vanderbilt has brought suit
against \V. H. Vanderbilt for §1,000,000.-

tempts to

Russian column and effeclcd great slaughter.
The Muscovites being upon the ground perfectly open, and having no choice but to fight or
fly, in a short time the spot which was the
scene of this fiauk movement became covered

HEAL

JkCapt. Deering,

Millbiidge, Jonesport and :?Ineliin*port.
Returning, leaves .llnehiiiNpori every .lion
day inoruiuK at 3 o'clock, aniylng in
!■
Portcon
land samo
night.
further particulars enquire of
GEO. L. DAY,
^
''gul1'
E. CUSHING, Assistant
Portland, Aptil 30.
For

Manager?'

~

*'•

,APEB

*■»

REitiitix

PKIltTkll WITH
ntivinn ink.

Import,,! and sold i.y SIGMUND ULLMAN, 37
81 ruleu Laue, Sew York
fdlihf

